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GOLF GETS GOING

a rockland car

Figured In Winterport Acci First Saturday Tournament Irving Beach, Former Rock
Shows the Retained Skill
land Salesman, Assaulted
dent — Camden - Bound
At East Bowdoinham
Students Were Hurt
of a Prominent Player

Two automobiles, one of them
When once ambition has passed
••• its natural limits, its progress Is ••• j containing students bound for the
•- boundless.—Seneca.
| State contests in Camden, were com

Block is no longer available, as lease •••

cannot be renewed.
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Sixth Attnwrraary Bale
McCALL PARIS
FASHION SHOW

pletely wrecked when in a headon
collision at Winterport Friday; six
persons being injured. One was
owned by Dr. J. F. Cox of Bangor
! and the other by Albert T. Smith of
Brewer. How a Rockland car flg! ured in the disaster was thus told in
the Bangor Commercial’s report:
“The Smith car had been following
| a car driven by Joshua N. Southard
of Rockland. Albert T. Smith, who
is said to have been driving, is al
leged to have tried to pass the
Southard car going up the hill.
“The Smith car was passing the
Southard car when the car owned
and operated by Dr. Cox came over
the brow of the knoll. Dr. Cox
pulled his car over to the side of the
road, but in fear of overturning into
the gully, tried to hold a position
partly on and partly off the roadbed
Officer King alleges. The two cars
came together, the Cox car striking
the front hubcap of the Smith car,
ripping off both fenders and carry
ing away the rear transmission.
“The Smith car turned over twice
| and landed against an embankment
! with four wheels whirling in the air
on one side of the road, and the cat
driven by Dr. Cox turned over twice
and landed on its side in one of the
gullies. The Southard car, which
was in the midst of the whole affair
1 escaped without a scratch.”

WAN-TA TAXI?
PHONE 999 Business; 515-J Residence
Any Purpose. Scenic or Historic
Points Visited. Reservations Solicited
Roomy Car—Chandler 8
Write V. P. HALL
21 Rorkland Street,
Rockland, Me
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Offering a collection of more than forty fashions, selected from McCall's line-for-line reproductions of original
Paris models, and intelligently interpreted in the season's newest fabrics.

W

Mannequins will display them for you while the McCall

Wi

stylist talks to you informally about ways and means of
duplicating these smart fashions for your own wardrobe.

59-tf

Pine Tree Transfer
ROCKLAND, ME. TO BOSTON
Leaves Boston—Monday, Wednes
day Friday at 4 p. m.; Tuesday,
Thursday at 2 p. m.; Saturday at
noon.
Leaves Rockland—Sunday, Tues
day, Thursday at midnight; Mon
day, Wednesday, Friday at mid
night.
Til. Rockland 627; Thomaston
8021; Boston, Capitol 5113; Capilol
2583; Lafayette 8955.
59-61

A fashion showing presented in close collaboration with
The McCall Company . . . and directed by the wellknown McCall stylist—MISS MARGARET. MILLER.
5®
•ty

VICTIM OF THUG

DANCE
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
9.00 to 12.30

in Pete Edwards’
New Bam
Upper Limerock Street
Music by

r'
h^it^SENTER CRANE COMPANY^>^>|

Dean’s Orchestra
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SENSATIONAL CHARGE IN PORT CLYDE CASE

Dr. Walter D. Hall and Dr. A. G. Long
of
Augusta.
Beaten into unconsciousness Sat
The first of the season's weekly
The effect of thc blows would pro
sweepstakes at the Country Club saw urday night bv a man to whom he
duce insensibility, according to Dr.
on Saturday afternoon a small but was demonstrating an automobile
Frohock. They had probably been
select group of golfers artistically ’•cFberi and left for dead bentath a
produced by a blunt instrument, not
demonstrating the royal and ancient pile of brush in a swamp, Irving
rsc-ach, 33 a Brunswick automebile
too hard. The contents of the
game, with Line McRae in his char salesman, formerly located in Rock
stomach showed that digestion had
acteristic fashion bringing home the land, lay in a critical condition in a
The mystery which has surrounded I other person could have been there, been in progress two or three hours.
bacon. The event was a kickers ■Biunswick hospital yesterday, while
handicap in which Line drew the state police and sheriffs are scouring the tragic fate of Willie Davis, 11, at j or had the disposition to commit the
There was a prolonged discussion
Port Clyde, in June, 1930, assumed a | crime; that Stone had a childish dis as to the effect unconsciousness
lucky number 84. E. R. Veazie’s net the state for his assailant.
The assault occurred at Harwood’s new phase yesterday with the placing like against members of the Davis
82 qualified him as runner-up, while
would have on the digestive process.
Arnold Rogers took the low gross crossing, between Bowdoinham and 1 on trial of Eldridge Stone in Knox family; that he had quarreled with
Dr. Frohock and the subsequent
honor with an 89. The scores; ___ Richmond about 15 miles from
Biunswick. The attacker, who had County Superior Court on the charge | the boy himself; that Stone had made medical witnesses admitted that it
Arnold Rogers ....................... 89—lb -14
serious admissions and remarks after would have a tendency to retard
A. C. McLoon .......... ............... 100—25—75 arranged to buv the automobile of manslaughter.
Z. M. Dwinal ............................ 97—22 —75 under an assumed name, removed
A bombshell was early thrown into the tragedy; that he had undertaken digestion.
H. E Robinson ........................ 91- 12—79 his victim’s shoes before he dragged
Cause of death was
E. R Veazle ........................... 95—13—82
to manufacture a complete alibi drowning.
L. E. McRae .......... (................ 99—15—84 him into the swamp, took his pocket the case when Frederick W. Hinckley
which unfortunately for him had
C. F. Dwinal ............................ 99—13—88 book containing about $10 and drove
On cross examination Dr. Frohock
K. Crane ................................... 110—23—87 off with the machine.
been broken; that instead of lying
E. K. Leighton ........................ 118—28—92
said
he di<J not remember seeing dry
After lying unconscious for a
• • • «
on a couch in his own home that aft
blood on the body nor of seeing gravel
The season for golf is unusually period of time which he estimated I
ernoon and evening, that witnesses
ground into the cuts and abrasions.
well advanced for mid-May, the to have been about an hour, Beach I
struggled
from
the
swamp
and.
!
had
seen him in the village turning
greens excellent and the fairways far
Dr. Hall's testimony in relation to
toward the ice pond.
better than average. Some of the shoeless, walked three-quarters of a
the
wounds corroborated Dr. Fromile
over
a
rough
country
road
be?
sports, doubtless thinking upon for
When the afternoon session opened
hock’s statement. He felt that the
mer seasons, are lagging at breaking fore he found aid.
yesterday the spectators were con
J. W. Bishop, of Bowdoinham, the
out their clubs, but the continued
blood came from the nose. To the
fronted, not by the State’s witnesses,
beautiful weather will soon see this householder to whom Beach ap- I
question as to whether the blows
for
assistance,
summoned
a
■
pealed
group taking hold with enthusiasm.
as would have been the usual order
caused death he replied “Absolutely
The Country Club with its compe- physician who found 15 lacerations I
of procedure. Instead they saw the
tent staff and the golf annex with 'n the injured mans scalp, a large
not.” The immediate cause was
senior counsel for the defense step
its able new pro is prettily set for piece torn from his ear, a severe
drowning; the secondary cause being
bruise over his left eye and bruises j
before the jury to present his open
a prosperous summer.
the blows on the head which pro
ant! lacerations about his feet, the {
ing plea, this arrangement having
remit of his stumbling through the
duced unconsciousness.
! been made with the Court’s acquistubble of the swamp and the rocks '
Dr. Ixmg told of being called Juno
ol the road.
, escence.
24, 1930, to perform the autopsy. He
Police broadcast an appeal for aid J
And then Mr. Hinckley turned
didn’t think either blow would have
in locating Linwood Witham of Bow
loose his batteries, declaring that he
doinham, an ex-convict, whom they
THE
I
caused death.
would reveal a most amazing story.
wished to question in connection with
"To what degree would uncon
the case. Believing he may have left
The man who committed this crime,
sciousness slow up digestion?" asked
the state, they asked Massachusetts
he declared, was (naming a young
County Attorney Otis.
authorities to watch for him and ar
1
man who has been frequently reINSURANCE COMPANY ranged to have his description broad
“I do not care to answer that ques
I ferred to in the case). He announced
cast from a Boston radio station.
Paid to living policy-holders
tion?” said Dr. Long.
Employes of the Brunswick ga
Jus’ice Herbert T. Powers, Who Is his intention to present before the
“You will answer,” said Justice
rage for which Beach was a sales Piwtecting Everybody’s Rights In jury a man who saw him assault the
$156,096,109.08
man were shown pictures of Witham
Powers sternly.
the
Port
Clyde
Manslaughter
Case,
j
Davis
boy
and
then
put
him
into
the
and said they resembled the man who
It also paid to beneficiaries of
And the witness did.
was negotiating with the injured man -------------------------------------------------- j pond. The officials have had this
15,908 deceased policy-holders
Cecil Cushman of the Burnt Island
Saturday for the purchase tf a car. of Portland, counsel for the respond- knowledge in their possession for
Coast Guard Station told of the con
A friend of Witham’s, Lester
$71,487,826.31
“Ducky" Sproul, who was released ent, told an astonished jury that the months, asserted the counsel. El- dition of the body when it was taken
(Latter includes $3,167,697.73
from State Prison Saturday, was Davis boy met death, not at the dridge Stone, who has lived in the from the water.
of Double Indemnity)
picked up for questioning in Rock hands of the trembling, white haired village of Port Clyde more than 60
Miles F. Cameron, Coast Guards
land. Police said he established a man sitting in the prisoner’s dock, years, was being made the goat for
The total payments amounted to
man, testified that the body was
satisfactory alibi, but they ordered
him held as a material witness. He but through the violence of another this atrocious crime.
swollen but not parboiled.
Attorney Hinckley then told how
$227,583,935.39
had written the other, Linwood man, who he said threw the living
Frank Simmons, whose house ls
Witham of Richmond, to meet him body into the ice pond after mal the man whom he charges with the
Of which $71,468,972.75 was for
close to the ice pond was on the stand
Saturday
in
Brunswick.
Dividends
crime, had been in an angry mood
The purchaser signed the name treating it with his fists.
quite a long time testifying as to the
when the Davis boy approached, and
Witnesses
who
saw
the
deed,
and
of H. A. Tarr of Richmond to the
shrubbery which was growing in the
BUSINESS IN MAINE
after
cursing
him
drew
off
and
struck
Sales contract. The signature was were present when the unconscious
New business in Maine
•roved today to have been a forgery,, lad was thrown overboard, would be him in the face with a stick, knock vicinity of the pond at the time of
during 1931 .......... $4342,514.00 fcirr is a well-known ' ' ‘
the tragedy. On cross examination
ic unon ..
on the stand, he said.
ing bim down. This treatment was
Insurance tn force in
business man.
he identified certain photographs as
Maine as of January
repeated.
The
man
and
the
two
men
Departing from the usual custom
Authorities who viewed the scene
scenes in the vicinity of the pond,
1, 1932 ..................... 54,219399.00 i of the assault found two large
the opening plea for the respondent with him then picked the boy up and
blood-stained rocks, which they be- was made in advance of the presenta carried him into the woods, according and which showed a clear view of the
t lieved wdre used to inflict the wounds
pond from nearby houses. On re
1 on Beach. They also found a cheap tion of the State’s case. Hundreds to Hinckley, who said that the man direct examination he said that the
AGENT
' necklace and a woman’s ring at the were unable to gain entrance to the told his witness if he ever saidanything
TEL. 1010
spot, leading them to believe the as courtroom, the doors being locked as about it he would get his. At 2 o’clock bushes were not shown in the photos
216 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
exhibited.
sailant may have had a woman ac
soon as all of the seats were occupied. next morning the body was brought
58*63
complice.
Mrs. Ada Simmons, wife of the
The case for the prosecution is be out and thrown onto the truck.
Beach told the police the blows
foregoing witness, also testified as to
were struck as he stepped from the ing presented by County Attorney The truck was driven to a spot near
car to change seats with the Ensign Otis and Attorney General the ice pond into which the boy was the shrubbery.
NOTICE!
stranger, after the latter had ex
“Was there enough to conceal a
deposited. This concluded Attorney
person?” asked Mr. Hinckley.
‘‘SPECIALS" THURSDAY pressed a desire to drive. At the Clement F. Robinson. Comparatively Hinckley’s sensational charge.
time they were but a short distance few of the State's 30-odd witnesses
“I think there was,” was the reply.
at SALVATION ARMY
from Richmond, to which Beach was have yet been heard.
• ♦ • • *
Clarence Thompson, who was road
driving liis customer to enable him to
Instead of Friday
The impanelling of a drawn jury
The subject of this denuncia
obtain sufficient money to make a
commissioner at Port Clyde in 1930,
59-lt
occupied half an hour, the respond tion, sat within a biscuit’s toss of
down payment on the car.
and who had charge of the construc
ent challenging three witnesses, and the lawyer, and listened with un tion of the new road in 1931, told of a
the State three. As finally selected moved countenance as the charges row of bushes 30 feet long, and shrub
the jury is made up thus:
echoed through the courtroom.
bery five or six feet high between the
When Mr. Hinckley concluded the
Howard Anderson, Camden, fore
road and dam.
SENSATIONAL COMEDY OF THE AMERICAN ROOKIE
man: John A. Nelson, South Thom examination of the State's witnesses
On cross examination he admitted
aston; Albert R. Marsh, Rockland;
that the shrubbery would have grown
Albert C. Jones, Rockland; Thomas
considerably since the date of Willie
J. Baum, Vinalhaven; Mrs. Edith V
Davis’ death and that the land where
Buzzell, Rockport; Crawford Young
the road was changed was lower than
Camden; Arthur Ames, Camden;
the dam.
Delmore R. Cummings, Appleton;
Mrs. Lovisa M. Lowell, whose resi
Mrs. Inez Dyer, Owl's Head; Mrs
dence is near the dam of the ice pond,
Adelaide Marriner, Hope;
Mrs.
was home between 4.30 and 5.30 p.-m.
Margie N. Chillis, Vinalhaven.
June 10, preparing supper for her
Deputy Sheriff Arthur D. Fish of
family which had not arrived. She
Appleton was given custody of the
could see the pond plainly, she said
children. The other Jurors were im
oh cross examination. She heard no
mediately excused, there being nc
outcry.
more trials in prospect this term.
The State has 10 or 12 more wit
The indictment against Eldridgi
nesses
to examine, and their testi
Stone charged him with the slaying
mony
will
be of a more material
of Willie Davis, aged 11, on the late
SERVING YOUR COUNTRY
character lt is hinted. It will be late
ON THE POTATO PILE
afternoon of June 10, 1930. Through
afternoon, at least, before the defense
out yesterday’s proceedings he sat
LOCAL PEOPLE OF THOMASTON AND ROCKLAND
is reached, and Attorney Hinckley
quietly beside his counsel, Frederick
CAST OF CHARACTERS
I
AWKWARD ROOKIE SQUAD
has hinted at plenty of fireworks.
Red Eagen ........................ Fred Libby Private Yehl.......................Evin Brown W. Hinckley of Portland, displaying
Izzy Goldstein .......... Clinton Fickett Private Quirk ..............Charles Lawrle a keen interest in everything tha:
CHARLIE NOT RECKLESS
Sally................................Vada Clukey Private C. C. Pill .... Robert Robertson was being said and done, but refrain
Abie Goldstein..........Ralph Chessley Private Mama's Boy .. Leonard Stover ing from any sort of dembnstration
The smallest primary rampaign ex
Michael Eagen ...... Edwin F. Lynch Private Inglebusten .......................
pense account from a candidate for
.............................. Everett Fernald Mr. Hinckley is assisted by hk
Y. M. C. A. Worker .. Orville Williams
Willie Davis, Whose Tragic Death nomination for governor was received
Private Ecklaberger .. . Donald Keith brother George Hinckley, and seated
Willing War Worker.....................
Two Years Ago, Is Still a Burning in the Secretary of States depart
........................... Isabel Kirkpatrick Private Swatzenbender.................
near them—an interested spectator—
ment Thursday from Charles M.
............................................ RussellMorgan
McGooley the Guard.....................
Richardson of Rockland, Democrat,
was Mrs. Hinckley, wife of the re 'ssue In Village Where He Lived,
Private
McGinnis
....
Charles
Prescott
................................ Russell Hoffses
who said he spent $4 80.
Top Sergeant............. Chester Slader Private Kfloosey ..... Phil Newbert spondent’s senior counsel.
Private
Mike
Katz
....
LeRoy
Whltton
Marie .......................... Evelyn Peaslee
County Attorney Ensign Otis gave was begun, the first person called to YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Mary .................... Margaret Lakeman Private Jumpin Jimminy Johnson
a complete and comprehensive out the stand being Civil Engineer Wood
Harry
Gillis
McGinnis................. Charles Prescott
™
Kfloosey .....................Philip Newbert Private Hungry Hank ..Ralph Smalley line of the case, from the States who explained the topography of the h.VmWa
Cook.............................Arthur Stevens Private O'Rourke .......... Vinal Dailey standpoint in his opening address map which served as State’s exhibit A and listen to some music at lea«t once
a week The loss of these taste* ts. rJS
Newsboy ...................... Russell Young
which occupied about half an hour.
Medical Examiner H. W. Frohock of
happiness —Charles Darwin.
SPECIAL MUSICAL NUMBERS
Captain.......... Capt. Warren Eldridge
His
talk
was
illustrated
with
frequen
told
of
being
summoned
when
the
Show Boat..................... Girls’ Chorus
A RAINY DAY
Dixie.............................. Girls' Chorus references to the large map, prepared case was reported at Port Clyde. His
GIRLS' CHORUS
drPa?’: to h»»e you on a day
Barbara Feyler
Grace Miller Sailor’s Sweetheart.. Solo and Chorus by Civil Engineer Franklin Wood preliminary examination, which was
glTOm8 ™aUd sullen p'°udsof
Charlotte Dyer
Ethelyn Verge Keep the Home Fires Burning.....
covering the section of Port Clyde tc followed by a verdict of death by
............................................. Chorus
WatcrhinJ,h,hme,
,IiP rlrt fam,,|nr room.
Elizabeth Woodcock Florence Young
which the alleged crime relates.
drowning, revealed that the boy’s W hswtft play °KS <‘neatl1 thp flames’
Evelyn Brackett
Irene Young Rose 6f No Man's Land.................
He said that Willie Davis-son o’ arms and legs were flexed and slight
........ ....................... Florence Dean
BUrbloom° 8trange coneelt» of bud and
Ina Coates
Dorothy Harvey
Phyllis Robinson
Florence Dean Hinky Dinky Parlay Voo ...... Chorus Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Davis of Port ly bent. A bloody froth was oozing
Dolly Brazier
Ruth Bartt Vocal Solo........ Mrs. William Kenny Clyde—came to his death about • from the nose. Tire cap was pulled Thp tthere We kDOW about us- *1*re and
Good Morning Mr. Zip Zip .. Chorus
Dorothy Harrington
The books we love, half-read on floor
Specialty Dance ...... Holmi Johnson o’clock on the afternoon of June 10 tightly down over the forehead.
and knee:
as the result of blows and submer When this was puljed back the medi
How Ya Gonna Keep ’Em Down
PATRIOTIC PAGEANT—“MY
The stein the Dutchman brought
from
oversea.
B
On the Farm.....................Chorus sion in the water of the ice pond cal examiner noticed blood on the
DREAM OF THE BIG PARADE”
standing Invitingly beside vour chairPack Up Your Troubles...............
Featuring DR. KENT, Dramatic
The while we quote and talk and—•
............................ Awkward Squad The last three persons to see him left ear. The inside of the lower lip
Reader. Supported by Fifty Children
disagree.
alive placed him in tire vicinity ol had a cut and one of the teeth was
Rebuild
the castles that we reared tn
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
the pond.
protruding through the flesh. When
Spain.
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, MAY 19 AND 20
Re-read
the poet that our childhood
The State would prove, the County the doctor pressed on the chest water
knew.
8.15 P. M.
Attorney said, that Eldridge Stone issued from the mouth. There was
With eyes that meet when soma
Sponsored by the Episcopal Church. Directed by Universal Producing Co.
quaint thought rings true—
was in the vicinity at that time, and another examination two weeks later O friend,
for some such dav of cheer and
ADMISSION 50 CENTS; CHILDREN 25 CENTS
rain—
had
an
opportunity
to
be
on
the
spo'
Reserve your seats at McDonald's Drug Store, beginning Wednesday, May 18,
and this was followed by an autopsy
Books and the dear companionship of
at 9.00 A. M.
you!
when the slaying was done; that no which was performed by Dr. Frohock,

Attorney For Defense Hurls a Bombshell In

His Opening Address—State’s Long Array

of Witnesses Now Being Heard

In The Year 1931

NEWYORKUFE

Elizabeth C. Knowlton

‘CORPORAL EAGEN’

Camden and Rockland Water Co.
OFFERS

600 Shares Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A HOME COMPANY AND LOCAL INVESTMENT
LEGAL FOR MAINE SAVINGS BANKS

TAX FREE TO HOLDERS IN MAINE
FREE FROM NORMAL FEDERAL INCOME TAX
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, February, May,
August and November 1st. Callable as a whole or in part at $105 a
share.
•

The Public Utilities Commission of Maine under order dated
May 2, 1932, has authorized proceeds of the sale of this issue to be
used for the purpose of:

(a) Paying its notes payable, proceeds from which were used
for the construction of additions, extensions, improvements and better
ments of its plant; and of

(b) Reimbursing its treasury for moneys expended in the
acquisition of property and for the construction, extension and improve
ment of its facilities, and which actually were expended from income or
from other moneys in the treasury of the corporation not secured by or
obtained from the issue of stocks, bonds, notes or other evidences of
indebtedness of the corporation.

This stock, issued under the approval of the Public Utilities
Commission is offered to investors at a price of $98.00 per share and
accrued interest, yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at the office of the
Company, 5 Lindsey street, Rockland, Maine

Camden and Rockland Water Company

r

—Author unknown.
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“ON MY SET”

WE TIE FOR THE LEAD

THE HAND ENGINERS

HO, FOR PORTLAND

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Rockland, Me., May 17, 1932.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he ls Press
man In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
May 14. 1932. there was printed a total of
8113 copies.
W. H BUTLER.

Vote To Hold State Muster B. P. W. Convention Last of
Week Will Draw Local
Rockland’s Victory Over Thomaston Makes Situation
In Skowhegan—Lawry Is
Interesting In Knox & Lincoln League
Treasurer___
Members

God so loved the world, that he
gave his only begotten Son, that
whosoever believeth in him should
not perish, but have everlasting life!
—John 3:16.

This Week's Games
Wednesday—Rockland
at
St.
George: Camden at Vinalhaven; Lin
coln Academy at Thomaston.
Saturday—Rockland at Camden;
St. George at Thomaston; Vinalha
ven vs. Lincoln Academy (doubleheadW) at Rockland.
♦ * • *

When Deputy Sheriff Ludwick
went to the home of John O'Sullivan
Sunday afternoon to locate a witness
for Sheriff Henderson and County
Attorney Dale of Sagadahoc County,
he encountered unexpected opposi
tion. Mr. O'Sullivan declared that
the officers should not enter his house
without a warrant, and while Deputy
Ludwick was absent for the necessary
document, O'Sullivan is alleged to
have drawn a revolver on the Bath
sherifl. Yesterday O'Sullivan was ar
raigned before Judge Butler charged
with assault upon an officer with a
dangerous weapon. A toy pistol was
offered in evidence as the "weapon"
with which the Sagadahoc sheriff was
threatened, but on cross examination
Mrs. O'Sullivan admitted that her
husband did own a “blank cartridge
revolver.” He was held for the grand
jury in the sum of $500.
Has Rockland lost its taste tor
doughnuts? On Saturday Mr. and
Mrs. Ames at their little community
shop or. Union street, cooked 100
dozen of ’em for their customers, and
were pretty tired at the day's end.
They were those inviting doughnuts,
fashioned with the hole. It was a
Rockland sea captain, readers will re
call, who when he was a sea cook, in
his younger days, first put the hole in
the doughnut. It was his own in
vention, he declared, since which
time that form of the confection has
been in popular demand. It was
Capt. Hanson Gregory whose Yankee
Ingenuity conferred upon the world
this undoubted boon. The CourierGazette had the story of it from his
own lips.
Some idea of the comparative
brightness of the freshmen who en
tered various educational institutions
last fall is contained in a tabulation
of the results of the American Coun
cil on education's psychological ex
amination just issued for 152 of the
377 colleges which gave it. Haverford College led with a gross score of
241.67 points. Bowdoin College stood
sixth In the list, with a gross score of
196.54, and Bates College was 20th,
with 176.25. The report on Bowdoin
is particularly gratifying as in the
freshman class Rockland boasts
these members—Alvary Gay, Oram
Lawry, Jr., and Robert Dunton.

The two large elms which have
stood on the premises of Charles T.
Smalley, Broadway, have been re
placed with two handsome maples
which have taken kindly to their
new locale and are leaving out nicely.
Moving trees is not quite so easy as
it sounds for they require an im
mense amount of footgear in order
that they may not be fatally dam
aged. And so a large crew escorted
the vegetation from its native soil in
West Rockport. The work was in
charge of Perley Merrifield, who ls
also doing an extensive grading job
on the Smalley premises and those
of Everett L. Spear adjoining.

WE WILL GIVE AWAY ABSOLUTELY

■«■»■.....................-

FREE i

At the annual meeting of the
Several members of the local BPW
handed catch against the netting Maine State Hand Engine League in cjub are planning to attend the anwas the game's feature play,
Topsham Saturday night it was nuai convention of the Maine FedThe score:
.
,
voted
J>old ^e State muster in j eratlon of BPW Clubs In Portland.
A NEW
ab r bh tb po a e skowhegan- Au8- 20- Charles M Friday and Saturday of this week.
Paladino, ss .... 4 3 2 2 0 0 1: LawTy
Rockland was elected treas-, particular interest centers In the apLacrosse, 2b .... 5 2 3 3 1 5 i urer and a member of the board' of: pearance of Dr. Lillian M. Gllbreth
Flanagan, lb .... 5 3 1 1 10
0 ' judges.
of Montclair. N. J„ national research
0 | Present were 45 members together chairman of the National Federation,'
Allen, cf .......... 5 0 3 4 1
0
with
John
F.
Cutter,
chief
of
the
Ellis. If ........... 5 0 3 3 1
who will be the principal speaker. I
0 . Newburyport fire department; Ed- Dr. Gilbreth has achieved outstand
Thomas, 3b ...... 4 0 0 0 1
0
I
ward
A.
Weeks
of
Portsmouth,
vice
Whitmore, c .... 4 0 1 1 13
ing success in a field usually occu-'
01 president of the New England pied by men—that of industrial engi- j
Mazzeo, rf ........ 5 2 110
0 League; Samuel Estes, lieutenant of neer. Her name is known from coast
MeAlary, p ...... 4 2 3 4 0
_ the Newburyport department; and to coast, and in foreign countries.
See it in our store
41 12 17 19 27 9 2 Edward M. Jones, also of Newbury- For many years she was associated
Ask for Details.
” j port.
In the practice of engineering with i
Thomaston High
ab r bh tb po a e ! Vice President J. H. Trecartin of her husband, the late Frank R. GilTickets
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President
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ng
economics
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psychology.
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1 0 0 of Topsham and H. Arthur Sherman (hough extremely busy with her work, i
Perry. If .......... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 of Randolph. These engine ratings She j,as fOund time (O bring up 11
children in a fine manner, budgeting
Day. If ............. 10 1 10 0 0 were made:
All end-stroke machines, 7 inches her time so that neither children nor
Simmons, 3b, p.. 3 0 0 0 2 3 1
Keefe, ss ......... 3 0 0 0
1 1 1 and under, placed in second class; business were neglected.
The convention opens Friday at
Anderson, ss
. 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 all over 7 inches, cylindrical meas
RANKIN BLOCK
NORTHEND DRUG STORE
9.30 a. m., with club mechanics, con
Henderson, lb. 400 0400 urement in first class.
The
annual
muster
in
Skowhegan
densed reports from each club and
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1 0 0
Free S. & H. Green Stamps with Every Purchase
will be coincident with the- annual ~enerai discussion of club problems
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convention
of
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State
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And from then on the
time is planned
Rockland .... 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 0 x-12 Association. The October meeting advantageously ’ for every minute.
ending Saturday with a "fun night'
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Two-base hits, Allen, MeAlary, League will be held in Westbrook When the Portland Club will put on
Oct.
8.
stunts.
Grafton. Bases on balls, off McMAINE FISHERMEN SORRY
Maine firemen and was a prominent
Mtlvin F. Miller of Topsham w as
wjjj
on daylight
Alary 5, off Simmons 1. Struck out,
figure at Maine musters for many
by MeAlary 13, by Ifemey 4, by elected an honorary member. The time. The Maine Central railroad is
Veteran firemen of Maine will re years —Bath Times.
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special
convention
rate.
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Simmons 2. Double play. Lacrosse
gret to learn of the passing of for
expected the attendance in Port mer Chief Fred B. Annis of Camden
and Flanagan. Umpires, Wotton of d^ar.,ed ubro;helt“Albi°n Ds Niles
Cheer up and smile. It's gravity
ed
M.
Harden
Gray
of
Rockland
i
Jand
wU
,
bc
,
thls
Rockland and Grafton of Thomaston
who died Sunday at the age of 73 that keeps things down.
John Hanley of Thomaston and
Scorer, Winslow.
Robert Cosgrove of Gardiner. These «————
Vinalhaven 20, St, George 2
The League champions swamped officers were elected:
St. George under an avalanche of President—Chester H. McCabe. Sr..
hits at Vinalhaven Saturday, making Bath.
First Vice President—John H. Tre
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
a total of 24 safeties including five
doubles and one triple. Coombs al cartin, Lubec.
Second Vice President — Noah |lowed St. George but one hit. St.
George scored one run in the second Gauthier, Westbrook.
Secretary — Charles W. Berry,
and one in the fifth, on errors. In
the two games Coombs has pitched Brunswick.
not an earned, run has crossed the Treasurer — Charles M. Lawry,
plate. Guilford and Coombs were the Rockland.
Trustees—Frank If. Turner, Bath:
heavy hitters; the former collecting
six and the latter five. The longest H. E. Johnson, Waldoboro and
FOR A QUICK MEAL
hit of the game was a triple by Ly George W. Worrey, Bath.
Judges
—
Chester
H.
McCabe.
Jr.,
J
ford over center field fence. Vinal
haven plays Camden here Wednesday. Brunswick; William Sedgley, Tops
Middleton is expected1 to pitch for the ham; Frank T. Fortier. Bath; Ben
iamin Roberts, Saco; Oscar Libby.
champs.
Westbrook; Charles M. Lawry, Rcck
St George
land; Charles W. Berry. Brunswick
ab r bh tb PO a
Timer—George F. Hunt, Gardiner
.... 3 0 0 0 0 2
The Androscoggin boys were given ,
...... 3 0 0 0 1 0
a vote of thanks for the nice supper
PACKAGES
4 0 0 0 10 3
and use of the hall.
4 1 1 1 0 3
The Massachusetts visitors were I
.... 3 0 0 0 1 1
among the speakers.
4 1 0 0 10 1
THE FREE-RUNNING BRAND
siingsby, cf...... 3 0 0 0 1 0
ENJOYED
THE
HOME
PAPER
Hooper, r ...... 1 0 0 0 1 0
Hautari, : p ...... 2 0 0 0 0 0
During The Winter Spent Among the
Pease, p
'..... 2 0 0 0 0 0
Hills of Vermont

Events of world-wide interest,
including the intensive search for
the slayer of baby Lindbergh,
have made the radio almost' in
The League Standing
dispensable in the home the Past
week. It was the radio which
Rockland High went into a tie for
carried the first news of the find
first place in the Knox & Lincoln
ing of the child.
League Saturday by virtue of its vic
tory over Thomaston High, which had
••• ••• •••
been leading with a clean slate. Vi
The song that brought a flood
nalhaven High is only half a game be
of requests for a repetition when
hind, while Camden and St. George
Morton Downey first sang it sev
which are jointly occupying the cellar
eral weeks ago will be heard again
are only two games behind the
tonight when the tenor sings “Ave i' berth
leaders. With Greenlaw back in the
Maria" as the feature of the
box for Camden that team now serves
Camel Quarter Hour broadcast.
notice that its rivals will have to fight
•«•••••••
hard for all they get. He held Lin
I had the pleasure of convers
coln Academy hitless until the sev
ing a few moments with Walter
enth inning at Camden Friday. The
Smith, the famous leader of the
standing:
Jenny Band, while he was acting '
W
L
PC
as one of the judges at the State j Thomaston ........... 3
1
.750
band contest in Camden Satur
Rockland............. 3
1
.750
I
.666
day. “You will be interested to ’ Vinalhaven .......... 2
know," he said, “that the Jenny- j Lincoln ............... 1
2
-333
band is soon to be augmented by j St George ............ 1
3
.250
50 pieces, and will give concerts
Camden ............... 1
3
.253
on Tuesday nights as well as Sun
day nights during the summer."
Rockland 12. Thomaston 5
Having listened religiously to Mr.
A Rockland High School ball team
Smith for many weeks it gave me
rose in its might at Community Park
added pleasure to have personal
Saturday afternoon and smote the
contact, and I may add, without
warriors from the home of Knox an
suspicion of flattery, that those
awful crack on the boco. Rockland
who meet Walter Smith find their
tallied in every inning except the last
admiration trebled.
and even then there were two Orange
•*•••••♦•
and Black youths cavorting the base
Matt Thompkins will take his
paths.
Ifemey gobbled Mazzeo's
shrewd wit and graying locks to
grounder for the final out.
the stately halls of Congress, if a
The home team presented itself to
movement to be put under way
admiring fans as an earnest, hard
Thursday night during the broad
working machine, and its two errors
cast of "Thompkins' Corners"
are readily condoned in view of the
proves sucressful. The masculine
fine showing that the team made in
population of the famous rural
all departments of the game.
village of the radio will meet in
This was particularly true of the
solemn conclave and discuss plans
stickwork, for there have not been
and prospects for putting the
many- Rockland High School teams
Mayor of their community in
in recent years which hit for a total
Washington over the NBC-W’JZ
1 of 19 bases in eight trips to the plate.
network at 9.30 p. m.
Ifemey. still nursing a somewhat
••• ••• •••
lame arm was withdrawn from the
Hinds' Romance Exchange, with ! box early in the third inning after
Ray Heatherton as the featured I Rockland had netted six hits off him.
star, will take its leave on Thurs
The imperturbable Simmons, whose
day, when the final program will I smile is strongly suggestive of the
be broadcast at 7.15 p. m. It ts I town from which he comes, was
contemplated to resume the pro
effective by spells, but had to answer
grams in the fall. Heatherton. I for 11 hits.
who climbed to stardom on this
The scene now turns to the undisprogram, will be heard in a med I puted hero of the Rockland team.
ley of songs from the newly re j Francis MeAlary, who was sent to
vived opera “Show Boat.”
' the mound as the starting pitcher.
but who did so well that he remained
Lily Pons, famous French I on the slab until the last Thomaston
out was chronicled. For the first five j
coloratura soprano, was soloist of
innings only one hit was made off ;
29 2 1 1 24 10
the General Electric Circle Sun
him. and that could have been as i
Vinalhaven
day evening. She is sailing todayeasily called an error. The rangy
ab r bh tb PO a
on the Leviathan for an extended
youth further contributed to the as- j Hopkins,
...... 5 2 0 0 4 1
European tour. Next Sunday’s
...... 6 5 5 5 0 3
soloist at 7 wall be Gigli, tenor j tenishment of the natives by making Coombs,
three hits, one of which was a double Guilford,
.... 6 4 6 8 1 0
of the Metropolitan.
! MeAlary has never made any loud White, c
...... 6 2 3 3 13 2
claims as to being either a pitcher or Young, rf......... 6
Those who had the pleasure of
a batter, but he certainly qualified Middleton, cf .... 6
hearing Walter E. Smith in cor
for both in Saturday's game, and to Lyford, lb ........ 6
net ' solos in Camden SaturdayArey, If ........... 1
the queen's taste.
evening listened to the Jenney
The battle for batting honors in Baum, If .......... 3
0 0
Band with keener interest than
this game proved a tie between Me- Woodcock, 3b
0 2
ever Sunday evening.
Alary. Allen and Grafton. The
••• •••
Thomaston catcher, modestly wear
50 20 24 31 27 6 5
In a remarkable half hour
4 3 5 0 0 0 1 7 x—20
ing the honors which he won when Vinalhaven,
broadcast last night Ex-Gov.
010010000—2
his home run broke the 10 inning St. George,
Smith of New York paid his re
deadlock at Thomaston last WednesTwo-base hits. Guilford 2. Young,
spects to demagogues and said j day was a busy man in Saturday's Woodcock, Middleton.
Three-base
many things with which we ran
contest having nine put-outs and hit, Lyford. Bases on balls, off
all agree, regardless of polities.
three assists and making three hits Coombs 4, off Hautari 1, off Pease 1.
and three runs.
Struck out, by Coombs 13, by Hautari
Arthur Flanagan
handled the 5. by Pease 7. Umpires, Anderson and
MERIT BADGE CLUB
; initial sack in fine style and his one- I M. Simmons.
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Editor of The .Courier-Gazette:—
It has been a great pleasure to us ,
to receive the home paper three j
times a week while passing thc win
ter here in South Vernon. Vt. We ,
have enjoyed reading the news from
the city, the islands and the sur
rounding towns, where we have many
friends and acquaintances. We have
greatly enjoyed the news from our |
lighthouse friends and Coast Guard !
stations of Maine and New Hamp
shire.
This is a beautiful Vermont farm
ing section. Many of the farmers are
engaged in the dairy business to a
large extent. I have a friend here in
South Vernon who owns a farm of
800 acres, mapy of them under good
cultivation. He plants twenty acres |
of corn for his silo, for fodder in the
winter seasqn. He has 150 cows of 1
fine Jersey stock and ships his cream
and milk to several cities in Massa
chusetts.
We are located two hundred yards
from the banks of the Connecticut
River. Just across the street is our
postoffice for South Vernon, called ,
Fast Northfield. Mass. We are onlv 1
a short distance from Dwight L.
Moody's famous schools. From our
home we look Into three states, Ver
mont, Massachusetts and New Hamp
shire. The magnolia , cherry ,'and
peach trees are in bloom, as well as |
many of the trees of the forest. We
leave here for our Rockland home J
Thursday the 19th.
(Rev.) Wm. M. Brewster

The 113th annual convention of
the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
Maine is being held at the Cathedral
Church of St. Luke. Portland, today
and tomorrow, the Maine branch of
the woman's auxiliary to the Na
tional Council holding its meeting
simultaneously. The principal guest
speaker will be Rev. Goodrich R
Penner of New York, secretary of Being a Concise Report of
rural work in the national depart
PARK THEATRE
WITH THE BOWLERS
ment of Christian Social Service
the Last Two Meetings—
Rev. E. O. Kenyon of St. Peter's
Grand and glorious entertainment
New Members Admitted
A three-pin surplus gave A. A- P
Church, and Rev. Ralph Hayden of
four of the five points in its match Wednesday-Thursday at Park The
St. Thomas’ Church, Camden, will
Due to the Scout rally, the author with Gulf Refining Friday night. atre where “Manhattan Parade," the
attend the sessions.
was unable to get the report of the
last club meeting, so this is a report Howard was the only man in the 300- Warner Bros, and Vitaphone pro
At the baseball meeting last week of two meetings.
class, and had high string (113). The duction in technicolor featuring
Smith and Dale, Winnie Lightner
fans assembled to discuss RockMay 21, the Merit Badge Club met summary:
„ _
and Charles Butterworth, opens its
nd's prospects in the Knox & Lln- at the home of Eagle Scout Linwood
A
&
P
l
B
%T
y.
,
'oca'
engagement.
ln Twilight League. A. C. McLoon. Aylward. Scoutmasters Carroll Wixgmith and Dale, remembered for
trose interest in Rockland's baseball on and Francis Merchant as honor Fogg 258, Clarke 283, Carr 284, total
their joint clowning as members of
?lfare has never abated, was elect- ary members, and A. Kenneth Mc 1339Gulf Refining—Greeley 276. Seavey thc Avon Comcd Four ar„ cf, on a
[ manager, and "Buster" McPhee, Cartney, Jaseph Emery Jr., club
263.
Schellinger.
240
Danielson
250,
new ,ack now and funnier lhan they
e team's popular shortstop was members, were approved.
Howard 307, total 1336.
have ever been. Winnie plays the
ected captain to succeed Charles C.
A larger representation of the pub
• • * * ,
role of manager of a Theatrical Cos- Walter Miller, Greta Granstedt.
otton, who resigned. Donald P. lic at our public scout activities
elsey was elected treasurer. Thomas would be welcomed.
When the Rockland Locals defeat- turning Company, has troubles galore Bobbv Watson, Luis Albcrni. Charles
Middleton, Claire MacDowell. Ethel
. Chisholm was chairman of the
One member noticed that the knot ed the Camden Locals 38 pins and | with an eloping husband, failing
eeting and Robert McCarty was sec which most Scouts tie on the ends won the Knox County championship ; business, balking customers, ele- Griffes, Polly Walters, Douglas
Gerard, Mae Madison, Ruth flail,
tary.
of their neckerchiefs would be a Ray was high total man and had high I phants, ostriches, a madman who Nat Pendleton, Bill Irving, William
po
r
es
as
a
genius
—
and
with
Charles
string.
Lawry
made
a
full
Worcester
bothersome thing if they wanted to
An odd looking snake was found use it quickly for any one of the 100 ! break on his first ball in the second Butterworth, who, though free with Humphries, Edward Van Sioan and
Monday morning at the Highlands, things it may be used for, so the string and not to be outdone Hen his solemn and evasive advice, is Harold Waldrldge.
The picture ts based on a play by
by Eino Anderson. The reptile meas club will send a letter to the Na derson did "the cocked hat" without none too dependable.
Dickie Moore is as adorable as he Samuel Shipman, author of many
ures 38 inches, is of a gray and brown tional Council asking if they will ask deadwood. The summary:
Rockland—Lawry. 481; Russell, 495; was in "Star Witness.” Then there Broadway stage successes. Lloyd
color with short lines of black across the Scouts at large not. to tie a knot
the back. Mr. Anderson would like in their neckerchief. Do a good turn •Rackliff, 455; Dudley, 487; Ray, 527; are many besides, among whom are Bacon directed—adv.
to know something about the critter, daily Scouts, but don't keep score on total, 2445.
Camden—Calderwood. 477; Hen
for it differs from any snake ever your neckerchief.
seen in these regions, so far as he can
LIST OF
Scouts of Troop 2 started camp derson, 472; Keating, 513; Magee, 437:
Grover, 508; total, 2407.
ascertain. The Courier-Gazette has ing out last month.
The averages in this county cham
put Norman Lermond on the trail and
Scouts of the new South Thomas
there may be further news of it.
ton troop received their certificates pionship contest were:
Grover 102, Ray 100.4, Keating
ELECTED AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
and each is proudly displaying a new
99.8, Dudley 98.1, Freeman 96.4,
tenderfoot
pin.
Scoutmaster
Wixon
Thursday and Friday at Watts hall.
Lawry 95.2, Russell 94.7, Rackliff 94.
Thomaston, the Universal Producing has sent in his charter and the new Calderwood 93.2, Henderson 91.6,
Rockland
troop
will
soon
be
display

Company presents “Corporal Eagen," I
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Magee 87.8.
• * * «
Which has enjoyed much success in ing tenderfoot pins too.
At
the
second
meeting,
May
5,
in
May 11, 1932
other Maine towns recently. Chorus
There will bc a meeting of the
girls, specialty acts and a patriotic Thomaston, the long postponed Knox County Bowling League at the
OFFICERS
initiation
was
carried
out.
Those
pageant of children opened by a read- ,
Recreation alleys Thursday night at F. W. FULLER, President
EDWARD J. HELLIER. Treasurer
Ing by Dr. James Kent, appear, as ! initiated were Honorary members. 8 o'clock.
well as the funny three-act play. The I Scoutmasters Harold Whitehill, troop
A. B. BLACKINGTON, Asst. Treasurer
large cast is drawn from Rockland 2, Rockland; Walter Kimball, troop
SIDNEY H. PIERCE, Asst. Treasurer
STRAND THEATRE
3. Rockland; Edgar Libby, troop 10,
Thomaston, and Francis Merchant,
TRUSTEES
lev. Joseph E. McCarthy, vice j troop 11. South Thomaston; regular
Ronald Colman nas a tneory that
isident of the seminary at Hart- member, Executive A. Kenneth Mc an actor goes stale both on himsell F. W. FULLER,
M. E. WOTTON,
N. F. COBB,
R. K. SNOW
d, Conn., has been appointed Bish- Cartney, Scoutmaster Carroll Wixon,
A. L. ORNE,
W. A. GLOVER
and
on
his
public
if
he
sticks
too
long
of the Diocese of Portland, and troop 8, and Scout Joseph Emery,
now proceeding with plans for his troop 6, were absent, and will receive to one kind of play or picture. That
CORPORATORS
isecration, the ceremonies of , initiation as soon as possible.
is why “Arrowsmith," Samuel Gold- W. T. Cobb
E.
C.
Davis
W. I. Ayer
lch will probably be held in PortAfter an enjoyable lunch was | Wyn's film version of the world-fa W. W. Spear
F. T. Veazie
P. P. Bicknell
id. Father McCarthy is a distin- 1 served, plans were discussed for a
A. P Blaisdell
C. C. Wotton
shed scholar and an administra- j chain of signal towers extending mous novel by Sinclair Lewis coming W. S. White
A. P. Haines
F. D. Lamb
R. S. Sherman
of conspicuous ability.
to
the
Strand
Theatie
Wednesday
and
from Spruce Head to Union.
E. R. Veazie
W. H. Spear
H. O. Gurdy
Thursday
is
entirely
different
from
Date of next meeting. May 19. In
A. W. Foss
N. F. Cobb
E. M. O’Neil
anything
Ronald
Colman
has
been
he great company oi citizens dally , quire of Mr. Whitehill for the meet
Myron Hahn
J. I. Snow
R. W. Bickford
seen in for the last two years, sharp, W. W. Case
sing the postoffice building feel ing place.
A. L. Orne
Chas. R. Magee
Winners of the local rally were: gripping realism instead of the melo E. M. Perry
heart uplifted by the luxuriant
E. L. Spear
B. C. Perry, Jr.
earance of the shrubbery, in par- Bugling, Merritt, Spear and Staples; drama of “The Unholy Garden” and R. K. Snow
E. S. Levensaler
G. W. Hall
ilar the glory of the forsythia, knot tieing, tied for first place, Som the comedy of “Raffles" and "The F. W. Fuller
M. R. Snow
C. T. Smalley
i its gold ranks obliterating the ers and Young; third place, M. Rack Devil To Pay."
E. F. Glover
G. B. Wood
F. F. Morse
In fact he has even figured out the H. W. Thorndike
liff. First and second place winners
sion fence. Don't miss it.
R. U. Collins
A. M. Moody
will go to Lewiston the 21st to com cycle of different kinds of produc C. H. Morey
W. A. Glover
F. D. Orne
E. J. Hellier, treasurer of the Rock pete with Scouts from western Maine. tions through which the actor’s C. I. Burrows
T. H. Chisholm
E. J. Hellier
career
must
run
if
he
is
to
do
right
by
land Savings Bank, is in New York
M. E. Wotton
F. A. Thorndike
L. D. Patterson
Economists have been telling us the public and himself Comedy,
city this week to attend the meeting
W. H. Butler
melofframa,
serious
drama,
romance
that
prosperity
was
just
around
the
of the National Savings Bank Asso
Attest: EDWARD J. HELLIER
ciation held at the new' Waldorf- corner, but when we got there it was —those are the various stages, and
then back again.—adv.
only taxes.—Judge.
Astoria, May 18-20,
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Every-Other-Day
Basketball letters were awarded at
Bridgton Academy last week. Among
the girls now wearing them are Faye
Hodgkins and Mary Lawry of Rock
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 17—Annual meeting of Knox land.

TALK OF THE TOWN
County U. of M. Alumni Association at
Copper Kettle.
May 18—Membership meeting of Knox
County Fish and Game Association In
Union.
May 19—Founder's Day supper of Bap
tist Men’s League.
May 19-20 — Thomaston — "Corporal
Eagen" at Watts hall, auspices Episcopal
choir.
May 20 — Rockport — Operetta. “The
Snow Queen." presented by grade pupils.
May 21—Junior music clubs of Eastern
Maine hold field day at R. H. S. audi
torium.
May 23—W. C. T. U. county conven
tion at Camden Baptist Church.
May 26—Operetta "Cinderella." pre
sented by Universalist Church School at
R. H. S. auditorium.
May 27—Rockport—Dramatic Club pre
sents "Mrs. Wiggs of thc Cabbage
Patch."
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary
Club.
May 28—Poppy Day.

May 30—Memorial Day.
June 3—Rockport schools close.
June J—Waldoboro High School gradu
ation.
June 10—Rockland schools close.
June 10-13—Bates College commence
ment.
June 13-16—Grand Army and allied
bodies hold Encampment Week at Rocklatld.
June 10-13—Colby College 111th com
mencement.
June 17—Camden High School gradua
tion at the Bok amphitheatre.
June 20—Primary election.
Aug. 2—Annual convention of ThreeQuarter Century Club In Skowhegan.
Aug. 20—Annual muster of Maine
State Hand Engine League In Skowhe
gan.

WEATHER.

"When Summer Comes To Maine
Again” was taken as the weather
man's theme song over the weekend
and proved as popular with the pub
lic as when heard over the radio.
Prevailing winds were southwest.
Yesterday was the warmest yet, 72
degrees at noon. With no rain to
speak of for two weeks, conditions are
very dry. Showers are predicted lor
today, tomorrow fair and cooler. This
morning is sunny, wind still south
west, 62 at 8 o’clock. And how the
leaves are springing forth!

Sidney Sprague has moved from
the Gordon tenement on Masonic
street to Crescent street. . . Lawrence
Perry has moved from the Lufkin
house on Broadway.. . . The Luke
Spear house, now owned by Mrs. S.
S. Waldm, on the coiner of Lime
rock street and Broadway is being
painted.
Members of the Knox County Fish
& Game Association are looking for
ward to tomorrow night’s meeting in
Union, and they are here reminded
that their reservations should be in
today. G. A. Harrison of the Canadi
an National Railways is the speaker
and will show some nice hunting and
fishing reels.
John H. Trecartin, chief engineer
of the Lubec fire department was a
guest at The Thorndike, Sunday,
homeward bound from Topsham,
where he attended the annual meet
ing of the Maine State Hand Engine
League. He came from Topsham
with Charles M. Lawry, who also at
tended the meeting.

Anderson Camp and Auxiliary
were guests for supper and meeting
of the Camden Camp and Auxiliary
Friday evening, when Celia Morse
of Westbrook inspected the latter
Auxiliary. The Belfast Camp and
Auxiliary were also guests. Among
the Rockland delegation was Mrs.
May Cross, department secretary.

The 11th annual convention of the
State Federation of BPW Clubs will
be held, with headquarters at the
Hotel Eastland, Portland, on Thurs
day. Friday and Saturday of this
week. This convention comprises
representatives and delegates from
all over the state, in which there are
32 clubs. It is expected there will be
about 500 delegates registered before
The school board meets for its Saturday. A large delegation from
monthly session Thursday night at the Rockland club plans to attend,
7.30.
headed by Mrs. Exxy Perry, presi
dent.
Mrs. Lena K. Sargent has opened
her cottage at Crescent Beach for
At the close of the business ses
the season.
sion of Miriam Rebekah Lodge to
night, at 8.15, an entertainment will
Mrs. Nellie Achorn, department be presented, open to the public at
president of the Auxiliary of S.U.V., a small admission fee. The first
inspected the Simonton auxiliary number will be a one-act play, a rol
Friday night.
licking comedy, with this cast: Mrs.
Grace Rollins, Mrs. Winnie Horton,
The railroad crossing on Camden Mrs. Emma Harvie, Mrs. Nettie Stew
street continues to be a menace to art, Miss Ruth Rogers, Mrs. Lina
vehicular traffic. The rails are sev Carroll, Mrs. Alta Dimick and Mrs.
eral inches above the level of the Nina Davis. Vaudeville acts pre
sented as a radio program, with Mrs.
road.
Josephine Burns announcing, will
Coast Guardsmen in this district include selections by the Harvie
(Mrs. Harvie, and children,
are sorry to hear of thc serious ill Family
Marian and Dudley, and
ness of Rear Admiral Billard, com Dorothy,
Florence Dean), readings by Miss
mandant. He is threatened with Madlene Rogers and Harold Dondis,
pneumonia.
and solo dances by Florence Dean
and Ruth Dondis. A cake will be
Rockland High Schoo! plays at given to the person bearing the
Tenant's Harbor tomorrow after lucky number. The lodge meeting
noon, with the belief that it stands will be preceded by circle supper, the
an excellent opportunity of at least last of the season, with Mrs. Annie
remaining in a tie for first place.
Aylward as chairman.

Mildred Stevens of Portland, one
of the three girls playing violin in
the Deering High orchestra, which
was the only Class A entrant, is a
niece of J. E. Stevens of this city.

One hundred and fifty-eight per
sons sat down to the bountiful East
ern Star supper prepared under the
supervision of Mrs. Evelyn Orcutt
Friday night. There was no degree
work. A delightful feature was a
George W. Gay and family have group of songs presented by Chester
moved into the Knight house on Wyllie, tenor, of Warren, with Mrs.
Suffolk street, and Parker Worrey Wyllie at the piano. The meeting
and family are moving from Broad- i jjay 27. will have Mrs. Minnie Miles
way into the Gay house on Chestnut as supper chairman, and Mrs. Hazel
street.
Atwood in charge of the program.
This meeting promises to be one of
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets special interest as it will follow the
Thursday afternoon for work. Six Grand Chapter session in Portland
o'clock supper will have Mrs. Pris on May 24-25 which several local
cilla Smith as chairman, and there members are planning to attend.
will be initiations at the evening Members are asked to note that Mrs.
session.
Vivian Hewett, worthy matron plans
to be present for all meetings of
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union Golden Rod Chapter. When she is
Veterans meets tomorrow night, riot here, however information may
with 6 o'clock supper in charge of be' obtained from Mrs. Helen D.
Mrs. Velma Marsh and Mrs. May Chapman, associate matron, or Mrs.
Reed. The usual afternoon bridge Belle Frost, district deputy grand
will be held, to begin at 2 o'clock.
matron.
William Ellingwood, Jr., is a mem
Over Bath way they are all perked
ber of the Maine Central Institute up because Morse High won such a
orchestra which furnishes music for decided victory over Rockland High
all school functions and in addition in the track meet. Here is a clipping
gives a concert which is always onq
of the feature events of the school from the Bath Times: "Evidently
those Morse High girls have quite a
year.
track team. In their brilliant victory
Irving Beach of Brunswick, for at Rockland Friday afternoon over
mer manager of the Rockland Buick the Rockland girls there were several
station, who was the victim of a high lights worthy of a bit of extra
murderous attack late Saturday attention. For example when Miss
night on the Bowdoinham road, is a Webster leaped 14 feet 3’i inches in
nephew of Mrs. J. E. Stevens, Tal the running broad jump it wasn't an
every day occurrence with high school
bot avenue.
girls. Miss Helen Moses can toss a
Ex-Warden and Mrs. Charles E baseball about as-far as the aver
Linscott and daughter, Miss Thelma age schoolboy not playing baseball.
Linscott, who have been occupying Any school girl that can toss the
an aDartment in Thc Bicknell have horsehidc 172 feet 10 inches will win
returned to Thomaston and have plenty of points in said event. It
taken the residence on Main street might be a good idea to give her a
owned by Mrs. Ralph Keyes of Au tryout for the Morse baseball team.
And that 62-5 seconds for the 50 yarl
gusta.
dash recorded by Miss Virginia Ham
At a meeting of Anderson Camp I. ilton nearly borders on what would
Leslie Cross was elected commander be considered good time in a boys’
to fill the vacancy and the following meet. It's stepping right along for
committee on the G.A.R. encamp the half century.’’
ment was appointed: I. Leslie Cross
Particular local interest is mani
Arthur L. Orne, H. C. Chatto, E. C.
fested in the operetta “Cinderella" to
Moran and E. K. Gould.
be presented by members of Univer
In the annual May Day Festival salist Church school Thursday eve
held at Nasson Institute, Sanford. ning, May 26, at the High School
Saturday, Miss Margaret Adams of auditorium, as it is the work of a
this city was one of the "Fairy Gate,’ Rockland young woman, Mrs. Lucia
and in the general promenade repre Burpee Miles, who wrote words and
senting May Days in England, Swe music, the latter being arranged by
den and Denmark, Miss Mabel Trask Miss Mabel F. Lamb. Those who
of Camden was in the Denmark have heard the work compliment it
group.
highly. The cast will include as
the leading characters: Ciiylerella,
The visit of Major Charles Frew Louise White; Fairy Godmother,
and Adjt. F. Keller, Salvation Army Jane Welch; Prince Charming. Don
leaders of Portland, announced for ald Marriner; Wicked Stepsisters,
a special meeting here Friday, has Ruth Pike and Muriel McPhee;
been changed to Thursday. Major
ng, Charles Toner;. Queen, June
Frew is the divisional officer who
les; King's Jester, Elmer S. Bird.
has the oversight of the corps in The king’s entertainment will pro
Maine, New Hampshire and North vide opportunity for a Maypole
Eastern Massachusetts.
Adjutant dance, a minuet, and other musical
Keller is the young people's secretary nuiribers. The cast will comprise
for the division. They come to Rock more than 50 children. It is planned
land to conduct the semi-annual in to nave a children's matinee Wed
spection of Army affairs and the nesday at 4.15. the evening perform
local officers have taken advantage ance on Thursday to begin at 7.30
of their presence by arranging a spe sharp. Mrs. Helen Wentworth is
cial service, to which the public is directing.
invited.
Inquire about our lower priced
Cooked food sale at Crockett’s range burners. Just the thing for
Baby Store, Saturday, 2 p. m., aus your cottage. A. C. McLopn & Co.
and permanent location Bicknell
pices Universalist Mission Circle.
59-60

Tel. 730.—adv.

Suntested
2 for 1 SALE ofWall
Paper
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

.25 Paper; 2 Rolls for.. .. .. .. .. .. . 25
.30 Paper; 2 Rolls for .... .30
.50 Paper; 2 Rolls for .... .50
.60 Paper; 2 Rolls for .... .60
1.00 Paper; 2 Rolls for .... 1.00

Bands and Borders to Match—at

C. M. BLAKE’S WALL PAPER STORE
NORTHEND, ROCKLAND, ME.

59-60
Founder’s Day, strawberry festival
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
and election of officers at the Baptist 2.30 with Misses Carolyn and Alice
Men’s League meeting Thursday Erskine, 2 Beech street, with an
night.
nual report of directors.

REAL ESTATE
TRANSACTIONS

ro
Carl F. Cole of Camden sold land in
Camden to Inhabitants of the Town
of Camden.
Fred H. Simmons of Union sold
land in Hope to Laura R. Maxey of
Rockland.
Mary E. Stanley of Friendship sold
land and buildings in Friendship to
Hartwell L. Davis of Rockland.
Ida B. Bradstreet of Rockland sold
land and buildings in Rockland to
Ederick D. Edgecomb, Jr., of Liberty,
Maine.
Walter D. Davol of Manchester, N.
H., sold land and buildings in Cush
ing to Dorothy M. Davol of Somer
ville, Mass.
Willis Snow of Rockland sold land
and buildings in Rockland to Doris
Bradlee Sleeper of Rockland.
Emeline W. Alden of Union sold
land and buildings in Thomaston to
William T. Flint of Rockland.
Mary A. Hastings of Rockland, Corhelius E. Munson of Long Island, N.
Y., and Cornelius F. Doherty of St.
Albans, N. Y., sold land in Thomas
ton to Virgil Morton of Thomaston.
Parker W. Sloan and Marion Sloan
of Derby, Vt:, sold land and buildings
in Vinalhaven to Hollis A. Burgess of
Vinalhaven.
Cora B. Orne of Thomaston sold
land in Friendship to Charles L.
Grant of Brewer, Maine.

At John C. Meehan & Son’s plant,
The Missionary Society of the Con
Clark Island, 60 men are at work. A gregational Church will meet at the
barge is loading paving and curbing parsonage Wednesday at 3 o’clock.
for New York.
This is the last meeting until fall, and
time for the collection of mite boxes.
Miss Phyllis Snowman, a recent Mrs. Rounds will report on the State
graduate of Rockland Commercial convention at Auburn.
College, has entered the employ of
A. C. McLoon & Co.
Baraca Class holds its May meet
L. A. Walker, by invitation of ing tomorrow evening with Mr. and
Principal Clunie, addressed the Mrs. George
. „ L., St.„ Clair as, hosts at
senior class of Lincoln Academy |
wi
Church
Monday morning on “Life Insur- Methodist
*
"" at ”6 providing
‘ ‘
transportation
for
those
who may
ance and Thrift.’
wish. Take silver and dishes.
The Knox and Lincoln Past Grands'
WITHDRAWN FROM THE JURY
Association meets in Camden Wed
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson, wife
nesday in conjunction with the Past of the candidate for Governor, has Directed Verdict For Defense In a
Grands. Supper will be served upon been invited to speak at a luncheon
Rockport Case
arrival of guests.
to be given by the Woodrow Wilson
Club of Portland at the Lafayette
In the last civil suit of the present
Willis Hurd left Sunday for New Hotel, Wednesday. Her daughter, session of Superior Court. Henry F.
York where he will take a course in Mrs. Bernice Wolcott, will accompany Carleton of Rockport sought damages
The Molet System of Colleges. He 1 her.
in the sum of $10,000 from Ronald
was accompanied to Boston by his
Johnson of Camden for injuries sus
sister, Miss Frances Hurd.
Sir Wilfred Grenfell leaves early tained on the evening of Oct. 14,
next
month for his 41st summer in 1931. when Mr. Carleton, who was
The Rockland Savings Bank at its
Labrador,
and will send thither the driving a horse drawn vehicle, was
annual meeting gave re-election to
schooner
Jessie Goldthwart pre struck as he attempted to enter
this board of officers: F. W. Fuller,
Union street in Rockport while driv
president; Edward J. Hellier, treas sented by a Boston man in memory ing northerly on Summer street. He
urer; A. B. Blackington, assistant of his wife. Several of the Grenfell described his movements up to the
treasurer; Sidney H. Pierce, assist expeditions have left Rockland in re time of the accident and medical
ant treasurer; trustees, F. W. Fuller. cent years.
testimony was introduced to show
R. K. Snow, M. E. Wotton, A. L.
that he sustained a fractured skuil
The
meetings
of
the
junior
clubs
Orne, N. F. Cobb, W. A. Glover.
and was unconscious for some time
of the Maine Federation of this dis after being removed to the Com
The annual May party for the trict will be held thus: Saturday at munity Hospital at Camden,
children of ex-service men will be 10.30 at High School auditorium;
Witnesses for the plaintiff testified
given at Legion hall tomorrow at 4 luncheon at Thorndike grill at 12.15; concerning the position of the vehicle
o’clock under the auspices of Wins program bv club representatives at and of the injured man as he lay in
low-Holbrook Post Auxiliary. Games, 2.15 at Universalist vestry. All in the road. Mr. Carleton had no recol
a program and refreshments will terested friends are invited to the lection of the collision and remem
round out a happy afternoon. The morning and afternoon sessions.
bered nothing except seeing the lights
members of the Junior Auxiliary will
on an approaching automobile. The
assist in entertaining the children.
At Legion hall Ralph Ulmer Auxili trial was opened Thursday afternoon
The members of the Rockland Gar ary, S.W.V., had the pleasure of en and at the close of plaintiff’s evi
den Club are invited to a meeting of tertaining at supper Dept. President dence Friday noon a motion for a di
the Camden Garden Club at the home Elzina Miller, Department Secretary rected verdict for the defense was
of Mrs. Robbins, Bayview street this Gertrude Purington, Department sustained by the Court and the mat
Tuesday afternoon, if pleasant—if not Treasurer Abbie Neal, Department ter was withdrawn from the jury.
pleasant, then on the following day Musician Minnie Moore of South Charles A. Perry of Camden for
at 2.30 daylight. Victor DeBree of Portland and State Commander and plaintiff; Charles T. Smalley of
A busi- Rockland for defendant.
the Kennebec Rose Gardens of Rich- Mrs. Stockwell of Camden.
.
mond will be thc speaker and give a' ness meeting with inspection by the
KNOWS OF NO FRICTION
demonstration on rose planting and I department officers followed Wed| nesday afternoon several members of
culture.
the Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary attended Judge Gould Tells Of Splendid Co
operation Between “Sons" and
A strong odor of beefsteak and the instituting of the Freeman-HerLegion
onions pervaded thc middle sector of rick Auxiliary, S.W.V., in Camden.
Crescent Beach last night, and the
The 40 members of the Pine Tree ! Editor of The Courier-Gazette.
incriminating evidence was finally
re?d m_a news
traced to the cottage of Carl (Tick) Outboard Club, accompanied by their i 1 was amaz®d
,n thc las‘ 1SSUP of T>'« CourierMorse, who was entertaining the wives and sweethearts, met at Seven
executive committee of the Rockland Tree Pond Sunday for their firsta pazett® that th®re w'as friction bcLions Club. Several important mat field day. The naw club flag, donat- Itween the American Legion and the
ters were discussed and the date of ed by Frank Salisbury, was flown Sons of Union Veterans in arranging
observance of Memorial Day
the ladies' night was changed from for the first time. At noon roasted
Thursday May 26 to Wednesday, May I frankfurters and all the fixin’s were There never has been and is not now
25 to accommodate Burleigh Martin served”by*“the“ Pffie ''TVee^Ou'tb^rd ! any fricti°? betwaen th® tw° organi:
of Augusta, who will be the speaker Handicappers. There were 15 boats | zatl°ns. There always has been and
on that happy occasion. The Lions on the pond, races in two classes be- lhereJs now a splendid spirit of copresent last night were: Dr. B. E. ing run. Roy Weed finished first in operation and good will manifested
otherFlanders, Chester Black, Eugene the Lockwood Class, and John Salis- I on®.t0
We of the Sons have the most proStoddard, A. E. Brunberg. A. B. Allen, bury first in Class A. Jackton, Jones.
Dr. Blake Annis, Albert Elliot, Capt. Brazier and Dick were ably assisted f°und rcspcct and aeration for the
Earl Starrett, Ralph L. Smith, M. F. back to the float by rowboats. Thc [ cllivalrous and gallant young men
Lovejoy, E. Stuart Orbeton, Carl E. party broke up at 6 p. m„ the Com- who are banded together as WinslowMorse, Prank H. Ingraham, Charles modore still ’’dripping" around the Holbrook Post, American Legion. We
T. Smalley, A. L. Briggs, F. A. Wins lake. The races were witnessed by kn°'J that whlle wearing the uniform
in the ^crvi5e on land and sea, in the
low, R. A. Webster and Edward Gonia. approximately 200 persons.
_air and under the sea, that they at
-------------- i------■.------ _
■ ■■■
all times maintained the best tradi
tions of the army and navy, and
were and are an honor to our city,
State and nation.
Edward K. Gould

MAN ALIVE!!

How Can You Resist Such
Bargains?

UNION
The W.C.T.U. will meet Thursday
at 2.30 daylight time, with Mrs. E. S.
Ufford.
The ladies’ aid met Friday afteri noon in the vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrook are
! at their South Union home for a short
! vacation.
Mrs. Maynard Leach and Mrs.
Ralph Young were in Rockport Frij clay.
Charles Wilson sang at the Metho
dist Church Sunday morning. Mr.
Wilson’s singing is much appreciated
1 here.
Rev. and Mrs. R. H. Moyle were at
Appleton Friday evening, Mr. Moyle
being one of the judges at a speaking
! contest held there.
Mr. and Mrs. Clough of Biddeford
’ visited their daughter, Mrs. W. P.
Thomas, over the weekend.

Leopold Morse Clothes and
other standard makes cut to
the limit
2 Pant Suits, $22.50;
how $18.50
2 Pant Suits, $24.50;
19.50
now
2 Pant Suits, $27.50;
21.50
now
2 Pant Suits, $30.00;
23.50
now
2 Pant Suits, $32.50;
25.50
now
2 Pant Suits, $35.00;
27.50
now
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new gasoline

TEXACO
TOUCH and GO in every drop! The same

extra poyver that fire chiefs depend on is

now yours, in your own car, at no extra
price. It’s the most powerful gasoline you
can buy anywhere.

Drive in for a tankful of Texaco Fire-Chief Gasoline

A. C. McLOON & CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

Tune in on Ed. Wynn and his Fire Chief Band tonight and every
Tuesday night at 9.30, NBC Network

NOW IS THE TIME
Preserve Eggs At Home While Price
Is Low—Use Clean, Fresh Ones

Now is a good time to preserve eggs
at home because the price is low and
the eggs will keep better than those
preserved during the summer. Therese
E., Woods, foods specialist for the Ex
tension Service, offers the following
suggestions in preserving eggs.
“Eggs are best, of course, when
strictly fresh, but eggs preserved
when fresh and properly stored will
keep in good condition. The eggs
should not be held any longer than
necessary before they are preserved.
Only clean, fresh eggs should be used.
The eggs shouldn’t be washed before
preserving. Fertile eggs should not
be preserved. , *
“One of the best methods of pre
serving eggs ls known as thc water
glass method. Water glass, which ls
sodium silicate, costs about 25 cents
a quart and may be obtained at most

drug and grocery stores. One quart
of water glass added to nine quarts of Special Bird Music Course
water, which has been boiled and
Children 4 to 7 Years
cooled, is a sufficient amount to pre Bring Your Child For a Free Lesson
serve 15 dozen eggs. The vessel in
In Class 40c. Private 85c
which the eggs are put down should
Mabel F. Lamb
be earthenware, glass or wood. Add
Rockland
the eggs until they are within two Tel. 78G-M
49‘lt
inches of the top of the solution. The
eggs may be added daily as gathered
until the container is properly filled.
The container should be kept in a
cool, dry place and covered to keep
out dust and prevent evaporation.
Eggs preserved this way should keep During the summer months I will
for eight or nine months. Rinse the be located at 153 LIMEROCK ST.,
eggs with water after removing from one minutes’ ride from the Postthe water glass solution."
office, where I have fitted up a

DENTAL NOTICE

modem Dentist Office. Work done
by appointment only, and at re
duced prices for the present.

The new ruler of Manchuria is not
exactly a czar, but just a kind of
czardine.—San Francisco Chronicle.

If there is no such thing as pre
monition of suffering to come, what
made the early radio sets howl that
way?—Bridgeport Times-Star.

DR. J. H. DAMON
DENTIST

Rockland
58-59Ttf

Tel. 1160-J

Helpful Hints
FOR THE MID-WEEK MARKET BASKET
TUESDAY WE OFFER WEDNESDAY

rn^nrninn
SPARERIBS

to cook with
YOUR GREENS

h

lb

FRESH NATIVE HADDOCK whole lb 5c
NATIVE

VEAL
STEAK
Pound

25c

RIB

HI

PURE BARBADOES

LAMB
CHOPS

MOLASSES

Pound

Gallon

Fill Your Jug At This Low Price

19°

BORN
SLEEPER—At Knox Hospital, Rockland.
May 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland
Sleeper, Jr., a son. Cana Bradford

CREAM TARTAR

36c

ONE POUND PACKAGE

MARRIED

Straw Hats At Opening Of
Season

BENNER - CREIGHTON — At Rockland.
May 16. by Rev. H. R. Wlnchcnbaugh.
Russell V. Benner of Waldoboro and
Albertina E. Creighton of Rockland.

$5.00 HATS at...................... .. .. .. .. .. . $3.95
$3.00 HATS at...................... .. .. .. .. .. . 2.45
$2.00 HATS at...................... .
1.45
Other Big Reductions On All Merchandise

PRINCE—At Rockport. May 15. Charles
Prince, aged 68 years. Funeral Tues
day at 2 o’clock at the Methodist
Church.
SULLIVAN—At Rockland. May 12, Kath
erine. wife of John Y. Sullivan, aged
74 years.
DILLINGHAM—At Jamaica Plain, Mass..
May 13. Fannie B. Dillingham, aued
59 years. 4 months. 13 days. Inter
ment In Friendship yesterday with
prayer and committal service at Road
side cemetery.
JOHNSON—At Thomaston, May 15. Inez,
wife of Oliver Johnson, aged 49 years.
7 months. 24 days. Funeral Wednes
day at 2 o’clock standard time, at the
residence, Erin street.
RICHARDS—At Camden. May 13. Eugene
Richards, aged 69 years, 10 months. 6
days.
ANNIS—At Camden. May 14, Fred Annls.
aged 73 years.
WELCH—At Camden. May 16. Jennie.
wife of Horatio Welch, aged 58 years.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from
P. J. Good's parlors. Mountain street.
DALZELL—At Camden. May 16. Charlina. wife of Gerald Dalzell, aged 31
years.

DIED

This Big Sale Will Last Until

SATURDAY, MAY 21
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SAVINGS

S. RUBENSTEIN
63 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND

!
!
1
I

SUGAR CURED

,

Sliced Rindless

BACON
2 IBS. 25'

VEAL

VEAL

RUMP ROAST

SHORT LEGS

Pound

Pound

10=

5C

ANEW LOW PRICE

CR1SC0,

NATIVE SMOKED

2 lb cans 35c

PERRY’S
I

ALEWIVES,

A Good Place

To Trade
if •> ft* ' a t - t

«u -

4 for 10c

MARKET

HEART
.OF THE

’Bnorth
BY

,opM»'ak.t

WILLIAM
BYRON
MOWERY

W.KI.U
SERVICE...

Wiliam

M<w<rq

THE STORY
CHAPTER I.—Six handlts corn*
aboard the steamer, Midnight Sun,
while she is tied to the bank of the
Maekemle. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry ln
this Great Waterways country, ft
thousand miles north of Edmomoft.
Jimmy Montgomery, who had spent
years with the Canadian Mounten,
draws hia gun In the face of the
covering rifles and fires upon the
ruffians. He Is shot through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry,
CHAPTER
IT—Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police Bost at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his Incompetent
superior, Inspector Haskell. Alan
starts out after the bandits tn the
big police launch with the corporal
and four constables,

CHAPTER
III.—Reaching ths
Midnight Sun, they stop long
enough for Alan to board her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
asks the skipper to put JJmmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her in the care of Alan's
fiancee, Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan Is alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. She
Is thrilled when the police launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him; then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She Is happy now to perceive
rrom his ehaltlng talk that the
planned marriage la not definitely
certain.

I

‘’The thing lie saw brought a cry
into his throat.
The craft was not moving. It lay
on its side, half out of water, hope
lessly stranded. Either from reck
less piloting or from an accident
no man could have averted. Ped
neault had struck a mud bar hid
den under the treacherous muskeg
water: and now the scarlet-andgold launch, lodged solidly in the
muck by the momentum of its
headlong dash, was out of tlie bat
tle for good and all, Pedneault
could not even go and help Bill.
Alan tore his gaze away from
this disaster. It was all up to him
and Buzzard now. Pedneault was
out, the launch was out; Bill was
a hundred miles away, and alone.
He tilted the Browning muzzle
downward and steadied himself to
run a burst at the rear canoe. But
that craft darted up alongside the
leading boat and hovered there,
protected against his machine gun
by their nearness to Joyce. With
sullen faces upturned, the handlts
watched the maneuvering plane,
waiting for Alan's next move, defy
ing him to touch them.
Buzzard had hanked in a neat
hairpin turn, had dropped down to
six hundred feet and was flying
hack past, a hundred yards off the
vertical, so that Alan could fire
down at them diagonally and dou
ble his concentration by rlcochet-

CHAPTER IV.—Larry Tounge.
one of Alan's men, discovers in
MacMillan's fur shed a bale of pelts
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
evidence Incriminates Dave so
strongly that Alan Is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
father. Alan leads his expedition
up the Big Alooska. Compelled by
Haskell's •'oolish orders to divide
the party, Alan falls to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.
CHAPTER V.—Haskell, who Is
Alan's active enemy and is trying to
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
failure and orders his demotion to
ths ranks. He flatly denies that he
ordered Alan to split the police
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
second expedition against the ban
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
after the bandits and clear Joyce s
father from the charge resulting
from the obviously plantedt evid
ence, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
condition that he signs a paper to
the effect that Haskell did not give
the order to split the expedition.
CHAPTER VI—After making ar
rangements with Hardsock and old
Dad Pence to look after Joyce's
safety while she la alone at the
MacMillan post (her father Telng
Jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan
starts out of the country ln a mo
tor canoe. As the days pass and
she does not hear from him, Joyce
1> heartsick for Alan.
CHAPTER VII.—On his Journey,
Alan runs across "Buzzard" Featherof, famous aviator of the World
war, and now "on his own," with a
dilapidated machine.
Affinity of
spirit draws them together, and
Alan enlists "Buzzard" In the en
terprise. lacking sufficient funds
to procure equipment, they loot
government stores, starting their
pursuit of the bandits, themselves
criminals In the eyes of the law

CHAPTER VIII.—"81oh-Ice" Jen
sen. leader of the bandits, plans to
capture Joyce MacMillan and es
cape ».o Manitoba. At Fort Endur
ance- Haskell catches on that Bill
Hardsock is caching gasoline and
oil for Alan at En Traverse lake,
and plans with Constable Whipple
to capture Alan when his plane
alights there.
CHAPTER IX.—Haskell's elabo
rate plan to entrap Alan fai!t» PickIng^ip Hardsock at En Traverse,
the plane, with its three occupants,
continues to the MacMillan post.
CHAPTER X.—Alan Is thrilled to
see Joyce again, but shs is cool to
ward him. Continuing the flight,
Alan locates the bandit tent on an
island. He leaves Bill ln charge of
the one bandit found there, and he
and Buzzard fly back to the Aloos
ka to try to head off the other
bandits. But they have madertheir
raid, killing old Dad Pences her
sole defender, and with Joyce their
prisoner are on their way back to
the rendezvous.
CHAPTER XI.—Haskell cunning
ly poisons Superintendent William
son’s mind hv his account of Alan's
conduct, and D els he Is master of
the situation. Pedneault, old friend
o-'JBaker, tricks Haskell and goes
to Join Alan with the police launch.
Dave MacMillan, broken by his in
ability to prove his Innocence, has
committed suicide in his cell M the
fort

But He Dared Not Fire a Shot.

ing bullets off the water. It was
a superb position. Alan could have
killed those five bandits and sunk
their canoes in half a minute. But
lie dared not tire a shot.
It was in that space of hopeless
deadlock that Joyce came through.
Alan saw her make him some
slight sign, a mere gesture which
tlie bandits, leering up at him, did
not see. He read tlie meaning of
tliat gesture; Joyce wus preparing
for some sudden action; she was
signaling him to be ready!
Without a whisper of warning,
so swiftly and neatly that the ban
dits looked around in dazed be
wilderment, she half-rose in the
canoe, dived headlong over the gun
wale, aud disappeared.
It came so suddenly that for mo
ments Alan himself hardly compre
hended what she had done. When
he did realize that she had given
him his splendid chance, his linger
tightened on the trigger and the
Browning leaped into play.
For twenty seconds, till there
»af danger of Joyce reappearing,

flailed and swept the two ca
noes with a rain of bullets. He
8corelied one man, who Jumped and
yelled. Tlie deadly iiail drove them
pellmell in terror of their lives,
into shelter of the nearest flags.
Fifty feet from where she had
dived, Joyce reappeared a moment,
cast a frightened glance back,
tossed the disheveled hair from her
eyes, swam a stroke or two, and
then flipped under again like a
young otter, making for a soggy
reed bed on the other side of the
lake.
“Low! Fly low!” Alan shouted
i
CHAPTER XII
Into Buzzard's ears. “Sweep low
over ’em! They’ll try to get her
The Swan Nest.
again if we don’t force the fight
HIRTY miles above the Aloos
now!”
ka forks, they caught tip with
With rifles snarling at them
Pedneault. When he saw tliat all from flags below, with white puffs
was going well with him, Alan
of smoke drifting away on the
turned his glasses ahead again,
breeze, the plane banked and
sweeping the dozen waterways
dived; and less than four hundred
within vision. He picked up two
feet high, it soared over the ban
tiny black objects creeping up a
dits, its third time, its last and fa
broad blue channel ten miles on
tal time. . . .
into the Thal-Azzah.
Nearly flung out bodily by tie
Signaling Pedneault tliat they
quick wrenching maneuvers, Alan
had sighted the canoes. Buzzard
braced himself and hung grimly to
slowed down to stalling speed,
the Browning and ran a burst at
Pedneault answered hack that he
the flags that the bandits were fir
understood and they saw him open
ing from. He killed a man; he
out tlie launch till a long narrow
saw the criminal fling up bis arms
V-wake of white froth stretched
and stagger and fall face down
behind it. Then, winging on ahead,
ward in the reeds and water. With
they closed in for the battle.
another burst, enfilading those
As they drew near and Buzzard
flags from a side angle, he would
dropped to a couple thousand feet,
have wiped out the other four.
Alan began to make out figures in
But that chance was not given
tlie two eraft. His heart leaped as
him.
lie counted six persons. Nearer
The thunder of the engine sud
still, lie distinguished a slender
denly slackened, the motor splut
girlish figure in the prow of tlie
tered and died; in place of the
lead canoe. They must have found
throbbing roar Alan heard only
tliat gun on Joyce, or else she had
tlie swish of struts and hum of
clung to her faith that he would
wires. In the sudden quiet he
save her.
heard Buzzard's cry of consterna
Half-raising, Alan glanced hack
tion and saw his flight partner turn
westward to find how near Ped
a white face toward him; and he
neault waR. A puzzled expression
guessed the engine had been put
crept over his face as he failed to
out of commission by those snarl
glimpse the launch In either tlie
ing rifles In the flags below.
Alooska branch or the broad blue
Tlie next Instant, with those
channel. With a premonition of
rifles still blazing away, a tremor
disaster clutching him, he whipped
seemed to hit the plane, as though
up tlie glasses, focused on tlie
other bullets bad struck It. It
connecting creek, and caught the
lurched violently, its nose and right
Lie lioat in clear vision
wing dropped, &ad it started a
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steep side-slip. With a gesture of
sickened despair at this second
mortal blow. Buzzard cut off igni
tion and battled with stick and rud
der-bar to keep the plane from
plummeting Into the hog under keel.
Two-thirds of a mile from tlie
bandits. It fell heavily into the wa
ter on one wing and pontoon,
rocked a moment uncertainly, right
ed itself and floated—but disabled,
useless, out of the battle.
Before the spray from the plane’s
heavy fall had fairly settled. Alan
wus on his feet, stripping off hel
met and Jacket, looking back at ttie
tings where the bandits lay hidden
and tlie reedy hog where Joyce had
found a temporary refuge.
For a moment, numbed hy this
sudden crash of all his plans, he
stared hopelessly across tliat wa
tery thousand yards. The launch
was stranded, miles away; Ped
neault and Bill were both out of
the reckoning; the plane was dis
abled: the bandits were free to re
capture Joyce and escape In their
canoes. In the space of flve min
utes his whole venture had come to
nothing.
From the bandit’s covert to tlie
bog where Joyce was hiding was a
scant two hundred yards. Whatev
er move he tried, he must act
swiftly. In a very few minutes,
when those men recovered their
wits, they were going to seize their
advantage; they were going to
whip across, beat through those
flags and And her again. She
would never flit out of their hands
a second time.
Whirling on Buzzard, he demand
ed sharply; “You can't taxi back
there? Can’t get me close enough
to use the Browning?"
"Can't taxi a foot. Motor’s out.
They hit something; that's wtiy the
engine konked on us. Think the
wire to the timer box is cut.”
“How long—us to tlx that?”
“Take us an hour,”
Even as Buzard spoke, Alan saw
the bandits rise up yonder ln the
flags and start shoving their ca
noes Into the water. They were
going to dart across and recap
ture Joyce,
At the sight of that, hig last hesi
tancy was swept away. Snapping
around to the fuselage cubby, he
Jerked ont the frail canvas canoe
and unfolded it. Buzzard had been
thrusting pliers, wrench and tape
Into his pockets, but now he
stopped and stared wide-eyed at
his partner.
“Good Lord!
Yon don’t in
tend . . . ?”
“What else? Stand here and
watch th»m hunt her down?”
“Across that open water? Right
Into their rifles? Them shooting
into you from cover? Alan, don't!
For God’s sake, don’t try that!”
Alan Jammed the last thwartprop Into its notch, lifted the canoe
one-handed down upon the water,
flung In the paddle and Jumped
down upon a float.
“Hand me the Browning and the
cartridge wehs. Come alive! Don’t
yon see they're starting across to
get Joyce? Why shouldn’t I go
after them on open water? Larry
Younge did once. Hand those
things down!”
“All right, then,” Buzzard gave
ln. “But if you’re going . . ."He
seized the second paddle, caught
up the light rifle which had heen
Joyce's and flung a leg over the
cockpit edge. "Fm In on that, son."
Alan fended him back with an
arm. “Stay here! That’s what I
mean! You can’t,help—out there.
If you’d go, if they'd sink tlie boat,
we’<} both be out. Get busy on this
plane. Fix It You’ve got her rifle
to fight ’em away from you. If they
put me out of business, you can
whip down and get Pedneault and
fly over to Join Bill. You three
can carry it on with them.”
He pushed off Buzzard's restrain
ing hand, skirled away from the
plane and headed west toward that
acre of thick flags where the ban
dits had been driven to cover.
Pliers in hand but his work for
gotten, Buzzard climbed upon a
wing to watch the outcome of that
fearfully uneven battle.
Alan's goal was a little patch of
reeds three hundred and fifty yards
from the bandits. It was a miser
able place to fight from, when those
four rifles yonder would be snarl
ing at him from perfect hiding.
The patch was merely a few yards
square; the reeds, only a couple of
feet high, were so sparse that one
could see through the clump; and
the approach to it across that
open water was a gantlet of death.
But it was all the cover Alan
saw, and it was better at least
than nothing. The reeds meant that
the water there was shallow
enough for him to plant the Brown
ing. By paddling up fast with the
canoe bow-on, he believed he might
get to the flags. Once there, once
the Browning leaped Into play, he
could smother those rifles ln a few
seconds.
The bandits had been shoving
their heavily taden canoes back
through the flags to the open wa
ter of the pond lying between them
and Joyce. But when they saw film
skirling away from the plane, they
stopped and watched him for a
few moments until his intention be
came unmistakable. Alan saw them
hold a quick council. And then, as
though realising how deadly that
open stretch was, how impossible
to cross in the face of four rifles,
they pulled the canoes back and
secreted themselves ln the flags
and coolly waited.
When he was still two hundred
yards from the reed patch and
nearly six hundred from the ban
dits, they opened on him. A rifle
boomed dully like a caribou Win
chester, and Its heavy huilet
ricocheted off the water a dozen
feet to his left. Another barked at
him. A third kicked up spume a
little nearer. Then the fourth, a
sharp-cracking Savage, spoke out
Better aimed, in the hands of a
deadly marksman, it sent a bullet
so close past Alan's ear that invol
untarily he winced and bent lower.
Tlie second bullet splintered a
hole through the Made of his
paddle, uplifted for a stroke. Its
third, still closer, struck the water
between paddle and canoe, rico
cheted off, spun endwise and tore
through the fat side of tlie canvas
craft, missing the middle thwart
by an inch. The fourth, elevated n
little, sang past In midair, harmless
ly, but with a murderously close
wh-aa-ng that jerked a gasp from
his lips.
The fifth bullet hit Alan.
His left hand felt numb and
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paralyzed. Glancing down at it, lie
saw the blood start spurting—fall
ing In crimson splotches upon the
white canvas. And then he saw
that his ring finger, almost com
pletely severed, hung by a mere
shred of skin.
With one glnnce tie realized Ids
finger was beyond any surgery to
restore. Tlie dangling thing ham
pered his grip on the paddle. As
though the loss was of no conse
quence ln these moments of life
and death, lie took firm hold of it
and pulled It off. The pain came
then, in darting throbs that shot
to ills elbow and made him shiver
As lie gripped the puddle nnd
turned his eyes ahead again toward
tlie thin patch of reeds, he was lilt
a second time, by the sixth and
last bullet of the 'breed's maga
zine. For a second he was dazed,
so dazed he could not realize where
he had heen struck. Then lie felt a
pain like a hot iron pressed nlong
his forehead; and something warm
and crimson began trickling down
Into his eyes, half-blinding him.
The Savage did not shoot ngain
Just then. The 'breed was evident
ly reloading and lowering his ele
vation sight. In the comparative
silence Alan became aware that
Buzzard was shouting at him.
Dimly he heard the pleading fran
tic yells:
"Back away! For God’s sake,
hack away ! They’ll kill you. Alan !
Look across. To your right. Some,
tiling like cover. . . . Back away,
swing over there!"
Sickened by pain and bulletshock, Alan scooped up a handful
of water and dashed It across ids
eyes, so tliat he could see. Glanc
ing north, vaguely wondering what
cover Buzzard meant, he saw a
little reed bed two hundred yards
distant. As he glanced at IL he
saw that it was dry ground, stand
ing a foot above water. A swan
nest there, a huge structure of wil
low sticks and reeds and tussock
heads, almosit completely covered It.
Backing off a few dozen yards, he
turned tlie canoe and flung his
whole strength into reaching that
swan nest.
The three bandits, knowing he
was hard hit, seeing the wobbly,
erratic course of the canoe, came
bursting out of the flags with eager
shouts to finish him off.
A bullet, striking a few feet
short, ricocheted off the water and
tore through the prow. Alan laid
the Browning down flat on the bot
tom to keep the precious weapon
safe; and thrusting his hoot against
the jagged hole, he tried to stop the
spout of wnter that was rapidly
flooding his craft.
In a hazy way he was conscious
that the dreaded Savage was not
shooting at him. He was still clear
enough of mind to realize theie
must be some reason for that. What
was staying that murderous gun?
—when he had but a hundred yards
to safety. Pausing a second, jerking his head around, he saw the
cause. The ’breed had leaped out
of the covert, like the others; but
had raced up along the flags edge
and splashed out into knee-deep
water. In deadly range, lie in
tended to end the battle witli one
magazine of cartridges.
A moment after Alan turned to
look, the ’breed crouched, steudled
his rifle and drew aim. Alan
ducked down, the bullet screamed
over his neck. It had been aimed
at his head. By the fraction of a
second he had saved his life. The
next bullet struck him, burned
through the muscles of his fore
arm, and pnssed in front of ids
body, three inches from his heart
Knowing that the next huilet
I would surely kill him, Alan flung
himself bodily out of tlie boat to
escape that dreaded rifle. SubI merging himself, with the craft be
tween him and the 'breed, he
clutched the gunwale with his shat
tered and bleeding hand. Pushing
the clumsy craft, he started to
i swim, in a last goaded effort to
reach the safety of the tiny islet.
A dozen yards farther on. In hipdeep water, a spinning slug struck
the middle thwart of the canoe
j squarely and the frail craft caved
in. Grabbing the gun and cart
ridge webs out of It, Alan flashed a
glance at the bandits, rose, and
I dashed for cover.
Staggering under his heavy bur
den, with his feet sinking into the
quivering muck underfoot, he
[ splashed frantically through the
water, throwing all his exhausted
strength of body, all ills undying
strength of heart and will, to those
two-score yards. His little haven
of safety became dim—a looming
red blur seen through a reddish
mist. He was struck in tlie leg;
the shock staggered him, he
dropped a web of cartridges; but
gripping the others tighter, he
lurched on.
Nearly blinded, breathing in
hoarse gasps, with' ills great
strength ebbing away, lie groped
and stumbled through those last
few yards to the tiny islet, and
collapsed there behind the big swan
nest.
For a little time, a minute or
two, he lay quiet, breathing heavily,
fighting down a nausea of pain.
Dimly he heard those rifles still
snarling at him and heard the sing
song of their bullets whanging over
head and plupping Into the mud
and dry reeds.
TO BE CONTINUED

Rheumatics
Thrilled ,
When Torturing /
Pains Are Stopped *

A doctor met with such
phenomenal
success ln
treating rheumatism that
nts office was always
crowded
with
patients
lrom far and near.
He
was finally induced to
ma&e ms outstanding prescription availa
ble through drug stores so all sufferers
could benelit. Thousands who never dream
ed such a thing possible have won absolute
freedom from the torturing pains oi rheu
matism, neuritis, lumbago and neuralgia
with this amazing prescription. Makes no
difference how intense the pain or how
long you’ve suffered If very first three
doses don’t bring Dlessed, comforting relief
druggist will refund your money. There
are no opiates or narcotics in Ru-No-Ma.
Swift and powerful yet absolutely harm
less. Why waste time with anything that
doesn’t stop your pain? If Ru-No-Ma does
that you know you will get well.
Delay
only causes suffering ■ Try this fast work
ing prescription that puts bedridden, painracked sufferers on their feet ready for
work or playl

C. H. Moor & Co.,322 Main Street,
Rockland, Maine

OLD LEE MANSION
IS BEING RESTORED

ROCKPORT

TRY THIS
NEW
WASHDAY
SECRET..

Mr. and Mrs. Donald D. Dodge who
have been in town for a few days to ,
arrange for the opening of their sum
mer cottage on Beauchamp Point re
Will Revive Life and Cul turned to Philadelphia Friday.
Mrs Mabel Withee with Mr. and •
ture of Old South.
Mis. E. M. Crosby of Camden were
Rielimond, Va,—Stratford Hall, weekend guests of Rev. and Mrs. G.
homestead of tlie Lee family In Vir L. Pressey at Skowhegan.
Tfe
Mrs. Mildred Holmes, patriotic in
ginia, a center of historical inter
structor
of
Fred
A.
Norwood,
W.R.C.
est and a symbol of the life and
culture of the Old South, has been would like to meet Wednesday aft- j
irnoon immediately after school, all
saved for posterity. Through the children who desire to take part ln
efforts of tlie United Daughters of the Memorial Day exercises.
the Confederacy and ttie Lee Memo
The residence of Mrs. Jennie Hart- ,
rial foundation the mortgage on tlie ford on Commercial street is being
eleven-huudred-acre estate in West re-painted.
moreland county has been paid off
‘“Jihoa-J”’'
Doris and Delmont Ballard and
and tlie last obstacle to tlie preser William Ingraham were home from
NOTE: Use only Lux—no
vation of the mansion as a national University of Maine for the weekend.
other soap —for silks,
shrine has been removed, says the
woolens, rayons. They are
Hollis Wooster has returned from
delicate fabrics and
New York ’Times.
Portland where he was guest for a
.
ri
o<.fio
’
£
-'
es
,
Nhould never be exposed
There remains now tlie work of week of his brother Kenneth Wooster
to harsh alkali or cake
renovating tlie fine old house and and family.
soap rubbing.
restoring the extensive grounds
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S..
which formerly made it one of tlie meets this Tuesday evening preceded 1
siiow places of the state, aud this by picnic supper at 6.30 with Mrs.
work will proceed as funds for tlie O. P Jackson. Mrs. Ada Clough and
purpose are made available. Within Mrs Edith Overlock in charge.
a reasonably short time plantation
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Greenlaw
life of the Eighteenth century will and family of Waldoboro were call
he resumed there lu all its pictur ing on friends in town Sunday.
esque phases.
Much interest is being manifested i
10
8
b
7
9
4
2
5
1
Completion of tlie purchase fund in the coming operetta, “The Snow
marked the close of another chapter Queen" or “Kay and Gerda," which
14
12
II
ln a dramatic story which had Its is to be presented by the pupils of
w
start in Greenwich, Conn., early in the sub-primary to the sixth grades
lb I 17
1028. Mrs. Charles D. Lanier of inclusive, under the supervision of
15
Greenwich, head of the William the teachers. Mis. Wilnta Rhodes,
Mrs. Clara Lane and Miss Mildred '
Alexander, Jr., chapter of the United Graffam. Those Who witnessed last
20 W 21
W 19
16
Daughters of the Confederacy, while year’s operetta given by these grades
w
W
rummaging through a desk which will recall the excellence of the per
24 llxk: 25
2b
23
21
belonged to her mother-in-law, Mrs. formance, the gorgeous costumes, and
w
Sidney Lanier, widow of the poet, the cuteness of the little tots. This I
W 29 30
came upon a penciled manuscript year's performance promises to be,
26
17
by Lanier, until then not known to equally as good. The date is May 20.
W
exist.
i
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar were
I 32
I 3l
A Speech on Lee's Death.
guests Sunday of his mother, Mrs.
W
The paper proved to be a speech Kate M. Dunbar, Sea street.
B 37
B 35
3b
33 34
he had made in Macon, Ga., ln 1870,
Mrs. Butterfield and son Benjamin
on the death of General Lee, In and Mrs. Earle C. Dow motored to
W
41
W 39 40
which he urged the establishment Augusta and spent Sunday with Mr.
Ml
36
of a memorial "by contributions as and Mrs. Francis Dow who have re- |
w
NW
shall be within the compass of the cently taken a cottage at Lake Cobw 4b
4^
44 i 45
•
humblest citizen who loved him and bosseecontee for the summer.
w
Samuel F. Eanks who has been '
who desires the grateful privilege
50
51
48 w 49
47
of laying something on his tomb,” making a visit with Mr. and Mrs
On the following day Mrs. Lanier Earle C. Dow has returned to his 1
received a letter from a friend de home in Boston.
54
53
52
An all-dav session of the Farm I
scribing a visit to Stratford and
asking why it could not be pre Bureau will be held next Friday at j
bb
55
served. On the same morning she the home*of Mrs. Edgar P. Shibles, ’
•i
called a meeting of her organiza Beech street: subject "Cold Dishes
for Hot Days.” The meeting is called
tion, which resulted in the adoption for 10.30 daylight time. Dinner will i
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
of resolutions looking to the ac be served at noon with Mrs. Mae j
20-Musical note
46- Skill
1-Motor fuel
quisition of the homestead.
Spear and Mrs. Shibles the commit
47- Kilted by violence 22- Manner
4-A tree
After months of negotiations ar tee in charge.
23- Propose
49-A Chinese cotton
8-Bustle
24- Empty
rangements were made with Charles
fabric
11-Conr.ect
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
26-Musical Instrument
13-A tract of low land 52-United
E. Stuart, the owner, for its pur spent the weekend with relatives in '
28-Propeller
producing grass
54-Verse
chase, and the Robert E. Lee Memo Orono.
30- lnsect
who handle 55- A letter
rial foundation was formed to ac
Mrs. Ella Achorn of Rockland was ] 15-Those
31- Light covering for
traveler's luggage 56- Drunkard
quire the property and conduct a guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. O. P.
the feet
57- Compass point
17- Ascended
campaign for contributions ln all Jackson. Commercial street.
34- Reels (Fishing)
(abbr.)
18- lnsect egg
parts of the country. Tlie price
35- To unfasten
The change in the Sunday School [
19- Part of the head
,l
VERTICAL
was fixed at $240,000, The mort hour at the Methodist Church from 1 21-Epoch
37-Metric land
gage was cleared away by an un 1145 to 10 a. m. which was tested
1- Breach
measure (pt.)
22- Energy
2- Makes amends for 40- Exists
conditional advance of $115,000 by jut last Sunday, seemed to meet with j 23- Possessed
41- A stockade In
3- Denude
25-Self
gtneral approval as there was an
• prominent Delaware woman.
4- Expert aviator
Russia
27- Bone (Latin)
Stratford hall Is more than two unusually large attendance. It was
5- A scolding,
42- Former allowance
28- ln respect to
hundred years old and bears the decided to continue this hour during j
nagging woman
for waste in
29-Choicer
distinction of having been the birth the summer season. The time of the
6- Printer's measure
transportation
31- Unharmed
place of two signers of the Dec Thursday evening prayer service for
7- Natlonal Education
32- Preserves food
(Pl.)
laration of Independence, Richard the summer months has also been
Association (abbr.) 44-502 (Roman)
33-To gaze fixedly
changed, to meet at 7.30.
Henry Lee and Francis Lightfoot
8- Lovers
46-Pain
36- Pronoun
Mr3. Marion Ingraham will enter- ]
9-The quantity of
47-So (Scot)
37- Mother
Lee, as well as the home of “Light
tain the members of the Johnson So
medicine prescribed 48-Snare
38- An eagle
Horse Harry" Lee and other gen
ciety Wednesday evening at her home
10-Be indebted to
5O-And not
39- To mature
erations of the distinguished family. on Commercial street.
12-Attorney (abbr.)
51-A brood, as of
42- Half a score
It stands on a hillock not far re
14-Exist
pheasants
The regular meeting of the Metho
43- Uneven
moved from the Potomac In a sec dist Ladies' Aid will be omitted this j
16-Grit
53-Accomplish
45-Series
tion of tlie Northern Neck which week.
the older generation of Virginians
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Funeral services for Charles Prince
especially looks upon as hallowed 68, who died Sunday night after a 1
MARTINSVILLE
ground. The estate fronts for two long illness, will be held today, Tues- j
A L L
c A D S
s T 1 R
miles on the river, and within a few day, at 2 o'clock at the Methodist I Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chase of ' o R A L
S E A • E R 1 E
miles are the birthplaces of three Church, Rev. F. F. Fowle officiating.
L E M U R s ■r E T A 1 N
Haverhill, Mass., have opened their
Presidents — Washington, Madison
T s A R
The Rockport High School is to be cottage for the summer.
e R G ■a C 1 D
and Monroe.
congratulated on having won first
Mr and Mrs Wiibert Dwyer of
A
s H E nB E
S
The house itself, built ln the place in Class D in the State Music J Brunswick spent a few days last week
F A K E R s
R i D D L. E
shape of the letter H, is two stories contests held in Camden Saturday. ] with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarke
P O
c O
O R
EN
in height, with a tall basement competing with Camden High and < Dwyer
S H R 1 N E
D A N 1 S H
forming the first floor, and is topped Lincoln Junior High of Portland.
‘
Mrs. Jesse Bradstreet of
were recent uests of
by massive quadruple chimneys on The latter band won first place in the
c
A
c A 6 L
each wing. It was started in 1729 junior group. Rockport citizens co- 1 Bradstreet's sister, -Mrs.
Clarence I H O P S
p A T
PO E
by Queen Caroline, wife of Georce operated heartily with Camden in en i J. Dwyer,
A S L E E P
E s T A T E
II of England, with a gift of £300 tertaining the boys and girls who
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder spent last
S L E w • E A T
O 1 L S
came
from
all
over
the
State
for
the
toward the cost of Its erection fol
occasion. The Baptist and Metho Tuesday in Rockland visiting friends.
N O S
V7
P
O
S
s
R 1 T
lowing a fire which destroyed the dist Cnurches each entertained 50 at
Mrs. Joel Hupper who has oeen duroriginal manor house, on the site a meat dinner Saturday noon and [ ing the winter at the Lauriette in
of which now is located the Lee many homes were opened for over Rockland has returned to her home
family burial plot.
here.
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
night entertainment.
Francis Williams, Mrs. Emery Rob
The House Well Preserved.
DENTIST
bins and Mrs. Malcolm Williams !of
The mansion, tn a fine state of
OIJR JUNIOR PUZZLE Stonington were chllers Wednesday 302 Main SL Tel. 915-M Rockland
preservation, is built of brick on
on Mrs. Harold Hupper and Mrs. Cecil
English lines by English standards,
Andrews.
,,i
139*00
with walla of fortress thickness,
Capt. and Mrs. Winsor Torrey ot
and was known as the stateliest
North Deer Isle who are guests ot
honse ef its time ln Colonial Vir
Capt. and Mrs. S. T. Lowe at Tenant's
VINALHAVEN b ROCKLAND
ginia.
Harbor, visited Mrs. Harold Hupper
STEAMBOAT CO.
and Mrs. Cecil Andrews Wednesday.
In restoring the plantation with
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
William Smith and friend of Steamer leaves Swan’s Island at 5.30
its Colonial atmosphere and its arts
Massachusetts are guests of Mr. A. M . Stonington 6.25, North Hawn 7.25,
and industries as pursued two cen
Vlnalhaven 8.15. due to arrive at Rock
Smith's cousin, Mrs. N. H. Gardner!
land about 9.30.
,
turies ago, the old brick and saw
Mrs.
Margaret
Jones
entertained
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M., *
mill, which Is now ln ruins, wlll be re
Vlnalhaven
2.45.
North
Haven
3.30,
Ston

the ladies’ circle last week with six ington at 4.40; due to arrive at 8wan's
built and placed ln operation. Spin
present. The meeting next Thurs Island about 6 09 P M.
ning, weaving and wrought-iron
B H RANSON. Uenerai Agent.
day will be with Mrs. Joel Hupper.
140-tt
craftsmanship will be practiced for
A. K. Meservey and Adelbert Sim
the enlightenment of visitors and
mons have been shingling for N. H.
students. The tobacco warehouse
Gardner.
will be reconstructed, and scenes of
Elmore Spear of Warren called on
his cousin Sidney Dow last Tuesday.
the old planting season revived.
Mrs. Rose Mason is the guest of her
The old kitchen, with its 12-foot
son Harold in Rockland.
fireplace, will be tired again, and
SERVICE & REPAIRS
Mrs. John Yeaton of Islesboro was
the tall brick wall again will hide
guest
of
Mrs.
H.
H.
Hupper
last
week.
ALI, MAKES OF SETs
the culinary operations from alien
Mrs. William Cook is having an ad
eyes.
dition built on her roadside house
R. W. TYLER
The Garden Clubs of Virginia will
preparatory to the coming season. A.
complete the restoration picture
J. Rawley has charge of the work.
PHONE 58-13
with landscaping, terraces, flowers
David Ervine has employment at
and rare ahrubs such as once were
Port Clyde.
the pride of the Lees and the de
Friends extend sympathy to Mrs.
Mary J. Ervine in the death of her
light of their many distinguished
WILLIAM E. DORNAN
brother Riley Wallace.
guests.
E. 6. Hooper of Port Clyde recently
& SON, Inc.
visited his son Fred here.
.m
Mail Lost 40 Years Ago
Mrs. Nina Hooper is ln ill health.
Cemetery Memorials
Miss Myra Marshall of East Som
Is on Its Way at Last
EAST UNION, MAINE
erville, Mass., spent the weekend at
4-tf
Macon, Ga.—A score of letters and
her summer home, Mars Hill.
postcards forty years old have just
Elbridge Cook and family of Mal
been sent on their way from Macon
den, Mass., are guests at Joseph Hoop
post office, after being found behind
er's.
A GIFT FOR NANCY
a distribution case that had not been
Drift Inn is to be conducted by Mr.
Nancy lias a birthday today and and Mrs. Harold Hupper this season.
moved since the Civil war.
she has been extremely excited Mrs. Junietta Kalloch, former pro
for she has received so many gifts prietor, is to be at the Rockland
from her friends. She has just Country Club.
GLOBE LAUNDRY received one from Aunt Nancy Mrs. Essie Barter recently celebrat Since 1840 this firm has fait.hf»n« •
and is looking at it with great ed her 70th birthday anniversary. served the families of Knox County
Portland, Maine
pleasure. If you want to see what Mothers’ Day her son Earl H. Barter
LADY ATTENDANT
Quality Work,
Family Washing.
is in the box, take a pencil and presented her with a bouquet of car
Day Telephone 450—781-1
Called For and Delivers''
join allv the numbered dots to nations befitting the day and Mrs. N.
H. Gardner made for her a delicious
Parcel Delivery Service
gether, starting with dot number
BURPEE’S
and attractively decorated birthdayone and ending with dot number cake. Her friends wish for her many
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
twenty-five.
such happy occasions.
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Oerru and Joan"#
CLEO LUCAS

Cotyrifkt, 1931 By Ciao Lncat—Diilr^atrJ By Paramount FMiz Corporation

en—Old Papers
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It was Peter Rainier who told me

“The robin and the bluebird know their about emeralds. Mr. Rainier hap
time of coming back.
pens to have been born In Africa,
But no bird is truer to its time of com- |
but hla great-great-grandfather was
ing home.
Than the Jolly little clacker, with his a British admiral. It was for this
clack! clack! clack!”

This is the chorus of a lively little
song we used to sing with vigor and
Beautiful and wealthy Joan Pren
appreciation in childhood days, and
listening to the spring chorus of
tice meete Jerry Corbett young dra
frogs, we have found ourselves again
matic critic, at a party. Joan le
humming the above words, all we
fascinated. Jerry kisses her. and,
can remember of the song.
although Joan knows he Is not himOn the few warm evenings we
aelf and she may never see him
have had, it has been pleasant to
again, she realizes she will never
sit at the back door at the twilight
forget him. Next day Jerry has com
hour, listening to the frog chorus
pletely forgotten Joan.
But when
and other voices of nature coming
he discovers her phone number he
to us across the intervale. Some
where down by the river "stake
calls her up.
driver” sounds his realistic “Caplunk! caplunk!” and a wild drake's
CHAPTER III
harsh "quark!” is heard. The weird
“Is Joan there?”
call of a loon blends with the note
"Just a minute.”
of a woodcock flying swiftly by. and
Jerry smiled around in tlie smelly
a nighthawk swoops down among
booth.
the swallows, dipping and diving
“Hello."
just above the bushes and marsh
"Hello, Joan?"
~
grass, taking a last exercise on agile
wing before going to roost.
“Yes."
Among my first memories Is the
“This Is Jerry Corbett.”
spring day when I, a 3-year-old
"Ob.”
child just recently arrived In New
“I—what are you doing this after
England from the West, heard the ,
noon?”
frog chorus. We have lizards and j
“I've Invited some people over.
snakes in California, but I had never
We’re going to swim. Don’t you
seen a frog or toad, with the ex
want to come?"
ception of the lizard-like horned
Her voice sounded very encourag
toad. When I heard the shrilling
ing. as If she really wanted him
chorus of New England frogs 1
there.
rushed to mother in intense excite
"It’s a bit early for swimming,
ment, crying, “Muwer, hear ve rep
“She had a queer little feeling, one that she had never
tiles sing!”
Isn’t It?"
experienced tefore, ever”*
We have two boarders on Happy
"In our pool."
Hope Farm we’re afraid wlll be
Jerry had forgotten for the min
and they’re always looking i name was Mary Jones. She had
troublesome—Mr. and Mrs. Wood
ute that Le knew anyone who could stories,
for new material.”
! been tn the Prentice household ever
chuck. The man of the house says
afford to own a private pool.
he’s going to have roast chuck but
“But, Dad, Jerry isn’t just a com since John Prentice had built the
“Oh, of course. 1 may drop over
I never ate one, so I cannot say how
big house on the lake front. She had
If I won't be ln the way. You know, mon newspaper writer. He’s a crit
they taste. One day, while calling
taken care of Joan s mother when
if you haven’t already got the sand ic."
at a neighbor's I was given some
Joan was barn, and nothing but
"No difference."
wiches made for twenty-four or
white meat to eat. It tasted like
death could have taken her from the
“
He
’
s
so
unassuming
and
so
.
.
.
something like that.’
the white meat from a chicken and
Prentice home. She was a perma
not
a
bit
like
newspaper
people
are
I spoke of how good it was. Next
“Silly! 1 really have, but I’ll let
nent
fixture
like
the
big
lion
knocksupposed to be.”
day they asked me to guess what
you eat half ot mlue.”
Mr. Prentice mid down his paper.'er on the front door, but certainly
kind of meat I had eaten and I said
"That’s mighty white of you. I’ll
Joan was interested, ne feared, and j much more mobile,
in surprise, “Why, it was chicken
be there then."
ae
only
wanted
one
tiling
to
happen
When
Joan
was
big
enough
to
wasn’t it?”
"About live?”
>
“No,” they answered, “It was
to her. Marriage, ot course, with hear the story of Robin Hood she
“About five.”
meat from a nice, fat roast skunk!’
j I.ad straightway extracted the name
Jerry rushed out of the phone Dick Taylor.
Well, my tummy felt sort ol
"Another thing, Joan. Newspa- Maid Marion" from the book and
booth Into the waiting cab.
funny, but I’d eaten it and called it
per men nevet have any money, applied it to Mary. And Mary
"Hurry, driver, to that station.’’
good, so what could I say?
When they arrived at the station 1 Ley don't make it. si how can they j liked it. There was no resemblance
In taking up an old carpet 1
between
the
two
characters,
for
the train carrying George Arliss had have It?’’
i found beneath it some newspapers
Mary Jones was a short, fat little
Joan tossed her head.
left about three minutes previous
, dated the years 1888-89-90. One
“Tliat doesn t matter to me. Why figure wlio moved with a spirit-like
was a copy of “The Bangor Weekly
Jerry pulled out some yellow paper
Commercial” of Feb. 10, 1888. They
and wrote, '*Arliss on way west to otiould I care about that? I'm not activity, but Joan had named her,
tnd tlie name had stuck.
seemed to be having the same kina
try the pictures, not forsaking stage, ti.inking of him seriously ’’
She got up and walked to the win
of troubles then as the world Is hav
Maid Marion came promptly. She
however, looking younger than ever,
ing todav. Here is one extract
dow and stood looking out over the was that type of woman. Even If
etc., etc.”
apropos of taxation:
? ear blue lake. There was no wind she had nnt been a maid and
"I can pad that," he thought
“When a sewing woman slips on
He drove into a cab and directed and the water looked like a great promptness expected of her, she
her thimble (taxed 25 per cent) and
piece
of
blue
velvet
shimmering
In
J
would
have
oeen
on
the
dot
for
all
the driver to Clark and Sedgewlck.
threads her needle (taxed 25 per
the sunlight She bad a queer little engagements. Joan rushed over to
“Joe’s place?” the driver asked.
cent) with thread (taxed 55 per
feeling,
one
that
she
bad
never
ex

her and put her arms about her.
Jerry nodded in assent
cent), and snips it off with scissors
perienced before, ever. She couldn't
(taxed 35 per cent), and sews a
“Oh, Maid Marion, Jerry is com
• • • •
tell why. out somehow tilings ing to my party this afternoon. He’s
button (taxed 25 per cent) on her
After Jerry called ner Joan raced seemed to be nicer than before. She so adorable. Maid Marion. Which
husband’s winter flannel shirt
down the steps to her father’s study. had planned her swimming party bathing suit do you think I should
(taxed 68 percent), she Is quite un
Mr. Prentice was sitting in his fa without any feeling of happiness, it wear? I want to look my best for
conscious in her effort to get on in
the world, how the blessed tarilT
vorite chair near the big French win was simply that she owed it. Chari- him.”
bears down upon her. Probably not
dow that looked out over the lake, cie had had the last one, and now it
Maid Marion had never seen Joan
one woman in the land ever thinks
absorbed In the stock market sec- was her turn. Since Jerry was com
of It. But it is high time she should
' tion of the Sunday paper. Joan’s ing. though, it all seemed to be dif so excited over a party, at least
think of it, and make her husband
heart was dancing, keeping time ferent She hurried down to the since she had been back from col
who is clothed with the right to
with her feet
kitchen to ask the cook if she had lege.
vote, act upon it. High taxation Is
“
Well,
if
you
really
want
my
ad

“Oh, Dad,” she ran over to him, everything in readiness for the
the blight of labor.”
vice, 1 think the red and white
"you know Jerry, the boy I met last luncheon.
Another item reads:
striped
one
tliat
you
brought
back
"Don’t forget to put the very
night?”
“Ice firms along the Kennebec re
nicest napkins we have on the table, from Paris is the most attractive
Mr. Prentice nodded.
port being greatly troubled by a
one
you
have.
”
scarcity of help, it being almost im
“Well, you said he wouldn’t call Dolly,” she told her.
"That settles it, Maid Marion. I’ll
possible to engage a sufficient num
Dolly was astounded.
me, and he did. He’s coming over
ber of men to carry on their busi
“Not our bes’ ones, Miss Joan. wear the red and white striped one.
this afternoon to my party."
ness.”
Mr. Prentice withdrew behind his You don’ want our bes napkins with Maid Marion, how must 1 wear my
In these jobless days this item
paper.
all them wet bathing suits. They’ll hair? Ali back under my cap or
seems like a laboring man's dream
with some of it showing? How do
"Uh, huh,” he said without any be ruint.”
of Paradise lost!
“What, the bathing suits?” Joan you think 1 look best? Is the cape
feeling at all. Joan thought. "Don’t
Prohibition
was
having
its
that
goes
with
my
suit
nicely
get too excited about him. He may laughed.
troubles 44 years ago, as proven by
pressed.
Maid
Marion?
1
don't
think
Dolly was a serious colored cook.
not show up at all. I’ve known a lot
an article entitled, “Personal Lib
“No, ma’am, Miss Joan, the nap it is. I haven’t had It out of my
of newspaper men in my day, and
erty," which goes on to say:
trunk,
have
I?
”
“A personal liberty club is in proc
they're all the same. You simply kins.”
(To be Continued)
ess of formation in this city (Bel
"Oh, well, all right, then, Dolly.
can’t depend on them. They’ll ask
“
Sylvia
Sidney
as
Joan
in
a
scene
fast). Its avowed reason for being
you a few questions and then make Put on the next best ones, will you?”
in the Paramount picture, “Merrily
is hostility to the existing prohibi
Dolly nodded.
up the answers to suit themselves.
tory liquor law. It really is, essen
Joan went upstairs and rang for We Go To Hell.”
Anything to make a good story.
11131 By Cleo Lucas—Distrib
tially, a rebuke to those men among
That’s their business, making good Maid Marion. Maid Marion's real ' Mtyright,
uted By I'aruniouut l’ublix Corp.
us whose intemperate zeal for that
law, together with their personal
ends and an office, has naturally
WALDOBORO
FRIENDSHIP
SOUTH WARREN
caused the law to share In the odium
attaching to those who are posing
Miss Carolyn Standish has re as its self-claimed special cham
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig and Mrs. Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur P Spear of
tha Kalloch of Thomaston were call Brookline. Mass., have arrived at Da turned from Camden where she was pions. It is a condemnation of the
the guest of her sister, Mrs. May unscrupulous methods and self as
ers Wednesday at Mrs. Rose Mar vis Point for the summer.
Miss Dorothy Armstrong of Win Richardson. Mrs. Hattie Lumbert, suming arrogance of those men, etc."
shall’s.
chester, Mass., spent several days who has been with Mrs. Richardson
All this article lacks to be strict
Frank Page is painting his house.
several months accompanied her ly up to date is a pictured caricature
Mrs. Esther Newbert of Thomaston here this week.
Word was received in town Friday home.
of a “dry" in tall hat and frock
was overnight guest Thursday of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Stenger have coat, with a solemn, long nosed vis
of the death of Mrs. Fannie Dilling
Cora Jones.
ham of Jamaica Plain, Mass. The returned to Philadelphia.
age and an umbrella under his arm
Mrs. Mabel St. Clair was a recent remains were brought here Monday
F. A. Hovey has been in Boston a
Among recent callers at Happy
guest of her nephew Fred spear in for burial.
few days.
Hope Farm have been Mr. and Mrs
East Union.
William L. Tompkins Jr., of Madi
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cameron, Miss Chrystal Cam
Nineteen members of the Grange son, N. J., has arrived here for the Waiter P. Quiner were saddened to eron and Mr. and Mrs. Otto Dieslei
attended Pomona at Hope Saturday summer.
bear of his sudden death in Marble- of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. David
and had the pleasure of listening to
Capt. Melvin Lawry went to Port bead. Mass., where with his wife, Mr. Burns, E. I. Savage, Sr., Carl Eaton
State Master Crawford. There was land Thursday to bring the Myra J. Quiner was a guest of his brother, and Capt. Roswell Eaton of Glen
a large company present but the hos Woostpr to Friendship. Her cap William Quiner.
cove, Me. and New York.
pitality was unbounded.
Nancy M. Savage.
Tire senior class of W.H.S. were in
tain, Robert Lash, was taken ill in
Waterville Saturday to have gradu
The circle is invited to meet with Portland.
Waldoboro, Me., R.D. 3, May 10.
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig next Wednesday
Miss Jane Lash, daughter of Mr. ation pictures taken.
for an all-day session.
Mrs. Emma Trowbridge Potter is
and Mrs. Carlisle T. Lash, of Cam
OWL'S HEAD
Mrs. Frank Page and Mrs. L. R bridge, Mass., is in the hospital, at home after visiting her niece, Mrs.
C. G. Wotton is in Portland re
Bucklin were overnight guests Tues where she underwent a double mas Roland T. Waltz in Portland two
months.
toid operation.
ceiving treatment for his eyes.
day of relatives in Bangor.
Mrs. Jennie Linscott who passed
A number of persons have been
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Thirty-four members of Good Will
Grange by invitation attended the dumping rubbish in the Marsh which the winter with her sons in Massa Meltiah Scammon who has been very
ill caused by the sting from an insect
services at the Congregational Church is private property and Mrs. Jessie chusetts has returned.
Miss Marion Welt has returned to is now improving.
in Warren Sunday evening and were Lash, the owner, would appreciate it
Charles E. Young and Frank Young
much Interested In the talk given by if they would refrain from doing so, Portland and her sister, Mrs. George
as it is not only unsightly but causes Brown to Roxbury. Mass.
Rev. H. I. Holt.
are doing painting in Rockland.
Mrs. Jennie Benner has been the
Capt. G. C. Young has been filling
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Cutting of Port a great deal of inconvenience to the
guest of friends in Thomaston.
land and Dr. Armstrong of Rockland owner.
and grading his lawn, and it is to be a
The new junior high baseball team fine job. Bennie Snowman did the
Capt. Roy Morton spent the week
were guests Sunday of Mrs. Rosa Cut
recently organized as a member of trucking.
ting. Mrs. E. C. Cutting returned to end with his family here.
Capt. and Mrs. Almon M. Wallace the Lincoln County League defeated
Portland but Mr. Cutting remained
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Adams oi
for a few days’ visit with his mother, and Miss Flora Wallace have moved the Boothbav Harbor team last week, Springfield, Mass., were at their cot
and Monday they motored to Bangor from the corner to their newly reno making it a leader in the series. The tage last week.
and Orono. A. H. White of Columbia vated home at Lawry.
manager of the new team is Richard
Mr. and Mrs. Monte Arey have ar*
Falls returned with them to resume
Roy Genthner of Rockland was in Achorn and the captain William rived for the summer and are having
work on the Cutting farm.
town Saturday on business.
Freeman. Other members are Roger modern improvements made on their
Mrs. Donald R. Knapp has re Miller, Burton Davis, James Fossa, house.
turned home from Saugus, Mass.
Warren Vannah. Alfred Ellis, Regin
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Gove and
EAGLE
Mrs. Sherman T. Jameson has re ald French and Keith Davis. Van family who have been visiting with
turned home from Knox Hospital, nah. French and K. Davis are pitch Nina Perry have returned home to
Miss Lillian Hardy of Bear Island Rockland.
ers, Vannah also playing first base, Eagle Island.
was an overnight guest Sunday at
French shortstop, and K. Davis first
Carl Reed has moved his family
the Quinn House.
base. B. Davis plays Centerfield. into the Cobb cottage. They have
E. L. and C. B. Quinn were home
I Roger Miller, left field, Richard been with Mrs. Reed’s parents during
J!
for the weekend, returning Monday
j Achorn second base, Alfred Ellis third the winter.
to Camden.
i base, James Fossa right field and Walter Ross has built a neat little
■with an ~0K. that counts"
Maurice Greenlaw of Deer Isle was
William Freeman catcher.
The bungalow and is living there now
recently at Eagle.
; Depot street field has been put into They have been occupying the Holt
fine shape for the boys and they are cottage.
Lester Beale, Jr., one oi the car
Neil Farrell is fitting up for fishing
all set to win the cup which Mrs. O.
penters at the Light Station, was
called to Rockland Monday on busi SEA VIEW GARAGE, Inc. E. Ludwig has kindly offered for the and expects to go to Green isianui
League prize.
Other competing soon.
ness.
689 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1250
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Pillsbury of
teams are the grammar schools of
Miss Edith Wincapaw who has been
ROCKLAND
Damariscotta, Newcastle and Booth- Montpelier, Vt., and friends arrived
visiting Mrs. H. C. Quinn, returned to
56-tf
bay Harbor.
Friday night at their cottage, Mr.
Rockland by plane Saturday.
8YN0PSIS
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Wherein Our Correspondent
Mistakes Skunk For Chick

I

HAPPY HOPE FARM

1
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navy man that Vancouver named
Mt. Rainier, ln the state of Wash
ington, the glacier clad peak you
aee from Paradise Inn, a resting
place which was aptly christened.
George Palmer Putnam, Johnny
Held, Freddy O'Brien, Wallace Ir
win, Charles Hanson Towne and I
were there several years ago, and
I never shall forget it. Just at
present, Peter Rainier Is at the Ex
plorers’ club, having come up from
Columbia, where the emerald mlue
he is working Is located.
• • •
To get to the mine from New
York is a simple matter. Ail you
have to do is to take a boat through
the Panama canal and then go down
the Colombian coast to some such
place as Buenaventura. Then you
take a train to Bogata, the cap
ital. This takes only a couple of
days and ntghta and you are then
practically at your destination. A
hilly horseback ride of two addi
tional days wlll bring you to the
emeralds.
• • •
The emeralds are situated In
some rock on top of a 9,000-foot
mountain, but there is a bit of dig
ging to be done before you can get
at them. It is necessary, In fact,
to remove about 400 feet of moun
tain top until you get to the rock,
the next thing is to find the em
eralds, the largest of which may per
haps be as big as your thumb. To
do this you crack up and slYt the
rest of the mountain. Emeralds are
found as crystals, and always tn
hexagonal prisms. Moreover, when
they are found, each of the six
faces Is polished more perfectly
than a Jeweler can do It. They lie
In veins ln the solid rock and after
one of these veins is opened you
can dig the emeralds out with your
thumb.
• • •
Diamonds are found In blue clay,
and rubles and sapphires In gravel,
but emeralds are more fastly guard
ed by nature. Next to the dia
mond, I believe they are the hard
est of precious stones. The early
Colombia natives used to barter em
eralds, and the Spaniards later
worked the mines. They did It by
driving tunnels and shafts and it
was by an Indian falling down one
of these ancient workings that the
mines were rediscovered.
• • •
A day’s Journey down the moun
tain slope from the mines, Mr. Rain
ler has a 5,000-acre ranch. Here he
raises vegetables, horses and cattle.
I asked him whether he ever had
Imported cattle from the North. He
said he had not. One reason was
*that Imported cattle might not like
the altitude, and another that only
the native cattle could say on the
mountain slopes. He couldn't even
find a horizontal place for his ranch
house and had to build it on two
levels.
• • •
We always are hearing persons
say that to be a good bridge
player one must have card sense.
Ely Culbertson never played poker,
or any card game, except bridge.
He declares that card sense is not
essential. In his opinion, what a
player needs at bridge Is a good
system and a good head.
• • •
Some one told me the other day
that Olga Petrova’s real name was
Muriel Harding and that she wus
British born. They admitted, how
ever, that she had learned to
■peak broken English with a more
charming accent than a real Rus
sian.
e

•

e

Jenny Dolly of the famous Dolly
slaters now runs a lingerie shop In
Paris and has an exquisitely fur
nished and beautiful home In that
city.
(•. 1M1. Bell Syndloete )—WNU Service.

Farmer Sprains Back
in Leap During Dream
Hagerstown,
Md. — Nathaniel
Hornforaker, flfty-flve-year-old tensat fanner, Is confined to his bed
because of a dream.
He dreamed he was driving his
herd of cows to the barn end was
leaping a fence to open the gate.
Than he woke np suddenly to dis
cover that he had left his bed, had
gone to the second-story porch and
leaped over the banisters.
When he came to he found him
self lying on the wet grass 20 feet
below. His back was badly sprained.

! Fire in Home Kept
I
Burning 50 Years
9
J

s
J

*
}
J

9
*
9
J

9
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Statesville, N. C.—The story
of how Ephriam Scruggs, ploneer settler, started a fire in
hts home on his wedding night
which he and his wife kept
burning continuously for 50
years has been told here by
his niece, Mrs. Ellen Lippard.
In the 50 years, she said,
tha couple spent one night
and one day away from home,
but each time the fire was so
well hanked It did not go ant

Pillsbury returning Sunday. They
are having some carpenter work done
on their house.
M. H. Scammon has taken up his
regular summer job at the Bancroft
School.
Robert St. Clair was home from
9caJloping over the weekend.
A. B. Borgerson went to Rockland
Saturday night to see his mother who
is ln Knox Hospital.
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OLYMPIC ATHLETES MUST EAT.—Olympic Officials recently sam
pled more than three dozen loaves of bread, all baked in European
styles to select the most suitable for the 2,000 athletes from 50 different
countries. Above shows a French and Belgian interpreter with several
brands of bread.
CASK TO EARTH.—After a win
ter of depicting rural life on the
radio, George Frame Brown, fa
mous as Mayor Matt Thompkins
of Thompkins' Corners on the air,
does conic actual rural work on his
own farm near Saugerties, New
York, He is shown digging founda
tions for a new root-house.

PRESIDENT OF FRANCE.
- Albert Le Brun has been elected
by the National Assembly as pres
ident of the French Republic, succ»tdlng Paul Doumer, who was
recently assassinated.

SPRAINED ANKLE threatened to
hold up preparations for a solo
transatlantic flight by Elinor
Smith, diminutive endurance and
altitude record holder, until a new
Hudson convertible with selective
automatic clutch enabled her to
drive with one foot through New
York City traffic on her dally trips
to and from Roosevelt Field, Long
Island.

VINALHAVEN

TENANT'S HARBOR

N..1

TRILBY TRESSES.—A new coif
fure it aptly named the Trilby
Mode. The hair sweeps from a
bang in a straight line to a fringe
of soft curls at the neckline, em
phasizing the profile and the con
tour of the head.

MOUNT PLEASANT

Frank Hunter of Elmore has reMr. and Mrs. Richard Russell of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown who
spent the,winter months in Boston | turned home from Knox Hospital Rockville and Mr. and Mrs. Morris
with their son Arthur Brown, re where he recently underwent a surgi Kalloch of Rockport have rented the
turned Saturday to their home on cal operation. Friends are glad to Douglass Bisbee homestead and are
occupying it.
see him riding by again.
High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon F. Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. George Allen have
Alfred Headley was in Rockland
returned to their summer home at daughter Cynthia have returned home
Saturday.
i from a visit with relatives and
E. A. Smalley, superintendent ol Elmore after spending the winter ln I friends in Auburn. During the time
Portland.
schools, returned Saturday from
they also visited Miss Grace Stetson
Friends of Edward Jackson regret In Portland.
Frenchboro.
Hollis Burgess and family have to learn that he Is In ill health. He
Mrs. E. G. Colburn and son Nell of
moved into their new home on the has entered Knox Hospital for treat Rockland have been visiting her
East Boston road, recently purchased ment.
father, T. J. Carroll.
There will be a child health confer
from Parker Sloane.
Mrs. Violette McIntyre has been
ence
in
the
church
parlor
Wednesday
working for Mrs. Maria Tolman.
E. G. Carver was in Rockland Fri
and
it
is
hoped
that
there
will
be
a
Gordon Smith and Maurice Carroll
day on a business trip.
large number present. A doctor and caught two handsome salmon at
Mrs. T. E. Libby returned from
nurse will be In attendance.
Crawford Lake last Thursday after
Rockland Friday.
Sewell Wall Is confined to the noon.
Mrs. H. W. Fifield entertained at
H. Maurice Carroll is having his
bridee Saturday night at her home house with a severe cold.
house remodeled. Benjamin Munroe
Friends in this community extend of
on East Main street.
Wist Rockport Is doing the work.
Mrs. Wilbra Billings arrived Sat deepest sympathy to George E. Allen
Three deer were seen last Thursday
of
Camden,
and
Hervey
Allen
of
urday from Bath and is the guest of
morning in the field back of T. J.
Rockland in the loss of the wife and Carroll's house.
her brother Fred K. Coombs.
mother, Mary Allen, who was a for
Reuben Carver spent the weekend mer St. George woman and one of its
in Rockland, guest of Mr. and Mrs. best In character and disposition and
Ibrook Cross, Grace street.
was held in high esteem by all who
Gilchrest
Mrs. Frank Walls has returned knew her. She was Naomi Chapter’s
from Knox Hospital, where she re first associate matron in 1895 and Mr.
Monumental Works
cently underwent a surgical opera Allen its first worthy patron. Memo
Main Straat
tion.
ries of Mrs. Allen will ever live in the
Thomaston, Maine
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Ames were hearts of those who knew her, and
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
home from Camden for the weekend. had the pleasure of her companion
Telephone Connection
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Martin art ship.
in Rockiand, where Mr. Martin has
entered Knox Hospital for a surgi
cal ooeration.
A fire started Sunday on the wood
lot owned by Walter Ingerson, but
owing to the prompt response of the
fire department it was soon under
control.
Mrs. Sidney Winslow was in Rock
land Saturday.
Albert Anderson of Rockport
Mass., was in town Saturday.
The senior class of Vinalhaven
SPONSORED AND
High skipped school Friday and en
GUARANTEED
BY
joyed a picnic at Round Pond.
Union Church Circle will serve the
STUDE BAKER
usual supper Thursday at 530 p. m
Vinalhaven High won over the St.
George baseball team Saturday at
the School street grounds, with score
20-2.
YoU’RE ahead when you own a Rockne—
Smith’s Vinalhaven Band will hold
a rehearsal tonight at Town hall to
ahead in money—ahead in speed—ahead
prepare for Memorial Day.
Mrs. Cora Lombard and little
in style. You get a big, aerodynamic car
granddaughter Ernestine Beers of
with an extra smooth, extra powerful,
Yarmouth were guests the past week
of Mrs. W. P Greenlaw and Mr. and
extra lively six-cylinder engine. You get
Mrs. George Callahan.
Free Wheeling, Full Synchronized Shift
Clinton Calderwood and family
ing, Silent Second Speed, Automatic
have returned to their farm at
Calderwood's Neck having spent
Switch-Key Starting and 4-Point Cush
the winter in town.

Hf)C%NE

ioned Power — all at no extra charge.

BURKETTVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller were
recent business callers in Rockland.
Miss Marion Mitchell of Washing
ton spent Sunday with her sister Mrs.
M. F. Sukeforth.
Mrs. Charles Esancy visited Miss C.
A. McDowell Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dearborn were
at Poland Spring recently.
Miss Ruth Mitchell who is attend
ing high school spent the weekend
with her parents.
Miss Dot Robbins recently visited
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Merle Rob
bins over the weekend.
Mrs. Frank Hatch and daughter
Ruth visited Mrs. G. A. Miller re-

Every closed body wired for radio
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AND UP, AT THE FACTORY

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
PARK AND UNION STREETS.
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ton vs. Lincoln Academy, on tlje home
WARREN
grounds.
.
_____
Advertisements in this column not to
Mrs. Geoige W. Ludwig will enterMrs Uda Russell and. Mrs Carrie
Miss Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall
Smith were hostesses at a family sup- ”3?
times
AddiBradford left Sunday for Boston,
party Saturday evening, lobster tional lines five cents each for one time.
where on Monday they started re ren Grange at dinner Wednesday at
DAHLIAS. 15. each different ana la
ROOM furnished apartment ter
home on Beechwoods street
10 cents for three times. Six words let.FIVE
being the piece de resistance on the make
good location, rent reasonable. beled. $1.25; 20 mixed, not labeled. $1.
hearsals for the leading parts in a her
a line.
The
Thomaston
Garden
Club
is
In

Postpaid
ln first three zones. MRS. A. I.
ROBERT
COLLINS.
375
Main
St.
Tel.
menu.
Guests
present
were
Mr.
and
new production, "Phantom Cargo,”
77.
52-tf PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens,
to meet with the Camden Gar Mrs. Austin Russell of Eusworth, Mr.
opening May 30 at the Plymouth vited
Hope.
45*65
den Club today at 2 o'clock.
ABOUT JUNE 1. furnished second floor
and Mrs. Gail Pollard of Fairfield,
Theatre. This is a play of the high
At the last meeting of the Garden and Mr. and Mrs. William Russell of
NICE LOAM for grading. Delivered
apartment
to
let,
desirable
location,
seas, written by a high official of the Club it was voted to ask tlie citisens
three rooms, bath, electric stove, heat, anywhere. Price reasonable. Also truck
U. S. Navy, and is in line for Broad of the town to cooperate in a clean Warren.
lights and water Included; adults onlv. ing. F. A. BLACKINGTON. West Meadow
58-63
Price reasonable. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Rd. Tel. 176-W.
way production next fall.
Edwin Gammon has been employed
ing-up week, this work to be done
375 Main St.
58-tf
ESSEX
—
1928
Sport
CoupeException

Poppies made of silk are being sold the week of May 23. They are also ! wiring the cottage at Martins Point
PUNT, pickod up at Eagle, Me., by E.
FIVE ROOM apartment, all modern, ally good for a down payment of only
C. QUINN. Owner to prove property and with
in town as the work of the inmates asked to clean between the sidewalk i owned by Frank Montgomery,
$75.
SEA
VIEW
GARAGE.
689
Main
St.
nice
garden
spot,
to
let
at
5
Broad

59*lt way place. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
of the Togus Soldiers' Home. The and the roadbed. It is hoped that
46*56 P&R
Girls of the World Wide Guild are pay charges.
59-61 Phone 1250. Rockland.
Woman's Auxiliary of Williams-Bra- the people will strive to do the work j to meet next Thursday after school,
STORE to let, also several tenements
SIX CYLINDER Gray engine; two cyl
sier Post desires it to be known that so well that the reputation of the | and be prepared to mount pictures to
at moderate prices. C. M. BLAKE WALL inder out-board Sea Horse motor, for
PAPER STORE. Rockland.
57-59 sale. C S. PARSONS. North Haven Me.
those made by the men at Togus are town as one of the most attractive j be sent to China.
58*63
♦
always of paper. The auxiliary will ln the State may be maintained, 'l’he
Miss Ravchel Emerson and mother
HEATED apartment to let. all modern
PURE apple cider vinegar from now
Improvements, Janitor service. Inquire
start at once on their sale, and ask townspeople are also urged to display jjrs. Edwin Emerson have reopened
91 NORTH MAIN ST. Tel. 552-W. 59*64 until June 15, three gals. 50 cents.
all the townspeople to await their flags on Memorial Day.
i their home here for the summer.
wood $5.75 per cord at my farm,
SECOND-HAND small one-horse side
ROOM house and garage to let Fitted Rockport.
calls, that the money may go foi* the
These are mad prices.
Union services of the Baptist arid
several persons attended the bridge hill plow ln good condition wanted. atFIVE
182 Broadway, all modern. Tel. 949. West
JAMES
H SIMONTON.
57*59
benefit of the disabled ex-soldiers.
Federated Churches were held at the party Friday evening held in the dln- State price and where. Address W.. 44’2 WILLIAM R. LUFKIN.
53-tf
High
St..
Camden
________________
57*59
LOMA
10c
pound,
five
pounds
50c;
Miss Ruth Barter of Tenant's Har Congregational Church Sunday eye- , . room o{ Masonic hall at Union for
AT 30 HIGH STREET three furnished
WOMAN general cook for immediate rooms
or single room to let, bath and bone meal 4c pound, five pounds 20t;
bor, a pupil of Miss Adelyn Bushnell, ning on invitation of Grace Chapter, > the° benefit of the high school furnish vacancy
at Pownal State School. Must garage, all modern. For information see Bradley's fertilizer 4c pound, 100 pounds
was one of the winners in a speaking O.E.S.. as part of their ce’."bration of ing fund, and report a good time. It be a citizen of Maine, desiring perma HILL DANE. Tel 427.
49-tf SI 65 to $2.15; nitrate soda 6c pound;
sheep manure 6c pound: our formula
contest held Friday at University of the George Washington Bicentenary. is planned to hold another in two nent position. Send references, age and
experience to DR. STEPHEN E. VOSSEVEN rooms to let at 226 Main St., all lawn seed 25c pound; seeds and garden
The
members
of
the
chapter
attend

Maine.
weeks. The prizes and also the re BURGH. Supt., Pownal. Maine.
59-61 improvements, good location. Also five tools of all kinds. Successor to G. H.
Douglas Anderson's 15th birthday ed in a body. A fine musical program freshments were donated by various “'WILL BUY large trunk. Need not be rooms upstairs ln same house. Inquire Hart, one of the oldest seed and fer
59-61 tilizer dealers ln Knox County. V. L.
anniversary fell on Saturday and the ' was presented with Miss Margaret friends, all considering it a worthy latest model if strong. CALL 1053-M A. LEVY. Royal Shoe Store.
53-tf
FOUR ROOM apartment to let at 17 PACKARD. Tel. 446 .
6 to 7 p. m.______________________58*60
event was marked by a party given Ruggles as director and Miss Julia (1 cause.
Grove St. Apply to DR. R. W. BICK
POSITION
wanted.
Young
Italian
of
that evening by Mrs. Evelyn Snow at Woodcock at the organ. The floral
POWER
HOISTS
for
all
trucks,
fit
any
A bit of excitement was'caused
Fri- 31 years, mechanical and aeronautical FORD.
56-tf
,
body for .sale; also hydraulic hoists and
her home on Green street. Mrs. decorations called forth commenda-1 J
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland St- steel bodies, overload springs, trailers,
engineer, wishing to be away from the
tion.
Rev.
H.
F.
Leach
selected
for
.
afternoon
when
a
movie
news
Snow had arranged decorations be his subject "George Washington." reel was^taken of the alewive fishing. city for the summer would like a posi electric lights, toilet, garage. MR. power takeoffs etc. B. M. CLARK.
tion as chauffeur, and can also run a SHAFTER, 15 Rockland St. Tel. 888
fitting the occasion and filled the The program: Organ prelude. Offer- /'Irs' ??ar,rL S?lfl of,
Union. Me Tel. 7-24.____________ 59-64
boat If desired. Best of references.
52-tf
table with such foods as boys delight tory in A Flat. Reed; call to worship ils v®rJ’111
STRAWBERRY PLANTS for sale.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Further details on request. Address P
ONE ROOM and kitchenette to let, Ready
in. Games furnished entertainment. and hymn; prayer. Rev. H. S. ri,. Fred Mathews She is being cared for Courier-Gazette offlce.
at LUFKIN'S. Glencove.
58*60 heated
and lighted. $6 a week. V. F. Tel 44-13.nowAddress.
Box 125, R. D.. Rock
Mrs. Snow had the assistance of born; solo bv Stanley Cushing, "Spirit b- Mrs- Genev'eve Pearson,
CARPENTER WORK and contracting STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080. 52-tf
land.
Mc.
58*60
wanted; free estimates. JOHN SORDouglas' mother, Mrs. Edwin Ander
SINGLE house to let. five rooms, bath.
God.” Neidlinger; scripture readThe regular meeting of the past KVIST, Tenant’s Harbor. Me.
57*62 Rarden
son. Those present were Albert Hall, of
CREAM
SEPARATOR.
Victrola.
amspot.
MRS.
CORA
CURRIER
grands and the past grands will
32 Green St.. Thomaston.
57-59 ptco piano, rattan chaise lounge, chair
Frank Jacobs. Randolph Henderson. ing. 11th Chapter of Hebrews, Mr. I noble
take place at Camden May 18. Sup.
and
table,
antique
mah.
table
for
sale.
Leach;
anthem
by
the
choir.
Inci

SMALL tenement to let. MRS. E. A. N F KLAOOE South Hope.
Joseph Bellmore of North Haven
SOUTH THOMASTON MURRAY.
59*61
per at low charge will be served.
121 Pleasant St.
58-60
spent the weekend at his new’ home dental solo by Mrs. David Libby; ad
dress:
anthem,
"Jubilate
Deo,"
Cor

REO TRUCK-1927—Will do a lot o.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie at
SMALL
single
house,
clean
and
cosy,
lo
on Beechwoods street.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ripley and let. Family with children preferred. work for someone. Small down payment
Mrs. Richard Feehan had an alarm- I bin; in closing, one verse of the na tended the regular meeting of Golden daughter Miss Bertha from Barre, Vt. MABEL RAWLEY, 130 Main St. Tei. of 850. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
46*56 P&R
ing experience Saturday evening. 1 tional anthem and benediction, Rev. Rod Chapter, OB S.. at Rockland Fri are guests of Mrs. Ripley’s mother, 676-M.
55-tf Phone 1250. Rockland.
day evening. Mr Wyllie sang several
She had been out from home and was | Mr. Leach.
FIVE
ROOM
unfurnished
tenement
to
Mrs.
Miriam
Sellers
since
last
Sun

HEN
HOUSE,
hen
crate,
two
ladders,
Capt. Ross Wilson left for Boston selections at the entertainment hour.
let at 79 Grace St. CALL 163-M.
56-tf blacksmith's blower, vise and drilling
returning, when nearby her home
day.
Mondaj- morning to sail for the west
machine
for
sale.
64
MECHANIC
ST.
Mrs.
Florence
Gardiner
acted
as
as

UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms
she was felled by a man who came
Mrs. Jake Stahl and children who
59-61
let at 17 Warren St.. Rood repair, Tel. 433-R.
up quickly and struck her over the coast. The captain is taking along sociate matron at the annual meeting have been visiting her parents since to
garage If desired. Inquire 12 WARREN
for his California friends a box of
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan—This car ls ln
head with a cooper's tool used in Georges River smoked alewives. On of the past matrons and past patrons Easter have returned to their home ST. Tel. 577 .
52-tf exceptionally
good condition and can be
driving hoops on barrels
Her Qne trip hp carrjed QUt g
Qf Mainp of Grace Chapter, O.E.S., at Thomas in Massachusetts.
FURNISHED and unfurnished apart had for a down payment of $50. SEA
Wednesday
evening.
Several
ton,
VIEW
GARAGE,
689 Main St. Phone
ments
to
let.
Inquire
12
KNOX
ST
Herbert D. Farnham of Belfast and
screams attracted E. P_ Ahern to f>e‘ salted fish and potatoes. He put up
58-tf '1250. Rockland.
46*56 P&R
aid on his way home from his store, j a„ dinner of ,them
u„„ and invited the old others were present from Ivy Chapter. son Benjamin Farnham of Massa Tel. 156-W.
TWO furnished rooms for light house
DRY pine and hemlock boards Ior
Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert mo chusetts, both of whom were well
The man ran back of the houses and master mariners in San Francisco as
keeping to let; water, gas. lights. E. N sale; horse 10 years old. weight 1400.
disappeared into the bushes. Chief guests. They went hilarious over tored Friday morning to Beverly to known here a few years ago in or SYLVESTER.
23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J
sound, good worker. ALBERT SHER
of Police Levi Clark was notified, what was once to them a common spend the weekend with Mr. and Mrs chestra work, called upon I. J. Put
57*59
52-tf MAN, Appleton. Tel. 7-41.
also Sheriffs Harding and Ludwick menu. He once before carried out Glen F. Reever. Mrs. Nettie Vinal nam and A. F. Sleeper Sunday.
TENEMENT to let at 36 Mechanic ac
DRY FITTED hard wood, under cover
Inquire of MRS. W. S. KENNISTON. 176 $10. Junks $10. W. L. OXTON, West
and the State Police., jA party was i 5moked Ash and distributed them substituted at the intermediate school
Mrs. Miriam Sellers is having her Main
St. Tel. 874-W.
52-tf Rockport. Tel. 8011 Camden.
52-tf
organized and searched the woods. ( among h)s East.born friend much Friday for Mrs. Newbert.
buildings repaired and painted.
FURNISHED
three
room
apartment
to
knt
,,
,
BUICK
—1926
Coach
—
You
can't
wear
but no feo/vo
trace zxf
of frao
the YYYOTY
man 1UQC
was Tfllinfl
found. ,to their
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cleveland
Sleeper
Jr.,
The circe of Ivy Chapter, O.E.S
gratification.
let. rear 11 Masonic St. MRS. E K. out this type of car and the down pay
The cooper's tool was picked up in
54-tf ment Is only $45. SEA VIEW OARAGE.
Miss Lena Shorey has returned to netted $11.35 from their food sale Sat are receiving congratulations on the MILLS.
the driveway of Capt. James E. Portland after the weekend at home. urday. It is hoped to hold another birth of a son, Dana Bradford. Mr.
TO LET—5-room fia' all modern. 25 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland
46*56 P&R
Creighton^ house. The man was
and Mrs. Sleeper have very recently Fulton St. Inquire nOSE PRESt OTT _____________ ______
next month.
240
Broadway.
52-tf
ESSEX 1929 Coach—This car ls ln
short of stature and quite stout. Mrs
bought a home in Rockland where
Everett
Cummings
of
the
Wyman
CAMDEN
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let, fine cellar, wonderful condition, both mechanical
Feehan had lived in Philadelphia
Farm at Winthrop spent the weekend they will live in the future.
toilet, electricity, gas and furnace; extra and ln appearance. Down payment
until her marriage to Mr. Feehan
A large delegation from the local large veranda, large yard Adults only $100 only. SEA VIEW GARAOE. 689
, . a , The funeral of Eugene Richards. w with Mrs. Eva Cummings and Mr.
iTREET. City.
52-tf Main St. Phone 1250, Rockland.
short time ago. and was never molest- Was held Sunday afternoon. Rev. and Mrs. Alvah Simmons,
Chapter, O.E.S.. visited Grace Chap Inquire 23 T STREE
46*56 P&R
ed. The attack in a small town like Lerov Campbell officiating.
Mr
ter in Thomaston Wednesday night.
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit
The
Baptist
ladies'
circle
will
serve
TWO row boats ln first class condition
able for family of two or three, at 15
Thomaston mystifies her.
| Richards was born in Lincolnville
W. P. Sleeper has recently set a Summer
St.
Apply
to
MRS.
FROST
....
.
.
supper
at
the
Montgomery
rooms
for
sale.
E.
F.
ROBERTS.
Brldgestde.
* ♦ * »
52-tf Vlnalhaven.
58-60
j.
i i f, c
k
pa,r of fi*s fifP had Thursday at 5.30 standard time. Those very handsome monument to the late Tel. 318-W.
O H Crie and family left Saturday been spent In Camden. He leaves his in ch
Mrs. Martha Watts Mrs. Frederick Thorndike.
FURNISHED apartment to let at 556
DRY HARD fitted wood $10, Junks $10,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wiggin Sr. and Main St. Inquire at FULLER-COBB- hard wood limbs S9. long $8. soft wood
for Dead River and were overnigh wife. four daughters. Mrs. Arthur Edna Jones and Mrs. Effle Hysler.
53.tf and slabs $8. T. J. CARROLL. Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Wiggin Jr. of DAVIS.
and Sunday guests of Mrs. Cries Melvin. Mrs. Edward M. King, Mrs
,, _
... .. , _ ,
.
„
263-21.
50-tf
mother. Mrs. Campbell.
Arthur Davis and Mrs. Martin Rich- Mrs- Ro®c Watts °f Belmont, Mass., Camden spent Sunday at their sum
.».
HUPMOBILE—1927 Sedan—Never able
Miss Frances Bourne went to Bos- ards, a son Burnside Richards, two ls f’uest this week of her sister Mrs. mer home here.
__
_
i ! to buy a car as good as this for only
ton Sunday on business for the Mc- brothers Frank and Ralph Richards Ma!"tha Watts.
Mi*s. Jennie Clark who spent thc ♦’ _
PPPC A Kin PUIPITC 1 *75 d°»n
SEA VIEW GARAOE. 689
Loon Co. She expects to be gone a j and sister Mrs. Bertha Payson, allJosef Vinal and Vernon
Packard of winter in Camden has returned to
Juvjsjo AIllz UrllLiVj ’ Main St Phone 1250. Rockland.
_______ 46*56 P&R
week.
, of Camden.
Orono spent the weekend at their re- her home here for the summer.
Herbert Young, convalescing from
Pred W. Harrington of Boston is spective homes here.
CHEVROLET—1930 Sedan—Paint and
Mrs. Azora Clark who spent the
READY cut chick range shelters, also rubber ln excellent condition. Splendid
an operation for appendicitis, is able guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. WilMr. and Mrs. Fred Eldridge re- winter at her home in this place is large
sized feeders for range use, for sale.
hot water heater, other acces
to be down town.
bur.
turned Saturday to their home at now in Rockland where she has em Saves time and grain. C. E. OVERLOCK. motor,
sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW OA
Miss Thelma Linscott who has been
Capt. Whitney Lowe is spending a Middleboro. Mass., after being guests ployment with Miss McIntyre for the Tel. 3-4 Warren.
59*61 RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock
46*56 P&R
with a party of friends in camp at ' few days with friends at Tenant's of C. B. Hall for the week.
WYLLIE'S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We land.
summer.
will
deliver
your
chix
by
parcel
post
or
•
•
•
•
GRAY MARINE MOTORS. New Light
Jefferson Lake, returned home Sat- Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. William Brasier and
truck for $15 per hundred for Mav.' Four 12-24 horaepower, $298. Other sizes
urday, accompanied by her sister.
Capt. and Mrs. Henry Barnes and family of Portland visited Mrs. BraMrs. Susan Butler
State accredited for white diarrohea. F.
to 150 horse power. Complete line of
Mrs. Arthur E. Martin of Providence, son George are visiting friends in slur's- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
WYLLIE & SON, Thomaston. Me., new motors at new low prices Write us
Mrs. Susan Butler 90, died early H.
Route 1._____________
50-tf for Information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
R. I.
1 Harpswell.
. Copeland, over the weekend.
45-65
Nelson Fogerty of Cushing was in
Frank Edwards, proprietor of Hotel
A luncheon bridge including seven Tuesday morning. May 3, at her
500 S. C. R. I. baby chicks for sale on 9, Camden, Me.
of the following: Mav 20 24 28
town on business Saturday.
Edwards, is ill and under the qare tables was entertained by Mrs. Emma home in this place, ending a life so each
'•■ne 1. C. E OVERLOOK.'Warren Tel'.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Swift have of a trained nurse.
Norwood, Mrs. Avis Norwood and beautiful and serene that its mem 3-4.
59-61
an engagement in a camp at Lake
There will be a public Masonic Mrs. Margaret Sawyer Saturday aft- ory lingers like the odor of a delicateS. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Hatcnlng
Parlln for thc summer. They were Assembly at the hall next Thursday emoon at the home of the former, rose which has crumbled to dust.
eggs. Accredited stock $15 per 100. E
Mrs. Butler retained, for one of her C. TEAGUE, Warren. Tel. 13-42 War
taken as far as Waterville by James evening.
All Masons and their First honors were taken by Mrs. Car52.tf
Feyler and Charles C. McDonald by | friends are invited.
■ rie Ames and Mrs. Carolyn Williams advanced age, remarkable use of all ren.
FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE of 150 acres,
automobile.
Jennie, wife of Horatio Welch, died of Union; consolation went to Mrs. her faculties until, her death which
modern buildings, pasture land, hay.
•••
.Q.
Rev. H. S. Ki’.born motored to Ap- at her home on Mechanic street Carrie Mank of Union and Mrs. Jew- came after only one day s
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood.
pleton Sunday and officiated at the , Monday morning. Besides her hus- e$t of Lewiston.
sufficient to keep her in bed. in the
MRS H. P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
St.. Camden. Tel. 2597.
52-tf
The Warren fire department was i social life of the village her passing
interment services of Theodore Win-1 band, she leaves three daughters
FARM for sale, good low priced farm
throp Pease. A number of Thomas-1 Josephine, Georgia and Grace Welch, called out three times Saturday to wil1 make no mark but in her family
two miles from Rockland; also equip
ton people attended the service, a son Richard Welch, her mother fires, one in the fore’hoon near the , and cl°se circle of friends the ioss
EIGHT HORSES for sale, weight 1200- ment for making ice cream on large
among them Mr. and Mrs. Edward P. Mrs. Sarah Upham and a brother Sidensparker Crossing at West War- ; will be felt most, keenly, for her 1500
lbs. WILLIAM HALL. North New scale. Address BOX 443. City or MRS. E.
59*61
Ahern. Edgar Crawford. Mr. and Mrs j Ambrose Upham both of Rockport, ren , set by flying sparks from the home and family were everything to castle. Tel. 52-32 Damariscotta
58*60 L. KOSTER. Ingraham Hill.
MANSION HOUSE for sale. 14 rooms,
Edgar Ames, Mrs. Lilia Ames. Levi two half-sisters Mrs. Etta Cates of train; the second time in the after her.
CALICO saddle horse for sale, five
Mrs. Butler was born in Rockland galted, sound and clever Broken to two car garage, modern Improvements.
Clark, Dr. B. H. Keller, Mrs. Olive j Cutler, Mrs. Eugene Richards of noon at West Warren on blueberry
drive and work, weight 1145 lbs. O. W 135 acres with 1200 ft frontage, on Alford
Gray. Capt and Mrs. Earle Starrett. Camden, and two half-brothers lands owned by Jerry Libby; and in Dec. 19, 1841, and was one of six chil CARROLL.
Rockville.
57*59 Lake and Lermond Pond. Desirable
home or business location. Furnishings
Mi9S Dorothy Starrett, Thomas Mc- Dexter and William Upham of this the evening again to the same place. dren of Mary Anne and Orris Butler.
if desired. Brokers protected. N. F.
Phail, Dr. and Mrs. Allyne W. Pea- j place. The funeral will be held Everything is so dry that extra pre Sept. 6. 1866. she was married to Elon
KLAGGE South Hope.
59*61
body, Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Lineken, Wednesday at 2 o’clock from the P. ____
caution should be taken in setting G. Butler who conducted a targe
ABOUT-THREE ACRES land at The
dairy
business
on
the
outskirts
of
the
Mrs. N. F. Andrews. Charles C. Mc- j. Good's parlors and Interment will: fjres
Highlands, with barn and cellar thereon,
village and where her life was passed
Donald.
be in the Mountain Street cemetery.
for sale, nice building spot. TEL.
217-W.
59-61
until his death which occurred
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach. I Miss Maude M. Thorndike, manaMrs. Stella Newbert and Mrs. Leila eer of the Western Union Telegraph
March 13, 1911. Four children were
PASTURAGE to let: Sheep $1, year-,
15% REDUCTION
Smalley motored to Jefferson Sunday I office and her niece little Faith
bom to them. The eldest, Oscar, who lings $3. 2-year-olds $4. cows $6. Terms
IN PRICE OF PIANO LESSONS
and were guests of Mr. Winchen-1 Thorndike, are guests of Mrs. Oscar
was a lad of great brilliance, died at strictly cash when put to pasture. O
57*59
Hour; Class 40c Hour the age of 16 years, just before his W. CARROLL. Rockville.
bach's sister, Mrs. Mark Hutchins, for I E. Bryant in Dexter. During Miss Private 85c
First Lesson Free
NOTICE TO ALBERT NEWCOMB
the day.
i Thorndike's absence the telegraph
graduation from High School, his Please
return the hat and cheek given
Capt. Enos Verge who was expect- office will be in charge of Urbane D. 1
death causing his mother a wound you by mistake. PHILIP SULIDES.
Mabel Lamb
If you have a cottage to let or
ing to sail with a different owner this ■ Chandler.
59-61
which
never
healed.
Call 786-M
Rockland
desire summer boarders advertise the
season has shipped with his former
Tuesday at the Comique Theatre ,
After Mr. Butler's death Mrs. But
SHEEP SHEARED, electric shears witii
49*lt
fact In this paper where thousand!
or let to responsible parties
will read of It.
employer William Dixion of New | the attractions will be "Lovers Cour- i
ler came to the village to liye with operator
without operator. Thoroughbred Chester
York city in thc yacht Abenaki Capt. ageous," featuring Madge Evans ana ■
THOROUGHLY MODERN cottage on
her son Gilford and daughter White boar Ior sale, at a reasonable
Verge went to Camden Monday to Robert Montgomery; Wednesday and LOOK AROUNO YOUR HOME Louise whose years of loving care price, cash. Price on above, apply to shore at Crescent Beach for sale or to
PAGE. Rose HUI Farm, Owl's kt. All conveniences. LENA K. SAR
get the yacht ready for cruising.
Thursday, Joe Brown in "Fireman.'
and solicitude for her mother has LEROY
Head. Me. Tel. 341-R.
56-61 GENT. Rockland. Phones 990 or 994
. . . YOUR GUESTS DO
Mrs. John Tillson. Mrs. Carrie Wal-1 save My Child;” Friday, James
bsen beautiful as it has tender. She
52-tf
FOR
BEST
QUALITY
seeds
and
plants,
lace and Mrs Ora Woodcock are in Gagney in “Taxi;" Saturday, “Young |
is survived by one brother L. Morti co to C. C. TIBBETTS. 288 Main St..
AT CRESCENT BEACH, for sale or to
Portland attending thc convention of America.”
Coming soon, George ;
mer Butler of Warren, a son Alden City.
59-64 let for the season, large furnished cot
kyanize cf
tage; everything modern, two car garage
the Pythian Sisters.
j Arliss in “The Man Who Played |
California, son Gilford and
WANTED to exchange a 4-year-old EDW. O’B. GONIA. Tel. 710.
59-tf
• . . •
God;" Warner Baxter in “Amateur |
heifer, new milch, for hens. MRS.
daughter Louise of this place.
SPRUCE Cottage, opposite Shore Acres.
WINCHENBACH. South Wal
SF. I. F-SMO OTHI.Y’G
Road Commissioner Simmons has a Daddy."
Funeral services were held from the CAROLINE
doboro.
57-59 to let for season, furnished; electric
crew of men pouring cement into the , Miss Grace Richards, R.N.. left
lights, water nearby; two or three adults.
late residence Rev. Herman WinchenALADDIN LAMP PARTS at' all times. L. G. HUPPER. Tel. Tenant's Harbor
excavation made by the removal of Monday morning tor New York city :
baugh officiating. Interment was in Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO 52-11, _______
59.67
the rails and ties of the street rail- ' where she will visit Mr. and Mrs
52-tf
thc family lot.
FOUR ACRES shore property for sale
way. Joseph Bradlce is in charge of Schuyler Day, summer residents of
CABINET WORK, furniture repaired at Ballard Park C. M BLAKE WALL
the work.
.
' Camden. During her stay in that i
and reflnlshed. trellises made to order. PAPER STORE. Rockland.
57-59
SPRUCE
HEAD
25
FRANKLIN ST Tel. 526-R
55-57
Thomaston High School orchestra i city she will take instructions in her !
SIX ROOM cottage with garage. Cres
Eben
Elwell
spent
the
weekend
LAWN
MOWER
SHARPENING
ls
a
cent Beach, five miles Irom the City of
won first prize, a loving cup, in Class , work as nurse.
with Mrs. Elwell in South Thomas specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409 Rockland, to let for July and August.
' D at Camden Saturday afternoon, in 1 Fred B. Annis died Saturday after-1
Mala St.. Rockland.
52-tf Apply MRS. ALBERTA ROSE. 26 Clarenton.
competition with Norway and Rock- , noon at the Camden Community '
59-tf
HARNESS and leather goods, also re don St.. Rockland.
Supt. and Mrs. F. L. S. Morse, Mrs.
port. Each orchestra played a.num- , Hospital, following an operation. He ;
pairing. JAMES H. HALL, 231 Main St.,
32 FT. CABIN CRUISER to let—New
Carl
Chaples
of
Rockland
and
Mrs.
ber, “Gavotte Celebre,” assigned by is survived bv three brothers, Hiram
opp foot Pleasant St.
52-tf engine, toilet, stove, all eloctric. 14
Crowley and Mrs. E. Godfrey of
by month or season. J. N. SOUTHthe committee, and also a number Annis of Bath, John Annis of Ston
LADIES—Reliable hair gooas at Rock knot;
55-62
South
Thomaston
were
on
White
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orderr ARD. Rockland.
selected by its director. The Thom ington and Samuel Annis of Deer |
solicited.
H.
C.
RHODES.
Tel.
519-J.
Head
Thursday
and
enjoyed
a
pic

HIRAM SMALL HOMESTEAD. Cres
aston orchestra is led by Miss Alcada Isle. Deceased was a member of the
52-tf cent Beach to let for season. For par
nic lunch on the shore.
Hall, director of music in the schools. Atlantic Engine Company and the;
ticulars address EDNA M. SMALL. 436
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Newhall and
Boylston St., Boston. Mass.________ 54*59
Its members are Phyllis Belasco, funeral was held Monday at 1.45 j
Hazel Harrison, Eloise Dunn, first vio from the fire station, Rev. Leroy A. [ LTSTAQI IK FIMSH children of Rockland visited friends
SIX ROOM cottage to rent by the day,
here Sunday.
weekend or by the week. Fully fur
lins; Laura Beattie, Miriam Miller, Campbell officiating, and burial was!
nished.
beautiful location, near a nice
Mrs.
Maude
Smalley
and
grandson
in
the
family
lot
in
Mountain
Street
W
ith
Kyanize
Self-Smoothing
Russell Young, second violins; Evan
Keys made to order. Keys maae
clean shore not far from the main
Adelbert Smalley of Rockland re
Lustaquik Finish you can quickly
geline Paquin, Fred Bucklin. William cemetery.
mad. About one mile from the village.
to
fit
locks
when
original
keys
are
cently called on Mrs. Cassie McLeod
Row boat Included.
MRS. JAMES
James Duane of Waldoboro, a for
Smith, Jr., saxophones; Ralph Davis,
transform dingy furniture or
lost. House, Offlce or Car. Code
GREGORY, Vlnalhaven. Me._______ 57*59
Mr. and Mrs. Millage Spinney and
'cello; Roland Hahn. Richard Buck mer proprietor of the Bay View
drab walls and woodwork. Easy
books
provide
keys
(or
all
locks
son David of West Concord, Mass..
SIX ROOM cottage at Crescent Beach
lin, drums; Janice Pillsbury, Eloise House, was a recent visitor in town.
without bother.
Scissors and
to apply; no offensive odor;
to let for season, hot and cold water,
were weekend guests of Mrs. Eugenia
Eugene Davis of Southbridge,
Dunn, piano.
Knives
Sharpened.
fireplace,
electric lights, bathroom,
dries dust-free in one hqpr;
Godfrey, going thence Sunday morn
cellar, garage: completely furnished.
Mrs. Oliver Johnson died Sunday Mass., is in town, called here bv tht
Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
hardeni in four hmirs! Make
ing
to
Eastport.
MRS.
IRL
HOOPER.
Tel. 1206 .
57-59
night at her home. Funeral services death of his grandfather Eugene
this test. Cover a surface with
Howe Elwell was overnight guest
will be held Wednesday at 2 o'clock, Richards.
Lustaquik and make a number
of his sister Mrs. Henry York Satur
Capt. Frank Hardy and son Granstandard time, at the home on Erin
day.
of marks on it with a nail. Then
velle of Deer Isle are guests of Mr.
street.
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater and son
watch the wet paint amuotli itMr. and Mrs. Kent Newbert of and Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur, Sea
Telephone
791
Walter are in Rockland with Mrs.
selj into a perfect finish!
Portland were Sunday callers on Mrs. street.
80-tf
Marguerite Harris who is recovering
John Annis of Stonington is in
Stella Newbert.
from a severe attack of grippe.
STUDEBAKER—1926 Coach—Must be
Mrs. Martha Cogan is visiting in town, called by the illness and death
seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
Lewiston. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hast of his brother. Fred B. Annis
SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St.
The funeral of Mrs. George E
Phone 1250. Rockland.
46*56P&R
ings conveyed her to Togus where
TO LET OR FOR SALE
SELF-SMOOTHING
her son Gleason met her and she fin Allen was held Monday aftemoor.
HUPMOBILE sedan. 16-ft. motor boat,
Our
Advertising
for sale, both good condition. BER
from the family residence on Union
ished the journey with him.
PAINTS • VAItNTSHES * ENAMELS
NARD KALER. 56 Pleasant St. Tel. 86-R.
Mrs. Susie Davis spent the weekend street. Rev. Lerof A. Campbell, pas
_________________________________ 59*61
Columns Are
in Portland where she visited in the tor of the Baptist Church officiating.
Listen in on “Captain Whopper”
AUTOMOBILE STORAGE. $4 per month
Mrs. Allen had been in ill health for
family of Rodney Bucklin.
pho tells tall talcs at 6.15 over
dead; $5 per month live. NILO’S GA
RAGE.
5g.tf
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley and many months. Besides her husband
WNAC.
the
Miss Moores of Tenant’s Harbor were she is survived by one son Hervey
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This is a Senior
Suitable for Garage, Storehouse or
and ls mechanically right. Looks and
guests of Miss Leila Clark at her Allen of Rockland.
runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
Charlina, wife of Gerald Dalzell,
Factory
Merchant’s
cottage on Gay’s Island Sunday.
payment takes lt. SEA VIEW GARAOE,
Mrs. Cora Currier is having her died Monday afternoon, following a
689
Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
PAINTER
Apply—
46*56 P&R
long illness. She leaves her hus
house painted.
Telephone 745-W
Show
Windows
ESSEX—1927 Sedan—In good running
Paul Morgan was at home from band. her mother Mrs. Charles
305 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
MRS.
H.
F.
HICKS
order, Will give someone a lot of eco
University of Maine for the weekend. Murphy and Hirer sisters. Funeral
36&38T50
nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
84 MIDDLE ST.
TEL. 988
There will be a league game of base arrangements had not been made at
VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St. Phone

THOMASTON

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINT HEADQUARTERS

Goes Farther

In Everybody’s Column, ■

FOR SALE

TO LET

: LOST AND FOUND ;

&

9
/]

WANTED

SWP
HOUSE PAINT

is the world’s greatest house oaint bargain

farther looks oetter and lasts longer.
SWP Outside Gloss White, per gal....

It goes

.

«S3.5(J

FREE ‘-Joy of Color*’ decorative booklet as
offered in Mierwin-WillinniM program “Keeping Cp Willi Daughter” over ,\ll< red network
stations every Wednesday morning.

/

Color for Floors is the Vogue
A good looking hard drying and permanent enamel finish tor floors—S-W
Rapid Dti FLOOR ENAMEL. It gives your rooms that smart new
_
_
appearance. 10 charming colors, per quart.....................................................

\

USE SHERWIX-WII.UA.MS QUALITY BRUSHES
FOR BESI PAINTING RESULTS

t

Semi-Lustre Finish for Walls

Just what you have been needing For your kitchen, bathroom and basement
walls
"S-W Sei
"
Semi-Lustre
-a satin interior finish that many folks are
using on their furniture and woodwork, too, per quart.......... ..........

$ .90

BATHROOM
CLOSIDOR
iliEDOIia
a

3!j” deep, 71” high. At
tached to the Bathroom
side of entrance door this
Closidor provides within
arm reach an expedient
abode for your bathroom
necessities such as hot
water bags, ice bags, rubber
accessories, wash cloths,
bath salts, bath brushes,
razor strop, toilet requisites,
soaps, towels, tissue, etc.,
with tidniness hitherto im
possible. Witt relieve your
medicine chest of overbur
den and provide a place
for large economical pack
ages for refdl purposes.

Price $15
Installed

W. H. CLOVER & CO.
453 MAIN STREET
TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

CLASSES AND PRIVATE PUPILS
IN

PUBLIC SPEAKING
MISS IRMA FICKETT
•

(Leland Powers School of Expression)
Under Supervision of Adelyn Bushnell

54 RANKIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

PHONE 1032-W
58-lt

REAL ESTATE

;
LIVE STOCK
;
& *•* *•* ■•* *•* *•* *•* *•* *••
•••

MISCELLANEOUS

Summer Cottages

WOW!

You can have your Personal and
Business Stationery, Announce
ments, Weddings, Cards, Etc., done
at this office with our new Process
Embossed Printing Machine.

This printing looks like engraving
and costs less than half.
We print everything printable from
a Calling Card to the Largest Poster.
Business and Professional Printing
Our Specialty.
Expert Workmanship, Finest Stock
Lowest Prices.

Phone or mail orders to—

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

Crie Hardware Co.

?

AUTOMOBILES

<

XTy anize

Buildings at
65 Limerock Street

JOHN A. KARL

ball Wednesday afternoon—Thomas- this writing.

1250, Rockland.

46*56 P&R

Every-Other-Day
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Mrs. Susan Foss and Miss Gladys
THE MEN’S LEAGUE
Blethen motored Sunday to New
Gloucester where they were guests
Observes Founders’ Day
of Mrs. Foss’ daughter Mrs. Charles
G. Hewett at Opportunity Farm.
State Contests Brought 1100 Students and Many Other
Thursday Night, With the

CAMDEN IS STILL ECHOING

o cl etv

In addition to personal notes regard
Miss Edna Walker of Island Falls
ing departures and arrivals, this depart who has been the guest of her cousin
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Mrs. E. W. Berry, Broad street, has
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be gone to Moosehead Lake where she
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ...... ........... „..... 770 or 794-W

enters upon her 26th season as postrpaster at the hotel at Kineo.

Paul Merriam and Frederick Hall
The Junior Harmony Club meets
of U. of M. spent the weekend al tomorrow evening at 6.30 at the
home, returning Sunday night with BPW Club rooms, the time to be de
Charles Bicknell.
voted to final plans for the district
meet of junior music clubs of the
Dorothy and Virginia Merriam of State Federation, taking place in
Owl’s Head entertained some of their Rockland Saturday, also to prepa
classmates from the sixth grade Sat ration for the annual open meeting
urday at an all-day picnic. Trans scheduled for the near future.
portation was by auto and bicycle.
Lunch was eaten on'the shore, games
Mrs. Herbert M. Lord of Washing
were played and a visit was made to ton, D. C., arrived Thursday and is
the lighthouse. A tired but happy with her sister, Mrs. Maria Prince,
bunch of kiddies arrived home at 5 in Thomaston.
o'clock. They included Mary Dodge,
Eleanor Barnard, Louise McConnell,
Mary Lawrence, Clifford Lada
Barbara Derry, Dorothy Frost, Kath Henry Marsh, Charles Bicknell ana
leen Chase, Priscilla Lovejoy, Vir Frederick Hall were home from
ginia Haskell, Nancy Snow, Paul University of Maine for the week
Merriam, Robert Hall, Woodrow An end.
derson. Charles Toner with the host
esses Dorothy and Virginia.
Mrs. Percy Plnette of Millinocket is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Seth Carkin of Greenwich. D. Ball, Grove street.
Conn., Mrs. Maynard Williams of
Belmont, Mass., and Miss Carrie
The committee in charge Of St.
Barnard of Melford Hillside, have John's Day is sponsoring another
returned after .being guests of Mr. public card party to be given in Tem
and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, for a few days.
ple hall Friday evening.

There will be a bridge party at
the BPW Club rooms Thursday eve
ning.
Miss Thelma Blackington returned
yesterday to University of Maine
after spending the weekend at home.
Miss Blackington has recently been
honored with membership ln the
Neal Mathertai, honorary society,
whose membership is limited to the
ten highest ranking Freshmen wom
en in recognition of scholastic
achievement.

Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr. returned home
Sunday from a short visit in Boston.
Browne Club at its last meeting
with Mrs. Helen Knowlton, Masonic
street voted to hold its next mceting
May 25, with Miss Christol Camercn
at her cottage at Holiday Beach, with
supper and a social. Miss Edith
Bicknell will be in charge of trans
portation and Mrs. Edna French and
Mrs. May Booth of the supper.

Mrs. Percy Plnette of Millinocket is
here while her mother, Mrs. D. E.
Ball, is at Knox Hospital for surgical
treatment.

J. E. Knowlton is spending thc
week among friends in Union.

Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brown who
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Alden Ulmer, Sr., Willow street, have
returned home.

Visitors—A Big Undertaking Splendidly Handled
The streets of beautiful Camden Junior High of Portland, 47, Mrs.
became a surging sea of children Maud Haines; Waterville Junior
Saturday when 1200 boys and girls, High, 38, Herman Rowe.
gathered from the four corners of
The winners were:
the State, were in town to partici Class A: Deering High, the only
pate in the annual State school band entry in this class.
and orchestra contests. It was a
Class B: Stephens High of Rum
wonderful sight. No one could have ford, first; Waterville, second.
been prouder of them than the par Class C-l: Lawrence High of Fairents, teachers and leaders who ac field, first; Bar Harbor, second; N. H.
companied them, whose number Fay High of Dexter, third.
probably swelled the 1200 mark to Class C-2: Coburn Clascal Insti
many more hundreds.
tute, first.
Camden did itself proud. It was a
Class D-l: Thomaston, first; Nor
tremendous undertaking—those not way, second; Rockport, third.
in immediate contact could not pos
Class D-2: Lincoln Junior High of
sibly visualize the gigantic task Portland, first; Waterville Junior
Box lunches were provided in hun High, second.
dreds by some of the local organiza The judges were Walter E. Smith
tions, while hot meat loaf dinners of Boston, Leland Whipple of Fort
were furnished by others. The Re Fairfield and Ernest Hill of Augusta.
bekahs and Odd Fellows kept open
A banquet was served to the of
house all day and served hot choco ficers and leaders at Green Gables
late and crackers to more than 400 at night, at which many matters
The rooms of the Business Men’s pertaining to future arrangements
Association were open to the gyests were discussed. Invitations for next
and the pool table turned over to the year’s meet were extended by Rum
use of the boys. Many families kept ford and Portland, a decision to be
open house for the children Friday
evening with informal dances anti arrived at later.
The concert on the Village Green
parties.
It all was a remarkable following
the parade was a most en
display of hospitality.
There were late-hour entries, thc joyable feature of the day, when
problem of getting the various i a massed band of more than 150
groups on and off the stage and hav pieces played “Officer of the Day”
ing them properly placed on the floor! by R. B. Hall and “Lights Out” by
of the hall. Practically all the num McCoy, directed by Alton Robinson
bers presented by both bands and of Bangor, and "Stars and Stripes
by John Philip Sousa, led
orchestras were ln groups of three- Forever"
by Mr. Fish.
warming-up, assigned and selective.
The final activity of the day was
However, this problem is one to be
deliberated upon by the State com the fine concert given in the Opera
mittee this fall and some method to House at night, with this program:
March—High School Cadets ................
create greater speed adopted.
--------------------- John Philip'soum
The band contest occupied the
Rhapsody. Christianson
entire forenoon, with these entries:
.......... Meyer-Helmund
(incidental oboe solo by Leo Vlnor)
Class A: Assigned number Zampa
March
—
Glory
of
the
Seas .......... Woods
i Overture by Saprenik. Bangor High
Bangor High School Band
School, 65 members, Alton Robinson,
Alton L. Robinson, director
' director; Portland High, 30, Frank Cornet solos—Valse Brllllante ...... 8hort
| Rigby; Deering High, 45, Frank Encores—On the Road to Mandalay ......
...... ™-.................................... Oley Speaks
Rigby,
Trees
............................. Rasbach

Rev. W. J. Day, who is to address
Mrs. Henry P. White of FarmingDr. and Mrs. Lawrence Trumbull the Baptist Men's League Thursday
Thurston5 Fern “uee^fo^thc week of Parminglon are guests of Mr and night arrived from Winthrop, Mass.,
inurston, pern street, for tne week. Mrs A T Thurston, Fern street.
yesterday, and is at the home of Mrs.
Frances Ryder, Masonic street during
Tlie Diligent Dames will have a 1
Mrs. Vivian Hewett who recently his stay.
o'clock luncheon Thursday at Mrs.
went
to New Gloucester where her
Edith Jones’, Talbot avenue, this to
Friday evening at the Copper
be the last official meeting of the husband Charles G. Hewett, is super Kettle Porch Miss Esther Nickerson
intendent,
was
a
guest
Friday
of
her
season. Members arc reminded to
mother, Mrs. Susan Foss, while here was hostess to a group of friends for
bring their pocket-books.
to preside over the Golden Rod Chap dancing. No decorations were need
ter session as worthy matron. Mrs. ed other than the lovely and colorful
Mrs. A. J. Huston of Portland, ac Hewett plans to be in Rockland for all gowns of the "buds” and the glowing
happy faces of the young guests. The
companied by Miss Jennie Blacking the Eastern Star meetings.
♦ • ♦ *
Night Hawks furnished snappy music
ton, is on a motor trip to Scranton,
and the dance program offered a
Pa., to visit relatives.
Class
B:
Assigned
number, Light
The Berean Bible Class which met number of favor dances, the elimina
Friday afternoon with Mrs. Clara tion dance being won by Miss Ruth Cavalry Overture by Suppe, Water
ville High, 58. Herman E. Rowe;
Mrs. Millie Thomas, Miss Corice Gregory at The Highlands, is hence
Thomas, Mrs. Mabel Thorndike and forth to meet each Friday with Mrs. Perry and Edward Barnard. Re Brewer High, 45. Alton Rcbinson.
freshments were served, a color
Class C: Assigned number. Home
Harold Leach were at McCurdy Florence Keach, 81 Union street.
scheme of green and yellow being Circle Overture by Schlepgrell,
Pond, Bremen, Sunday, for fishing.
carried out in appointments. The Houlton High, 32, Galen J. Veayo;
Mrs. Harry E. Powers and two
Maurice Orbeton and ftimijy of children of Portland are guests for guests were Ruth Gregory, Ruth Bar Harbor. 22. Frederick A. WcsBangor were guests Sunday of Mr. the week of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hanscom, Elzada North, Sophia j cott; Crosby High, Belfast, 30, Lloyd
Cohen, Eleanor Tibbetts, Theo Taint- D. McKeen.
and Mrs. Earle Ludwick, Chestnut Kcywood.
cr, Hulda Smith, Constance Snow,
Class D-l: Assigned number, Atilstreet, on their return being accom
Nathalie Jones, Louisa Peters, Luella ] la Overture, by Karoly, Camden
panied by Mr. Orbeton’s mother.
Raloh Fowler was home from Colby 8now, Harriett Baird, Doris Herbert, i School, 30. Clarence A. Fish; RockMrs. Harriet Orbeton, who will make
for the weekend.
Ruth Dondis, Virginia Proctor. Ruth I port School, 26, Mr. Fish.
a two weeks’ visit.
Perry, Lucy French, Flora Colson,
Class D-l: Lincoln Junior High of
Mrs. W. F. Thomas and son Her Mary Ginn, Jennie Cohen, Madelyn Portland, 26, Frank Rigby.
Col. Charles A. Robinson and
The remarkably fine work done by
Coffey, Joan Moulaison, Elizabeth
daughter. Miss Alberta R. Robinson bert of Warren were guests Sunday Snow. Bernadette Snow, Avis Love all the groups presented quite a
of Portland were guests of Mr. and j of Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory at joy, Walter Barstow , Leon White, j problem to the judges, but finally
Mrs. H. A. Buffum for the weekend.!H'ghlandsRussell Bartlett, Richard Thomas, j this decree was announced:
Class A: First, Deering High; sec
Mrs. William Grant and Mrs. Stanley Quinn, James Pellicane,
Mrs. Alice Pennington of New
ond, Bangor High; third, Portland
York, daughter of Dr. Walter Dam Carleton Williams were in Portland Robert Allen, Hervey Allen, Arthur
Flanagan, Carl Phiibrook, Frank j High.
rosch, and granddaughter of the late Thursday.
Class B: First. Brewer High; secPietroski, Kenneth Orcutt, Lawrence
James G. Blaine, has arrived in Ge
; ond. Waterville High.
Crane,
Charles
Havener,
William
Miss
Mary
Small
was
home
from
neva to prepare for an attempted
! Class C: First, Crodiy High of
ascent of Mont Blanc on skis, after Farmington Normal School for the Glover, Merton Haskell, Charles Ellis, Belfast; second, Houlton High; third,
Malcolm Haskell, Almon B. Cooper
a four months' training. If she suc weekend.
Jr., Sherwood Small, Edward Palmer, Bar Harbor High.
ceeds she will be the first American
Class D-l: First, Rockport; sccMr. and Mrs. Frank Gregory of Edward Barnard, Richard Knowlton,
woman to ski conquer Europe’s high
Armata, Maxwell Ames i ond. Camden.
est mountain. Mrs. Pennington, an Arlington, Mass., who have been Victor
Class D-2: Lincoln Junior High of
Ernest
Doyle.
Special
ardent devotee of skiing, in March visiting Mrs. Nina Gregory at Glen and
1930, won the gold ski, the first prize cove for a few days, were guests Sat guests were Miss Nickerson's teach Portland.
It was quite a blow to Bangor High
for women, in the Swiss Parsenn ski urday of Mr. and Mrs. William Greg ers (High School), Miss Elda Ler to lose first place in Class A, as it
mond, Miss Mary M. Pike. Mrs. Ruth
run over a 17-mile couise. Mont ory at The Highlands.
B. Spear, Miss Dorothy Parker, and had won the coveted cup for three
Blanc is 15,781 feet high. The sum
Miss Bessie Reed of North Anson Miss Lucille A. Goding, who with Mr successive years and become rated
mit is ascended by tourists every
as "The Best Band in the New Eng
year, but it is surrounded by needle and Miss Hazel N. Day of Winslow's and Mrs. John O. Stevens. Mrs. A. land States” through triumphs ln
like crags which will make a climb Mills visited Friday afternoon Mrs. H. Jones and Mrs. Alec Wilson of ; the finals. Bangor and Deering
Thomaston, acted as chaperones.
on skis difficult. Mrs. Pennington Russell Bartlett at The Highlands.
were so closelv matched that it prewas a former president of the New
j sented a difficult problem to the
The
final
card
party
in
the
series
Inquire
about
our
lower
priced
York Junior League.
sponsored bv Ruth Mayhew Tent, range burners. Just the thing for I casual listener to choose the better
\ public bridge party for Edwin D.U.V., takes place tonight at Grand your cottage. A. C. McLoon & Co. band.
• • • •
jby Relief Corps convention fund Army hall, with the capital prize to New and permanent location Bicknell
Block. Tel. 730.—adv.
A high light of the day was the
il be given tomorrow afternoon at j be awarded at close of play.
parade of all the musicians, follow
s home of Mrs. Millie Thomas
SPECIAL FOR MAY AND JUNE
Mrs. Herbert Phiibrook who spent
ing the contests by the bands, this
toinson street. Playing will begin
2 o'clock, and reservations may the winter in Boston has returned BOWNOT PERMANENT WAVE $8.00 being led bv a detachment of Ameri
at the
can Legion men with Carl Cole, for
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for
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Rorkland
marshal. Among the bodies present
MT. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stoddard
Ethel Blarkington, Prop.
ing an unusually fine appearance
re in Freeport for the weekend, season.
Make Appointment Earlv
were: Bangor High Band, with
ests of Mr. and Mrs. Irving PetThe T.H.E. Club had supper and
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soldierly khaki uniforms, their lead
igell.
bridge last evening at the Lake ave
er in similar attire, worn with leather
puttees. Portland High, white flan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles T. Smalley nue home of Mrs. Daniel Paulitz.
nel trousers and royal blue coats;
d as a Sunday guest Judge HerMrs. Emma Harvey was the guest
Deering High, white flannel trousers
rt T. Powers of Fort Fairfield, the
and purple coats, with a drum major
;h light of the day being a shore of Mrs. Stella Lenfest, while in at
in striking uniform with large pur
iner, which is a rareAreat for a tendance on the musical contest at
Camden last week.
ple caoe and high white hat with
izen of Aroostook County.
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uniforms.
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of
Miss
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Brewer High’s uniforms were a strik
; hostess to the Thimble Club last
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and
other
friends
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South
ing combination of white trousers
ning.
Thomaston.
and naw coat with orange trim
mings. Houlton's band made one of
Jeorge M. Kneeland and sister
The name of Beverly Bowden, a
the finest appearances of all—their
s. Lillian Kneeland of Sherman,
boys wearing white flannel trousers,
nt the weekend with Mr. Knee- violin pupil of Mrs. Emma Harvey,
white sweaters, black capes lined
id's daughter, Mrs. Lena K. Sar- should have appeared in the list ol
those children taking part in the
with white with monogram in black
children’s party given by Edwin
oh thc throwback. They also boast
ed a very dignified drum major
lapt. Ross Wilson of the Steam- Libby Relief Corps last week.
Bar Harbor's bovs wore a naw blue
p Kentuckian of the AmericanMrs. Harris Kalloch who after
uniform with much orange trim
waiian Line was guest Saturday
Drop In While Shopping ming, and boasted a particularly
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Stevens, spending the winter in New York
elaborate drum major.
Crosby
Ibot avenue. Capt. Wilson rc- with her husband has returned to
High’s Band was in navy blue and
ned to Boston yesterday to rejoin Thomaston for the summer, was the
DELICIOUSSUNDAES
guest Friday of her sister, Mrs. Etta
canary yellow, Camden in gray and
ship.
15c
coral, Rockport in white with garnet
Covel.
trimmings, and Lincoln Junior High
Capt. and Mrs. Emery K. Gott of
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Crosby of Au
in all white. Few of the glee clubs
Freeport have returned home after
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or orchestras had distinctive uni
visiting Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Stinson, gusta were guests Sunday of Mr.
Chocolate, Strawberry, Vanilla,
and Mrs. A. B. Allen, Crescent
forms.
T street.
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Beach, accompanied here by Mrs.
The orchestra contest lasting sev
rs. James Donahue and Miss Minnie Cobb who had been their
10c & piste
eral hours had these entries:
ie McDonald have returned from guest. Mr. Crosby is sheriff of Ken
Class A: Assigned number, Gsit with relatives in Boston, mo- nebec County and has the distinction
minor Symphony, First Movement,
ig here with Mr. and Mrs. of being the ofely Democratic sheriff
Mozart, Deering High, 50 members,
ence Henry of Winchester, in Maine.
Miss Emily E. Chase, leader.
s., who have returned after a
The St. John’s Day committee is
Class B: Assigned number, Mar
t visit.
to have a public bridge party Friday
elle Overture, Gounod, Stephens
High of Rumford, 30, Harry J.
liss Carrie Sherman spent the evening at Temple hall, with play
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and
E. Rowe.
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price
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Class C-l: Assigned number,
ivities of the State meet of
Chanson
Triste,
Tschaikowsky,
ool glee clubs, bands and or- prevail. There will be refreshments
and several attractive prizes. Reser
Houlton High, 28, Galen Veayo;
vations may be arranged with any
N ,H. Fay High of Dexter, 48. Mrs.
♦Mary C. Smart; Bar Harbor High
Miss Regina Morrison. Camden, one of the committee—William T
17, Frederick Wescott; Camden
was hostess to the P.J. Club Friday Flint, Warren C. Noyes, E. C. Boody
School, 22, Clarence A. Fish; Shead
evening, when honors were taken by Jr„ Frank F. Trafton, Lucius York,
: Memorial High of Eastport, 7, Miss
Mrs. E. L. Scarlott and Miss Agnes George L. St. Clair, Capt. J. A
at the Fountain
Stevens and Dr. J. A. Richan.
Sarah A. Cherry; Rockland High. 17.
Flanagan.
Try Our Double Rich
A. R. Marsh; Ellsworth High, 25. G
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston mo Chocolate Ice Cream Soda I. Lamb; Lawrence High of Fairfield,
s. Minnie Cobb who has been
ng an extended visit with rela- tored to Farmington Sunday accom
30, Miss Gertrude Smith.
and friends in Freedom. Water- panied by Albert Dodge who has
Class C-2: Coburn Classical In
New! Lime Rickey
and Augusta, is with Mr. and joined the Trumbull Players for the
stitute of Waterville, 15, Miss Mary
A. B. Allen at Crescent Beach. * season. The Players are dated to
Mentor; Mattawanacook Academy of
5c
appear in Union and Thomaston
Lincoln, 32. Mrs. Glenroy Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Keywood had every two weeks, opening in Union
Class D-l: Assigned number, Ga
Friday
evening.
May
27,
and
in
two tables of bridge at their home
votte Celebre, Martin, Thomaston
Thomaston,
at
Watts
hall,
Saturday,
High, 12, Miss Alcada Hall; Norway
Saturday evening, the guests being
High, 12. Miss Eleanor Wood; Rock
Mr. and Mrs. John M. Pomeroy, Mr. May 28. They have an exception
CONFECTIONERS
and Mrs. Jerome Burrows, Mr. an£ ally strong company this season, and
port High, C. A. Fish.
ROCKLANh.
MAINE
Class D-2: Assigned number, Fes
Mrs. John G. Snow and Miss Marga- will present all royalty plays as ln
tal March by Cadman, Lincoln
the past.
ret Snow.

CHISHOLM’S

Silver Threads Among the Gold
Walter E. Smith of Boston
(Mrs. Ralph Hayden at the piano)
To a Wild Rose ...................... MacDowell
Katy Did
Rockland Junior High Girls' Glee Club
Miss Elizabeth Hagar, director
Baritone horn solo—The Melissa Polka ...
........................................................ Arthur
Arthur Harlow, Waterville High School
(Mrs. Winifred White at the piano)
Encore—Evening Star from
Tannhauser" ........................................ Wagner
--nor solo—"I'm Coming Back to Claim
You” ..........................................................
Music C. A. Fish, words Burton Richards
Earl Achorn. Rockport High School
(Mrs. Stella Lenfest at the piano)
Trumpet solo—Tramp. Tramp Tramp ....
................. ..................... Frank Goldman
Norman Marriner
Accompanied by Dorothy Lord, both of
,
Camden grade schools
Moving Pictures of Eastern Music Cams
.
activities
saxophone solo—Sax Sweetness ...............
Barlin" h^0' L'amd('n H‘Kh (S'loo?''1"’
Baritone horn solo—Selected
Vere Crockett, Rockport High School
Trombone solo—Gypsy Love Song ..........
ii'/ —.... ii :...................... Victor Herbert
Warren Prince, Camden High School

The high light of the program was
Walter Smith, who is said to be the
world's most famous cornetist, and
listening to his numbers any "Doubt
ing Thomas" must have been con
vinced. The tone he produces is
wonderfully clear and sweet, and his
technical equipment is amazing,
triple tonguing, cadenzas, trills, the
most intricate turns, are all done by
him with utmost ease and skill. His
work simply leaves one breathless by
its beauty. Not only did his num
bers win the audience, but his per
sonality drew everyone to him—the
simplicity of the great was his—and
at the close of his final number the
audience rose to its feet as one man
and accorded him an ovation that
must have warmed the cockles of his
heart. Mr. Smith is not only lead
er and soloist of the famous Jenney
Band loved by radio audiences, but
leader of the Aleppo Temple Shrine
Band known the country over.
The trophies included silver cups
music cases, music stands, etc., con
tributed by various local service
flubs, music houses and manufac
turers.
The State committee which was
responsible for the high success of
the occasion was headed by Clarence
A. Fish of Camden. Mr. Fish
worked untiringly and unflaggingly
for the success and yet preferred to
keep himself in the background.
The few times that he could be
dragged forth found him the recipi
ent of hearty applause that must
have convinced him of the tribute
contained.
Standish Perry acted
as master of ceremonies in a
most capable manner, and Supt.
Lord had a “big hand" in see
ing that food and lodging were pro
vided for the visitors.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at the Old Skuth News
Agency. Washington 8t.. next Old South
Church: also at M. Andelman’s. 284 Tre
mont St.

MICKIE SAYS—
-th' boss set HE KAJOWS
SOME WORDS TO DESCRIBE
TH' FELLER- WHOWEfAU.
TH' NEWSPAPERS BUT TH'
HOME PAPER, BUT I'M TOO
YOUUCf.TO HEAR THEM, AMP
-THEYR-E TOO HOT TO
PRIWT
V
The!
<y. / A/pprfe;

Founder As Speaker
The Baptist Men's League closes
another successful season Thursday
night. This occasion which is now
known as “Founder’s Day,” in honor
of Rev. W. J. Day of Winthrop,
Mass., is usually the big meeting oi
the year, and will probably live up to
that reputation Thursday night, as
Mr. Day is to be the speaker, and
the supper menu will contain straw
berry shortcake 'n' everything.
Mr. Day has not told the commit
tee what his subject is to be, but a
member of The Courier-Gazette staff
who is in on the secret can assure
his brethren that it will be one of thc
most interesting talks Mr. Day has
ever given the League. And that
means something. Election of of
ficers is also in order.
Since last published in this papei
the League's membership has under
gone many changes. The present
roster is here published:
A B. Allen
Clifford Allen
Dr. Blake B. Annla
Leonard W Ames
Dr. F. B. Adams
Dr. F. O. Bartlett
Lloyd N. Benner
Walter S. Benner
W. N. Benner
Clarence F. Benner
David Beach
C. S Beverage
Dr. R. W Bickford
Almon Bird
I. L. Bray
Capt John Bcrnet
A. P. Blaisdell
P. P. Bicknell
L. E. Blackington
H. P. Blodgett
Allan B Borgerson
W. F. Brawn
George A. Brewster
Luke R. Brewster
E. L. Brown
A. E. Brunberg
Dr. F. J. Burgess
Walter H. Butler
Gilford B. Butler
Judge L. R. Camp-

bell

Fred A. Carter
w W. Case
Louts R. Cates
Ralph P. Conant
Harry E. Chase
Clayton R. Clark
H. G. Cole
Charles L. Collins
Walter P. Conley
Edwin H. Crie
R. Anson Crie
E. B. Crockett
I. L. Cross
Ervin L. Curtis
David Darls
Everett A. Davis
Ernest C. Davis
Otto C. Dleslcr
Farlc Dow
George E. Dunton
Forest W. Eaton
Charles A. Emery
Harry W. French
Dr. F E Follett
Dr. B E. Flanders
Crosby F. French
Dr. H W. Frohock
William J. Frye
W. O. Fuller
Frank W. Fuller
Obadiah Gardner
Warren B. Gardner
George VV Gay
Maurice G. Ginn
Harold J. Glidden
Ray K. Greene
Walter A. Greenlaw
Bert S. Gregory
Milton M Griffin
E. K. Gould
pCc
j
Pr«n'v Hvrdun
Frank F. Harding
Fre«Tvanr.M« H?rt
Frank D Healey

J. A. Jameson
Clarence F. Joy
L. E. Jones
Arthur F. Lamb
Vesper A. Leach
Charles F. Lewis
Harold W. Look
Maurice F. Lovejoy
C. Earle Ludwick
W. C. Lufkin
Eugene E Lyddle
H. J. Lymburner
J. Chas. MacDonald
A. F MacFarland
A. F McAlary
J D McLaughlin
Frank A. Maxey
Parker S. Merriam
Clarence H. Moore
Charles H. Morey
Edward J. Morey
Carl E. Morse
F. L. S. Morse
Edwin E. Mills
Allen J. Murray
Ralph E. Nutt
Arthur L. Orne
L. A. Packard
Vesper L. Packard
Osmond Palmer
E. Mont Perry
Leroy D. Perry
Rev. L G. Perry
a. S Peterson
A W Phiibrook
Judge E. W. Pike
Arthur J. Post
Chas. W. Proctor
Cush B. Pomroy
Knott C. Rankin
Earl C. Randall
Jasper E. Rawley.
Dr. J. A Richan
C. S. Roberts
James E. Roberts
Elmer C. St. Clair
A. V. Sawyer
Dana A. Sherer
Frank S. Sherman
R s. Sherman
I. e. Simpson
Charles T, Smalley
Cleveland Sleeper
Ralph A. Smith
Austin W. Smith
John G. Snow
Maurice R Snow
J. N. Southard
Walter E Snow
s. Nllo Spear
Everett L. Spear
Basil H Stinson
l. a Thurston
Ray. E Thurston
Ernest L. Toner
Frank F. Trafton
George E. Torrev
L. Eugene Tripp
r w Tripp
Ralph H. Trim
Dr. H. V. Tweedie
Charles L. Veazle
Murray T. Whalen
Raymond L. Watts
B S Whitehouse
Maynard H. Wiggin
Herman R Wlnchenbaugh
Albert Winslow
Frank A Winslow
Clifford Witham
Freeman S. Young

Who is using your money?

—and ior What?
WHEN you invest your money do you make
SURE where it goes—what it does—how it
is spent?
When you invest in the Preferred Stock
of this Company you can SEE with your own
eyes WHERE your money goes—WHAT is
being done with it—HOW it is spent.
You are within a few hours’ ride of any
one of Central Maine Power Company’s
dams or power stations.
Already, over 20,000 Maine Stockholders
have invested their money in this property
—right here at home.
The example of thousands of Maine people
ought to be a good example to follow.

iAINE

CENTI

POWE^COMPAMY
Augusta, Maine

PANSIES

PANSIES

From Choice Seed.
In Bloom

20,000 of them.

Six to a Basket,
Twelve to a Basket,

Mrs. E. F. Glover, Mrs. George
Palmer, Miss Alice Fuller, Mrs. W
E. Morgan and Miss Margaret G
Stahl, representing the Universalist
Mission Circle, motored to Bangoi
Thursday where they attended an
all-day session of the Universalist
Women's Societies of Eastern Maine
Such a mceting is held each May, tr
review and evaluate the work being
done by women of tlie Universalist
Churches. Parishes of Bangor, Au
gusta, Pittsfield, Rockland, Dexter
and Dover-Foxcroft were repre
sented.
Mrs. William Metz of Dexter
State president, presided, her greet
ings being augmented by those ex
tended bv Miss Martha Trask repre
senting the Bangor group. Thc de
votional period was in charge of Mrs.
Stanley Manning, secretary. A
question box was conducted bv Mrs.
Metz, bringing forth discussion of
various matters pertaining particu
larly to the work of mission circles.
Box lunch at noon supplemented
by ice cream and hot coffee served
by the Bangor ladies, the social hour
thus, afforded being much enjoyed.
Speakers of the afternoon session
included Mrs. Luther Ballou, wife oi
the nastor of the Community
Church at Dover-Foxcroft, whose
topic was “Give Youth a Chance,”
presented in a sound and convincing
manner; Mrs. Delight Murphy ol
Bangor, State director of Guilds, who
outlined the work of the Guilds
which are planned to train girls of
high school age in preliminary mis
sion work, and reviewed1 the notable
work being done by the Clara Barton
Diabetic Mission at Oxford, Mass.
Mrs. Murphy announced a meeting
at Pittsfield, Saturday, May 21, when
the various Guilds of the State wili
ipeet to form a State organization
with officers and a governing board.
Stanley Manning, State superin
tendent, gave a thoughtful address
on "Which Way." The final address
of the afternoon was by Mrs. Vic
toria Tyler Stuber, a former presi
dent of the Clara Barton Guild of
Gardiner, a graduate of Farmington
Normal School and a successful
teacher. Her husband is teaching ln
Robert College in Constantinople
and she also lived there until the
health of their little son made her
return to America imperative. Mrs
Stuber appeared in native Turkish
costume, of azure blue satin richly
embroidered in gold and glowing
colors. She displayed beautiful em
broideries and other handwork.
Mrs. Dudley Hart, soprano of the
Bangor Universalist Church, contri
buted vocal solos. Mrs. Hart’s voice
is one of great beauty, and she is
particularly gifted in interpretative
ability.
The meeting on the whole was one
of interest and profit, affording op
portunity for exchange of ideas.
The visitors were given an oppor
tunity to inspect the beautiful Ban
gor church with its fine parish house,
known as the Dorothy Memorial.

30c
50c

ALSO AT WHOLESALE

: : AT : :

THE SILSBY GREENHOUSES
253 CAMDEN STREET,

ROCKLAND
AND

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND
56-60

Jill, accompanied by her dog, is
out walking.
She meets Jack, who invites her (o
the matinee.
Jill is willing—but what to do with
the dog?
Jack suggests taking it to the po
lice station.
Jill docs so, pretending she has
found lt.
Rasmond Hoch
Matinee enjoyed.
Henrv A Howard
Jack now calls at police station
Frank H. Ingraham
H. Laton Jackson
and claims “lost" dog.
Lendon C. Jackson
Is told he must leave $2 reward
for the finder, does so.
AN ALL DAY SESSION
Jill then drops in and as "finder"
receives the $2. All square.—Boston
Universalist Women Attend Transcript.

Gathering of the Eastern
Maine Mission Circles

Fine Plants.

HAVE YOU'
1 - Gas Disturbance*
i 2 - Hyperacidity

| J - Belching or bloating
4 - Loss of Appetite

i - Sour Stomach, Heartburn or

a
w

S - Associated Stomach Disturbances

Then start thc PFUNDER Stomach
Troatment at once for ready relief
and permanent correction.
A privet* formula of F. H. Plunder, Ph. O,
who spont a life time crowned with
Croat success in dsseloplng to perlsctlon
his remorkoblt itomach treatment. Vou
owe It to your stomach to ash lor a FREE
TRIAL at

Tenants Harbor Days
Doesn't it beat “all git out" how
history repeats itself in thc weather
we are having this spring, and that
wc had 50 years ago. May 9, 1932,
5 p. m. wind no'thcast, could hear thc
whistles of thc steamers in Boston
Harbor three miles away, as plainly
as though at the foot of tne street,
and so cold that a fur-lined overcoat
would be just about right for an outer
coat here in Somerville, Mass.
Gloucester, May 11, 1882. Wind
no'theast, blowing hard, cold. (The
above is from my own diary, and for
five days steadily the wind contin
ued no'theast, cold and rainy. Then
one fine dav, and then for four more
days, the wind was N. E., cold and
rainy).
Tenant's Harbor, Me., Mav 11, 1882.
Easterly and cool, and for five con
secutive days it was no'theast with
rain, snow, hail, and on the night of
May 15 and the morning of May 16
it froze hard. Fine spring weather.
Boze
Somerville, May 9.

SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
ROCKLAND

444 Main St.
F. M. PFUNDER INC.

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

WED.-THURS.

WED.-THURS.
They’re
Here
At Last

▲ GREAT HOVELnow a groat picture
He risked
all that
humanity
might live!
:i:zj

V)

The Greatest
Foursome of
Funsters
You've Ever
Seen

\

SAMUEL

GOLDWYN
(u-utfih

RONALD

aHELEN

HAYES

UNITED
ARTISTS
PICTURE

NOW FLAYING
JACKIE COOPER in
“WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A
FRIEND”
Special Kids' Matinee Today

at 4.00 o'clock—Admission 10c

All Shows on Daylight Timc
2 00. 6.45. 8.45
Continuous Saturday, 2.15 to 10.45

with

SMITH
and

DALE
(of the Avon
Comedy Four)
WINNIE
CHARLES
LIGHTNER Bl'TTERWORTH

TODAY
CHAS. FARREL, MARIAN NIXON
in
"AFTER TOMORROW"

PAR
A Paramount Publix Theatre

Page Eight

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 17, 1932
which were and are rated third class
! in tlie official classification, moved
from Eastport to Brunswick over the
■ Maine Central Railroad Company
1 and thence over various lines to the
i destination.
"Charges were collected on the
basis of the combination rate of 98
cents, composed of a proportional
commodity rate of 385 cents from
Tastport to Brunswick and a thirdclass i ate of 59 5 cents beyond.” The
complainant objected to the aggre
gate charge of 98 cents to the extent
that the applicable commodity factor
from Eastport to Brunswick exceeded
tne proportional third class rate of
31.5 cents between the same points.

British and Tory Marauders
Recalling Some of Their Activities On the Penob

scot—Recorded By Judge E. K. Gould
FOREWORD.
In the preparation of my forthcoming book “Revolu
tionary Soldiers and Sailors of Knox County, Maine
and Their Descendants,” which contains the biographies
of over six hundred Revolutionary Veterans, much
material on Revolutionary events has come into my
hands that cannot be worked into a life sketch ot
individuals.
This historical data is too valuable to be overlooked
and 1 give much of it to the public in the following
articles which are prepared or are being prepared for
publication, viz:
“Storming the Heights, Maine’s Embattled Farmers
ar Castine in the Revolution.’ “British and Tory Marauders on the
Penobscot,” “The Revolution’s Aftermath.”
1 trust
.'i indents related in this article will find favor with the
hi tory loving public whose ranks are daily growing.
Edward K. Gould

[SECOND INSTALLMENT]

CAMDEN (Continued)

LATE NEWS
FROM

WASHINGTON
Washington, D. C.—Customs bu
reau offices in Rockland. Bath. Bel
fast. Eastport, Bar Haibor, and other
points in Maine may hate to suffer
reductions in personnel or might be
closed if the proposed 10 % cut for
the treasury department appropria
tion bill becomes law. it was stated
at the customs bureau today.
If a 10cL cut should be applied to
the customs bureau it would have to
discharge 1088 employes. Commis
sioner of Customs Elbe declared. He
has already announced a list of clos
ings and consolidations of offices
that would have to follow. This
would discharge 213 employes. Other
discharges to the number of 875
would have to be made and here is
where the Maine offices might suffer.
Rep. Partridge stated today that
he is watching the situation and will
do what he can to prevent the sug
gested cut affecting the Maine offices
adversely. He is hopeful that the
congressional economy program can
be effected without hitting the cus
toms bureau to such an extent.

Maine led the nation in the num
ber of fish and fisij eggs received
ftom the federal Bureau of Fisheries
(cr Planting in the fiscal year of 1931.
that Bureau has just reported. During the year, Uncle Sam enriched
Mainr waters to the extent of 3.820.669.155 fish and eggs. No other
state received such an amount. Mas
sachusetts coming second with
2.405.098,746.
Of the fish ar.d eggs supplied to
Maine, winter flounder came first in
number, totaling 2.471,262 000. Cod
came second, numbering 1.073.573,000.
Other plantings were: Atlantic
talmon, 3,878 600; landlocked salmon.
509.200; lake trout, 969.405; crappie,
403; smallmouth black bass, 7550;
and haddock, 270,069,000.

!

'
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j
;

Foresters and others guarding th"
New England forests from fires may!
now have the benefit of a device de
signed by the forestry service of the
Department of Agriculture which J
helps in forecasting the periods when '
extra caution is necessary to prevent
these destructive outbreaks.
A hygrometer which shows the ,
moistuie content of the ground litter I
has been designed by the Forestry I
service. Experiments show that a !
25>; moisture content means that the ‘
duff, or leaf litter, will scarcely burn
at all. while a reading of 10': or less
shows danger from high inflamma
bility. The hygrometer is thrust into
the litter on the ground under the
trees and gives accurate readings of
the moisture content in much less
time than the old method of drying
and weighing samples of duff.
The instrument consists of a per
forated brass rod a foot long, con- 1
taining a strip of rattan attached to 1
a hand on a dial. Rattan has a )
peculiar quality of elongating rapidly
when exposed to moisture. Tlie dial i
hand of the hygrometer, controlled i
by the lengthwise swelling of rhe
rattan strip and by a tension spring,
indicates the percentage of moisture.

On the return trip down river with a cargo of lumber, the vessel put
into Glen Cove. While there Robert learned that Pomeroy was on board
and told.his brother, thc Captain, that he proposed to have satisfaction
before he left, for the loss and insidts he had received.
His brother’s efforts to dissuade him were of no avail. His injury had
tankled in his breast too long and he would not forego his long contem
plated revenge.
Taking hi- mi:-ker, loaded and with fixed bayonet, he went on board in
the absence of the Captain, and finding Pomeroy, told him the purpose of
his visit. Pomeroy in great tear begged his forgiveness, but regardless or
The protests that rates on sar
woman needs to fear birthdays if Toilet Soap.” Of the 694 important
OOKING at this recent photohis entreaties. Jameson pitched into him with his fists and laid him uncon dines in less than carload lots shipped
graph you will agree that Aileen she knows how to care for her ap Hollywood actresses, including
scious upon the deck andwould doubtless have made an end of him but for from Eastport ever the Boston &
all stars, 686 use this fragrant
Maine Railroad were too high have
Pringle knows the secret of keeping pearance.
the interference of others.
not been upheld by the Interstate
white soap. All the big studios
youthful allure! Never was this love
When leav in/ to go on shore Jameson gave his fallen enemy a thrust Commerce Commission which found
“Women on the screen, of course,
have made it their official soap
with his baronet to ascertain if he were dead. He proved to be alive how the rates "not unreasonable or un
ly screen star more popular than now!
must keep youthful charm. And a
Its unrivaled whiteness will
ever, and the Captain hearing of the trouble went on board his vessel and duly prejudicial.” The case has been
young-looking skin is absolutely nec“I’m over 30,” she says. ‘‘But I
dismissed.
delight
you. Get some today!
hurriedly sailed away.
essar".
For
years
I
’
ve
used
Lux
don’t mind admitting it one bit. No
The Greenspan Brothers, Inc., of
The people of Camden held Pomeroy in so great contempt, and were Perth Amboy. N. J., filed the protest
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WelL took his drum to the shore and began lustily to beat the "roll
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get a drink or to ask their way, or two cheap suitcases and a trunk.
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by the name of John Long. After the war closed Long one day happened neighborhood with himself, that he made use of all the abusive language
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to he at Peter Ott’s tavern at Goose River (Rockport), when that Torv- and opprobrious epithets his tongue could command, and, in reply to the
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hater, the doughty Robert Jameson, rode up and entered the tavern. As threats of Pomeroy, who brandished his sword over him, would bare his some kind of an opprobrious epithet Saturday evening.
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the weather was cold he told Ott to build up a big fire, as he wished to breast and dare him to injure him. Finding that neither threats nor and I could not forgive it. After the sill consist of certain scenes from
woman had gone I appealed to my
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warm himself, at the same time remarking that there was one man present force would silence him, Pomeroy was glad to put him ashore and get rid grandmother, who soothed my ruffled Shakespeare’s “Merchant of Venice’
whom he was going to put on to burn,. Ott supposing Jameson was of him. Jameson departed with a threat that, if ever fortune put it in feelings by telling me that though the and “Taming of the Shrew," which
joking, piled on the wood, and in a few minutes had a roaring fire. his power, no distance of time or regard to consequences should prevent act of the woman was undoubtedly viil be presented by the Juniors for
wrong yet she probably didn't know the pleasure of the Senior May
Jameson, who was a giant in strength, then seized Long and threw him his taking revenge.
any better, in fact didn't know very iucen and her court. Among those
on the fire as if he were a stick of cord wood. Before he could get out of
Sometime after this Capt. Pomeroy having taken a prize, ran in for a much anyway, as she had proved by taking part in the play is Marguerite
the fire place his face and hands were badly blistered, his clothing burned harbor at Owl’s Head and anchored in a foggy night. Capt. George the name she had called the flower. ■h Rochemont, of Rockland, as a
That woman was cross-eyed! It •ervant in "Taming of the Shrew.”
and his hair sinned. “There,” exclaimed Jameson, “burn the Harbor Little who commanded an American armed vessel, ran into the same
• • • •
was the first case of the kind I had
Village again, will you?”
harbor and anchored a short distance from him. In the morning when ever seen or heard of, and from that
Saxon Lurvey of Rockland was
Neither was this incident the last trouble Long had on account of his the fog cleared away, the two hostile flags were flying almost within time onward I associated cross-eyed
among the guests of the women stu
dastardly conduct, for on one occasion more than twenty years after the pistol shot of each other. Pomeroy lost no time in getting under way persons with dishonesty, and always dents at a tea given last Saturday for
burning of the village Long came to Camden, and according to an old tale, with his prize and escaping from so formidable an opponent. Little was distrusted anyone thus afflicted. This girls who are thinking of coming to
queer instinctive feeling followed me this college next fall
met Leonard Metcalf on the street, and recognizing him, extended his equally alert and soon sailed in pursuit.
all my life and to this day I think it
• « • »
hand to shake hands with him. Metcalf contemptuously ignored his prof
Pomeroy having the start and his vessel being a fast sailer gained upon would be impossible for me to trust
Three of the fraternities held their
fered hand, sav ing. “Let every dog shake his own paw,” and pointing in his adversary and arrived safe at Castine. But his prize sailing more fully a cross-eyed person. I could
annual spring formals last Friday
the direction of the destroyed saw-mill, exclaimed, “There, look at that slowly, Little manoeuvered and cut her off while concealed from the view never feel at ease with them. Of evniing at various places. The Delta
course my reason tells me to forget
mill, sir!” Long turned his head to look, when Metcalf struck him a of Pomeroy by an Island. 'Phis prize was then immediately manned by it, and so I have never allowed the Kappa Epsilon dance was held at the
stunning blow in the face, which felled him to the ground, and then Little, and with a crew of picked men, followed Pomeroy as if nothing had feeling to influence me in my manner Lakewood Country Club, the Zeta
Psi affair at Lakewood Inn, and the
finished paying the old score by giving him a severe pommeling. Col. happened. It was night before they’ arrived in Castine harbor. Little toward such persons, but I never feel Theta Kappa Nu dance at the Elm
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Erastus Foot hearing the noise caused by the quarrel, rushed out of his stood by the late prize-master and with a pistol at his breast compelled him
always see a mental picture of thdt wood Hotel.
office to learn its cause and when Metcalf explained he laughed heartily, to give such answers when hailed by Pomeroy as put him at ease and woman robbing the garden whenever
I see a person with cross-eyes.
declared the retaliation to he just and handing Metcalf a dollar told him induced him to order her alongside.
On? of the features of the coming
A child's mind takes impressions so scmmencement will be the Sunday
No sooner was this done than Little, with a stamp of his foot, brought
to go and drink his health.
easily and the effect ts so lasting that evening' service in honor of the 110th
On another occasion at about the same time, (1779), the active and his crew upon deck, and springing on board the Brig, exclaimed with an we should all guard our every act
anniversary of the graduation of
oath,
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ledoubtahle Metcalf had better fortune in repelling the invader. An
when in their company, for no George Dana Boardman, great mis
American roasting vessel being pursued by a British barge, ran ashore at Pomeroy had just time to slip over the bow into the boat and make for amount of reasoning in after years sionary pioneer and first graduate of
Ogier’s Cove. Metcalf who lived in that vicinity, (where by the wav shore, while Little cutting the cables hoisted sail and left the harbor with can destroy an impression once made this college. At this time, 12 new
on a small child's mind.
names will be added to the missionone of his descendants recently lived), gave the alarm and roused the both vessels.
aiy honor roll which stands in the
The alarm was spread and a few guns fired from the fort, but in the
neighboring settlers, who, with the vessel’s crew, secreted themselves
chapel. The address will be given
by Dr. John E. Cummings, '84, one
near the shore and fired a volley into the approaching enemy. Metcalf darkness of the night they had no effect.
Pomeroy after the war was a sailor on Paul Thorndike’s vessel, a
of the foremost missionary leaders of
would then run out from the woods and fire at them, where he would
the present time, who is retiring from
return, load and repeat the act. The British kept at bay by the settlers’ brother of Robert Thorndike whom he had despoiled during the war.
a career of 45 years in Burma. Dr
Robert
boarded
the
vessel
and
beat
Pomeroy
into
insensibility.
Such
ire
guns, at last rowed away. The next day the settlers mustered their
Cummings has the unusual experi
neighbors at Goose River, (Rockport), and stood ready to repel the the passions engendered by war.
ence of having both a son and grand
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